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Abstract 

The autornation of contract negotiation has the potential to change the way B2C and 

B2B trade takes place. For all its prOlnise however, contract negotiation between 

businesses (for i"nstance, e-Procurement) is still not conducted automatically. The au-

tomation of contract negotiation for e-comlnerce trade is complicated by three factors. 

Firstly, the majority of contract negotiation is multi-issue. Secondly, dynamic and 

uncertain contextual information is typically crucial for decision making in the negoti-

ation. Finally, business relationships that evolve from negotiation need to be accounted 

for. 

One observation made is that research in autornating negotiation has not ade-

quately addressed the role that uncertainty plays in decision making. Further rnore, 

understanding the importance of information for reducing this uncertainty is funda-

mental to designing software that is capable of modeling and valuing relationships that 

evolve frOlll negotiation. 

In light of this, this dissertation proposes an architecture design for an agent that 

makes negotiation decisions based on the value of information that it gives away and 

receives, where this value is derived from the arnount of uncertainty the information 

reduces. It is argued that an agent that values information in this way delivers superior 

performance in B2B-style negotiations than an agent that is not able to do so. 

The performance of an agent constructed with this architecture is evaluated with 

a series of bilateral negotiation simulations. An assessrnent is made on the behaviour 

of this agent, and a comparison is rnade between a strategy where decisions are made 
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based on information exchange, and a strategy where decisions are made based on a 

valuation on outcOlnes. 

This architecture design is extended to a particular instance of B2B negotiation --

integrative negotiation. In integrative negotiation, goals form part of the negotiation 

decision making apparatus. For the architecture design extension, this dissertation 

outlines integrative negotiation nonns described by sociological research in real world 

negotiation. An agent constructed with this architecture is evaluated to assess its 

behaviour in real world B2B-style negotiations. 

The dissertation concludes that, by modeling the uncertainty reduced by the COIn-

lllunication of information, an agent is able to value the communicative interactions 

between itself and another agent. Business relationships are founded upon communi-

cation, and when an agent is capable of valuing its communicative interaction, then it 

is capable of lllodeling aspects of business relationships that evolve from negotiation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the advent of the Internet came electronic business and the promise of a paradigrn 

shift in global commercial exchange. Much time has passed since, and electronic com-

merce is still in its infancy. Markets all around the world have increased liquidity, 

and electronic trade volumes have st eadily increased since 1993 (Barclay, Hendershott 

& McCormick 2003). Automating the negotiation of electronic trade contracts has 

the potential to revolutionise the way businesses are run, and may improve trade vol-

umes. Today however , the decision making for most contracts is performed rnanually 

or semi··lnanually. 

The work reported in this dissertation advances the sta.te of the art in intelligent 

agent software architecture design for conducting the automated bilateral negotiation 

of e-commerce contracts. The aim is primarily to serve business-to-business (B2B) 

negotiation, and to a lesser extent business-to-consumer (B2C) negotiation. To this 

end, based on the author's observation that everything that an agent says could give 

away valuable information , our thesis is: 

An agent that is able to attach an zntrinsic value to information will deliver 

superior performance in B 2B-style negotiations than an agent that is not 

able to do so. 

This thesis is motivated by two observations made by the author. 
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The first observation is that real world B2B negotiation involves infornlation that is 

inherently dynaInic and uncertain, and this fact has not been adequately addressed in 

automated negotiation software architecture design. It is argued that an agent that can 

attach an intrinsic value to information , where the value represents this uncertainty, 

negotiates better in B2B-style negotiations. 

The second observation is that many real world B2B-style negotiations involve 

to SOIIle extent the integration of the goals of the respective parties. The explicit 

representation, exchange, and mutual pursuit of the achievement of goals is the driving 

force behind a negotiation process and outcorne that is integrative (Kersten 2001). 

Goal-driven negotiating agents are termed "motivated agents". This is a growing area 

of research in automated negotiation and it is argued an integrative negotiation process 

is best performed when taking into account the intrinsic value of goal information. 

The research questions derived from the thesis are: 

1. \Vhat are the most important features of B2B (and B2C) e-C0111merCe environ-

rnents? 

2. What requirernents are necessary of an agent architecture suited to operating 

within this environment, addressing these features? 

3. How to design an agent architecture that fulfils these requirements. where an 

agent can define and attach an intrinsic value to infornlation? 

4. How to evaluate the negotiation behaviour of an agent that attaches an intrinsic 

value to infonnation against an agent that is unable to do so? What negotiation 

behaviour properties can be used to establish "superior performance" ? 

5. How to design an agent architecture that fulfils these requirements and supports 

integrative negotiation? 

6. How to evaluate the integrative negotiation behaviour of a Inotivated agent that 
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attaches an intrinsic value to information against a motivated agent that is unable 

to do so? 

Where B2B-style negotiations involve the exchange and mutual pursuit of the 

achievmnent of goals, by addressing the research questions, the thesis is validated. 

The following methods are employed to address the research questions: 

1. Explore real world B2B and B2C negotiations within an e-comrnerce dOInain. 

Identify two key features: information and goals. Identify how these features are 

important for a contract negotiation process . 

2. Identify to what extent these features are incorporat ed in the state of the art of 

intelligent agent software architecture design for automating negotiation. 

3, Prescribe and implement an agent architecture t hat is suited to addressing these 

features and can value information int rinsically, 

4. Define properties thai (,ll(,(lp~mlnt (' the llcgo1 iao1 iOll bchaviollf of an intelligent 

negotiating agent. 

50 Using the properties defined) com.pare the behaviour of an agent that attaches an 

intrinsic value to information against an agent that is not able to do so. Evaluate 

the extent that attaching an intrinsic value to info rmation affects the agent 's 

decision making. 

6. Specify design desiderata for an intelligent agent architecture that conducts a 

B2B-style integrative negotiation, and addresses in its design the explicit rep-

resentation of goals an d incorporates a means to influence decision making by 

exchanging goal information. 

7. Using the properties defined in method 4, evaluate the behaviour of an agent that 

attaches an intrinsic value t o information within a B2B-style negotiation, against 

an agent that is not able to do so . 
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In section 1.1, the terms and concepts that will be used throughout this dissertation 

are described. In section 1.2 two real world examples where information and goals 

are important for negotiation are described. These examples serve to highlight the 

significance of this work. Section 1.3 describes the dissertation outline for the research 

Inethods. 

1.1 Terms and Concepts 

N egotiation is a process whereby two (or more) individuals with conflicting interests 

reach an agreement on a set of issues. The individuals may attempt to cooperate in or-

der to reach this agreement despite having conflicting interests. Cooperation is through 

making proposals , offering concessions, and trading views (Jennings, Faratin , Lomuscio: 

Parsons, Sierra & \Vooldridge 2001). A signed contract is a set of commitInents - one 

for each of the individuals in the negotiation. The comlnitments are typically expressed 

in terms of future world states. The negotiation process has been studied extensively 

in sociology (Raiffa 1982)(Krmner &, :Messick 1995), politics (Bhattacharya 2004), eco-

nomics (Osborne & Rubinstein 1990), and computing science (Beer, d 'lnverno, Luck , 

Jennings, Preist & Schroeder 1999) . Negotiation arises in a silnple scenario such as 

two children \vishing to exchange an apple for an orange, and in a complex situation in 

which political bodies are haggling over a free trade agreelnent . Each negotiation can 

be classified in t.erms of its dimensions: 

• Competitive / Cooperative 

• One shot / repeated 

• Number of players - one-to-one , one-to-many, many-to-many 

• Number of issues - fixed/variable - sin1ultaneous/consecutive 
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• Roles of players - negotiators: facilitators, mediators, a rbitrat.ors , lnechanism ad-

justers 

One-to-one negotiation is when two parties attempt to come to an agreement. This 

type of negotiation is sometimes referred to bilateral (Ellingsen 1997) (Li, Giampapa 

& Sycara 2003) or dyadic negotiation (Polzer, Mannix & Neale 1995). One-to-many 

negotiation occurs when there is one negotiator talking to many interested parties and 

includes forward auctions - one seller, many buyers, and reverse auctions - one buyer, 

rnany sellers (Raiffa 1982). IVIany-to-many party negotiation can be managed using a 

double sided auction (Preist & Merida-Campos 2002), exchange or clearing house. 

Bilateral negotiation1 is seen to be the most difficult of the three to automate as 

it alone admit.s nlulti-issue negotiation in which the issue set itself may be the subject 

of negotiation as well as admitting the exchang . of supporting argumentation (Luo, 

J ennings, Shadbolt , Leung & Lee 2003). One-to-Juany and many-to-many negotiations 

depend on pre-arranged, standardised items typically with one negotiation issue only. 

Bilateral negotiation is the only form that can accommodate multi-issue contracts with 

ease2 . 

Automated ntgotwtion in conlmerce refers to software which automates the pro-

cess of negotiation for the purpose of trade. E- cornmerce is, according to Zwass 

(Zwass 1996), sharing business information, rnaintaining business relationships , and 

conducting business transactions by means of telecommunications networks. Automat-

ing the process of e-commerce negotiation has the potential to reduce the cost and 

duration of B2B and B2C negotiation. The impact on the economy of the widespread 

automated negotiation of contracts i not known - particularly on the stability of the 

econorny. For example, a natural disaster could trigger a serge of trading that in turn 

could generate massive ripple effect throughout the econon1y. There are two key issues 

IThroughout this d issertation , the term 'bilateral bargaining' will be used interchangeably with 
'b ilateral negotiation ', a nd is intended to have the same meaning. 

2With rare except ions, little has been written on multi-issue auctions and exchanges. 
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for the automation of e-comrnerce negotiation as highlighted by Zwass' definition: 

• Maintaining business relationships 

• Sharing business information 

Business relationships develop as a result of interactions~ including repeated nego-

tiation bebveen the parties (two parties, in the bilateral case). Information is shared 

during the process of negotiation between each party and other infonnation sources 

(such 3...') arbitrators, mediators, and so forth), and is used as the ba.sis upon which 

decisions are lnade. 

A software architecture that automates e-commerce bilateral negotiation should 

address and support these issues. This dissertation explores the specific issue of in-

formation as a fundalnental cornponent of e-commerce negotiation and the role that 

information plays in the negotiation process. Information, is any set of facts, opinions, 

or data. 

\Vhat is intuitively irnportant in negotiation is that information is used both to 

support decision making, and to infiuence our negotiation partner's decision making. 

For exarnple, when searching and subsequently negotiating for the trade of a particular 

digital camera, people may consult a vast variety of information sources: reviews, prior 

purchases from friends , information about the seller , cOlnpetitors, personal history, and 

so forth. This information is important in the sense that no-one would comfortably 

purchase a digital camera they knew nothing about. Alternatively, one lIlight use the 

information that there is a comparably cheaper price for the digital camera at a nearby 

competitor in order to influence the decisions of a negotiating partner. In deciding on 

what to negotiate for , how to negotiate , and the terms of an agreeable contract, one 

requires information. 

Information within the Internet domain has the characteristics of being rich, having 

varying integrity, and being dynamic. It is rich in the sense that there is much of it 
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available from many different information sources. It has varying integrity in the sense 

that infornlation sources may not be reliable, and hence the validity of the information 

is uncertain. It is dynamic in the sense that its currency is constantly changing -

what is true today, Inay not necessarily be true tomorrow, or even in a minute's time. 

Human and art.ificial agents negotiate because they need something, and identify 

goals to satisfy their needs. Whilst information reduces a party:s uncertainty in how 

to act, many real \\Torld B2B and B2C negotiation interactions are driven by the indi-

vidual's goals. A negotiation goal is a desire for the world to be in one of a number 

of possible future world states. Agents negotiate to satisfy a need. If v is a need , 

then ~(v) is a set of world states that satisfy v -- i.e., ~ : N ---? P(S), where N is 

the set of needs, and S is the set of world states. The satisfaction of the goal entails 

the satisfaction of the need. In some particular cases of B2B negotiation (such as in 

e-procurement), and to a lesser extent B2C, the negotiation interactions of a party may 

not only be driven by the desire to satisfy its own goals, but also the desire to satisfy 

another party 's goals as well. This often referred to as an 'integrative negotiation. 

An 'intcgrali-ve negotiation is where two or rnore parties in a negotiation engage in 

behaviours intended to integrate their goals to sorne extent, with an aim of reaching 

a negotiation outcome that satisfies each of their goals (Thonlpson 1998). There are 

two key characteristics of integrative negotiations, as highlighted by (Kersten 2001), 

that are fundamental to reaching an outcome that satisfies some or all negotiation 

goals: focus on goals (or interests) not positions, and the openness and exchange of 

supporting information. The focus on goals (or interests) is the explicit representation , 

exchange, and mutual pursuit of the achievement of the negotiation goals each party 

has . The focus on goals elicits discussion on the reasons behind the goals, and these 

discussions require the openness and exchange of relevant information . Focusing on 

goals may improve the speed of negotiation , and the quality of an agreed contract 

(Rahwan, Sonenberg & Dignum 2003). 
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The discussion and exchange of goal information is cOlnplicated by the strategic 

and private nature of this information - a negotiator should not freely reveal this 

infonnation. Furthermore, since goals are a type of infonnation, a software architecture 

that automates integrative negotiation should address the uncertainty and dynamism 

of goals. 

This dissertation proposes an approach to designing a software architecture that 

automates the bilateral negotiation of e-commerce contracts, where a mutually agreed 

contract satisfies (some or all) the goals of both negotiating parties. This software is 

intended to operate in an information rich environment, where the infonnation that 

drives the decision making process may be dynamic and uncertain. Intelligent agents 

are chosen as the basis of the design of our approach. 

Quoting Wooldridge (Wooldridge & Jennings 1995): intelligent agents are software 

based computer components and systems that enjoy the following properties: auton-

omy, social ability, reactivity and pro-activity, and can reason about their environn1ent. 

Intelligent agents have been chosen because their properties are a metaphor of hlllnan 

behaviour, They are ideal candidates for the design of an autonomous negotiation 

solution that addresses the previously mentioned issues: maintaining business relation-

ships and sharing business infonnation. Their social ability and reasoning capability 

lueans that they are suitable for modeling business relationships. Their autonOJny and 

reasoning capability means that they are suitable for managing information in a rich, 

dynamic and uncertain environment . 

The intelligent agents described in this dissertation are intended to negotiate on 

behalf of an owner. The term owner (who lnay be a human being) is used to indicate 

the entity that an agent is acting on behalf of. To design an intelligent agent that, 

negotia tes by focusing on goals and is capable of reasoning in the specified informa-

tion environment, the design of our agent is based on an inforrnation-based agency 

approach(Sierra & Debenham 2007). lnformation-based agency provides a means of 

lnodeling the certainty of negotiation actions in an environlnent using only the obser-
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vations it makes. The \vay that the certainty is modeled is with probabilit ies, and 

reasoning is managed by a form of Bayesian reasoning. 

1.2 Real World N egotiation Scenarios 

We motivate the research questions for this dissertation with two real world negotiation 

exanlples. The first example highlights the significance of both knowing inforrnation 

and identifying characteristics of information prior to determining negotiation actions 

in a real world negotiation process. The second example highlights the role that goals 

play in a real world negotiation process, and the significance of the exchange and mutual 

pursuit of the achievement of goals to reaching an integrative outcome. 

1.2.1 Example 1 

Fred and his wife are interested in purchasing a yacht for recreational sailing purposes. 

They have sorne previous experience in sailing, however they aren't experts. The two of 

them identify a particular type of yacht that suit their needs , Unfortunately, the type 

of yacht they are interested in is only available second hand. Fred identifies an owner 

of this type of yacht as a potential seller. Fred and the seller indicate their willingness 

to negotiate for the trade of the yacht . 

During an inspection of the yacht, Fred identifies some problems that will require 

addressing before his wife will be satisfied with any trade. Fred prefers to have these 

problems corrected by the seller, however he may be willing to opt for discounts on the 

yacht instead of the corrections. Prior to commencing negotiation, Fred and the seller 

determine the issues to be negoti a ted, including correcting any problems and forms of 

discount . 

Fred and the seller engage III negotiation by exchanging alternating offers. Each 

party in the negotiation is required to make decisions during the negotiation about 

whether to accept the offer, make a counter offer , or walk away from the negotiation. 
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The decisions that Fred makes prior to , and during, the negotiation take into consid-

eration what he knows about hirnself and the world around him. In order to make a 

decision, Fred may be interested in knowing: Can I trust what the seller is saying to 

me? \Vill the seller actually do what they said that they'd comrnitted to? Is it possible 

to find a similar yacht elsewhere? Could that yacht be in better condition? Will this 

yacht still be OK if the problems aren't addressed? Is there a going nlarket price for a 

second hand yacht of this type? What will my wife think of lny decisions? Will she be 

happy / angry /hysterical? Is there anything else I should know about the yacht ~ seller, 

myself, my wife, or the rnarket before I cornmit to a deal? 

1.2.2 The importance of managing information 

This section discusses how uncertainty and dynamic information complicate decision 

lTIaking in real world negotiations, as highlighted by Example 1. 

In Example 1, F'red reqnires injormo,tion in orner to reduce his uncertainty. This 

uncertainty may based on a number of dimensions: 

• Contract execution. Fred might be unsure whether the seller will correct any 

problems with the yacht that were agreed to be corrected. 

• Contract completeness. Fred 's wife mentioned something about a warranty, but 

he didn't raise \\Tarranty as an issue in the negotiation. Fred is unsure whether 

the contract covers everything that it ought to - there may be inconsistency 

between what issues are desired, and what issues are t abled. 

• Preference. Fred has an opinion as to which problems with the yacht he prefers to 

be corrected for him, and which problems he can correct hilTIself. He might also 

believe that he can correct them, but might not be conlpletely certain about this . 

Fred's wife also has a preference on this matter, however, he is only reasonably 

certain about what her preference is, and expects it to change. 
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• Determining acceptability. Suppose Fred is given advice that the going Inarket 

price of a similar second-hand yacht is $18,000. Fred might be cOInfortable agree-

ing to a price close to this, however, if his wife knew about this information , she 

would expect a price much lower than the going market price. Fred 's decision on 

what price to accept is conlplicated by information known (and not known) to 

him, the known expectations of his wife , and the possible expectations of his wife 

if she knew the information known to him. Fred's personal criteria for accepting 

an offer may be uncertain to the extent that he may be unclear about them. 

Uncertainty is inherent in real world negotiations. An agent that automates real 

world negotiation should not only model the uncertainty that exists (perhaps in a num-

ber of dimensions), but also manage the information that is used to reduce this uncer-

tainty. For instance, Fred's uncertainty about his wife's preferences might be reduced 

after giving her a quick phone call and asking her what her thoughts are. Exarnple 

1 highlights the importance of modeling dimensions of uncertainties for automating 

negotiation, and in Inanaging infornlation to reduce these uncertainties. 

Whilst information is used to reduce uncertainty, the agent's belief in whether this 

infonnation is true (i.e., the inforrnation integrity ) must also be assessed. For example, 

if the information about the market price of a similar second-hand yacht comes from 

a good friend, Fred might be quite certain about the integrity of this infonnation, 

and hence, permit this information to have a greater influence in his decision making. 

However, if this infonnation comes frOln a direct cOlnpetitor to the seller, perhaps Fred 

is less willing to believe (i.e. is more 'cautious') that the information is true. An agent 

that manages information to reduce uncertainty Inust also be able to assess the validity 

of that information. 

Dudng a process of negotiation, information may change - it may be dyna.mic. 

Known information Inay change in the future, and as a consequence, decisions should 

be consistent with the changes in information. Fred may know the yacht's market 
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price today, however, circumstances may arise that prompt Fred to reassess whether 

he should continue to believe that the information is true. For exarnple, suppose that 

a large hailstorn1 destroys a fleet of second hand yachts of the same type in another 

city. Based on this ne\v information, Fred may be more uncertain about the market 

rate of $18,000 because he expects the storm could cause the market price to rise, 

or conversely could damage the strength of the second-hand market for those yachts. 

Alternatively, Fred is informed that Kevin Rudd3 also owns a similar yacht, and so his 

desire to acquire it increases (and hence , willingness to pay more for it), lnaking the 

market price information less important to his decision making. An agent that manages 

infonnation must be able to adapt to changes brought about by new information. 

In summary, individuals in real world negotiations (such as in Example 1) manage 

information to reduce uncertainty, and in managing information, they account for vari-

ations in infonnation integrity, and if (and when) the information changes. It is argued 

that it is in the best interes ts of a negotiating agent to likewise do so. This dissertation 

discusses the "pecification of design de. iderata for a negotiation agent architecture that 

addresses the issues described in this section , in support of the thesis. 

1.2.3 Exanlple 2 

A large car lnanufacturing corporation _X" requires significant amounts of various types 

of lnetals to construct their cars with. A previously existing trade contract with a 

steelworks business broke down when that business went into liquidation. As a result, 

in order to maintain the continuity of their operations, X needs to negotiate a new 

trade contract with an alternative supplier of steel. They identify a potential candidate 

business, Y. 

To maintain the continuity of operations, X needs various types of steels and alu-

minium at a consistent level of quality and in ongoing quantities in order to keep up 

with the rate of car manufad uring. To a degree, the quantities of the metals required 

3Kevin Rudd is the Prime Minister of Australia. (noted on 01/08/2008). 
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may vary with the demand for the cars, and as part of a contingency plan to deal with 

changes in demand, X also aims to stockpile rnetals to some extent. X is unsure of how 

much extra metal it is willing negotiate for, but is willing to 'play it by ear' based on 

what Y is prepared to offer. .. Y establishes sorne negotiation goals that a trade contract 

should fulfil in order to satisfy its needs . 

Y is capable of delivering the types of nletals that X needs in sufficient quantities. 

Y is unsure about the precise needs and goals of X. Y needs a steady demand for 

its nletals in order to continue operation. Y is aware of the possibility that a metal 

repository 'dries out', although is uncertain about when this will occur in t.he future. Y 

is also interested in building a business relationship X, where the relationship extends 

to include car discounts for its employees. 

X and Y have never had business dealings previously. After a few initial meetings, 

both decide on the dimensions of the negotiation. The dimensions include the quantities 

of steels and ahllninium, the length of time of the contract, the ongoing purchasing 

price, the delivery costs , the delivery tilTles, and car discounts. Furthermore, X and 

Yare also interested in future exchanges and growth of a business relationship. ./y"'s 

sister company manufa.ctnres white goods, and a.lso requires a metals trade contract in 

the future. 

Establishing a trade contract is in the best interest of both businesses. Despite the 

competitive nature of X and Y , it follows that, in order to facilitate an agreement on 

a contract, its in the interest of both businesses to attempt to identify contracts that 

fulfil some or all of each business: negotiation goals. And in order to permit this, some 

level of private information , including possibly negotiation goals, must be exchanged. 

At one point during the process, Y informs X that it has a negotiation goal to 

stay within budgeted amount of 12 tonnes of TYPE-A steel delivered at regular time 

interval t (Y may anticipate that the negotiation with another future trading partner 

Z will also require TYPE-A steel in regular quantities, and this negotiation goal will 

give Y "some chance" of meeting the goals of both X and Z). .X informs Y that it 
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has a negotiation goal of 13 tonnes of TYPE-A steel for time interval t as the bare 

minirllum amount required to achieve its goals. Y , in discussions with X, decides that 

in order to facilitate the negotiation process, it drops its negotiation goal for TYPE-A 

steel (Y may deliberate that establishing the trade contract with X is more ilnportant 

than the conserving its supply of steel for Z , and may also "take a chance" that Z 

won't require as rnuch steel as X believes it will)4. 

Eventually, the negotiation between X· and Y breaks down because of a disagree-

ment on price and delivery tirnes. Although the negotiation did not reach an agreed 

contract, was the negotiation successful? During the process of negotiation, X and 

Y established a rapport with one another, and a degree of trust. Despite the failed 

emergence of an agreed trade contract, X and Y come away from the negotiation table 

believing that they could do business in the future. 

1.2.4 The inlportance of goal inforrnation 

This section discusses the influence that goal information and business relationships 

have on decision making in real world negotiations , and what an agent architecture 

should address to auton1ate this type of negotiation. 

Goals are future world states that define how and when a need is satisfied. In 

Exarnple 2, X and Y use negotiation goals to identify whether or not a contract will 

satisfy its needs. X and Y also seek to develop a business relationship during the 

process of negotiation. Private information that X and Y share concerning goals, and 

the establishnlent of a business relationship , may be used to improve the negotiation 

process in the following ways: 

• Business relationships may facilitate information revelation. Establishing rapport 

and growing a relationship improves trust , and consequently, may irnprove confi-

4lt should be noted that this example illustrates goal achievement, and not the explicit satisfaction 
of a need. }" s remuval of a goal does llot necessarily mean that a need will not be satisfied , but possibly, 
it may require some other means of satisfying it. 
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dence in the belief that an opposing partner will not do anything malicious with 

shared private information. This is irnportant because it provides an environment 

where private infonnation, such as goal information, can be shared in order to 

benefit the negotiation process and outcome. 

• Revealing goal information may assist negotiations to converge. Suppose X felt 

that the negotiation with Y was heading towards a breakdown. One way that -"Y 

can assist the negotiation to reach a resolution is to reveal private goal infonna-

bon that allows Y to explore outcomes that achieve that goal (in the context of 

growing the relationship). 

• Goal compromise may assist negotiations to converge. Y might decide that , in 

order to reach an agreement , one of its goals should be compromised - that is, 

a goal is ren10ved , or , a change in how the goal is defined is made. Compromise 

may be important for improving the possibility that an agreement is reached. 

• Business relationsh ips may assist the in achievement of fut ure goa.ls. _X's sister 

company might require the negotiation of a metals contract . Y , as a known and 

t rnsted business partuCf j lllight be the first choice to negot iate witI) b('caH~c trust 

has already been est ablished. Furthennore, continui ty of supply and demand is 

important for X and Y respectively, and relationships provide confidence in the 

execution of long t erm contracts. 

• A successful negotiation does not always mean contracts were agreed upon. De-

spite the negotiation between X· and Y breaking down, the process Inay have still 

been considered a success if some of the negotiation goals were achieved, or, if 

information gained is valuable and remains useful. For example, if X 's goal was 

to discover if its sister cOlnpany could do trade with Y, then the negotiation could 

be considered successful if X came away from the negotiation having achieved 

the goal. 
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The key significance of Example 2 (and the listed points) is this: if a business desires 

to survive, then it's in its best interest to firstly, ensure continuity in the acquisition 

of resources its business depends on, and secondly, ensure continuity in demand for 

its business. Establishing long term contracts achieves this, and the developllwnt of 

business relationships fosters the confidence to share the private information required 

to negotiate contracts that satisfy the needs of the business. Integrative negotiation, 

where both negotiating parties seek to reach an agreement that satisfies some or all of 

each other's needs, is an important part of real world B2B negotiation, and as such, 

agents that autOInate B2B negotiation should be capable of engaging in it. 

Fundamental to the process of integrative negotiation is knowing the strategic va.lue 

of goal information. The decision to reveal negotiation goal information is complicated 

by the strategic value of that information. By revealing information, it may be possi-

ble to establish additional (possibly strategic) information. For example: Y 's revelation 

that it provides steel to a direct competitor Z , may have an influence on how -,Y strate-

gically places itself in a negotiation (it may seck to 'undermine ' Z 's existing contract). 

Despite the benefits of revealing goal information, it is important than an agent is ca-

pable of determining what strategic leverage (if any) the information may provide for 

business partners to influence current or future negotiations ) and detern1ining whether 

the partner is likely to use the information appropriately (and not cOlnpetitively, by 

revealing it to others). 

Goal information, just like other forms of infonnation, may be 'uncertain and/or 

dyna.rnic. For exarnple, suppose Y declares that it has a budget goal on the maximulll 

amount of money it is prepared to offer, but later on removes the goal , and informs 

-'\: "I've lnade a compromise for you, what can you do for me?';. As a result , X might 

assign a greater deal of caution as to the validity of any future goals that Y declares. 

In sumrnary, businesses in the real world (such as in Exam.ple 2) develop business 

relationships and may reveal private goal information during integrative-style negotia-

tions to ultirnately ensure cont inuity in survival. The influence that goal information 
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has is cOInplicated by its strategic value, the uncertainty in the validity of that infor-

mation, and the uncertainty in the strategic value of that information. It is argued 

that an agent that autOInates negotiation on behalf of businesses should be capable 

of integrative negotiation where these issues are addressed. This dissertation explores 

the specification of design desiderata for a negotiation agent architecture capable of 

integrative negotiation, and assess its performance, in support of the thesis. 

1.3 Outline of this dissertation 

In Chapter 1 (this chapter), the thesis is defined ; and the steps this dissertabon will 

take in order to validate the thesis. 

In Chapter 2 the author defines the real world B2B domain within which our in-

telligent agents negotiate, and discuss the role and significance of the characteristics 

of information and the goals in real world negotiation. Current day approaches to 

automating negotiation are identified, and the way that each approach places a value 

on information, a.nd appropriateness of each approach to automating B2B negotiation. 

(Addressing research methods 1 and 2) . 

In Chapter 3 the author presents a formal model of inforrnation-based agency and 

provide an application exelnplar. (Addressing research method 3). 

In Chapter 4 the author conducts an evaluation of information-based agency. An 

agent-·based ilnplementation is made on information-based agency principles, and is 

evaluate in negotiation performance over a number of criteria. The effectiveness of 

such an approach to automating negotiation for B2B e-commerce trade is discussed . 

(Addressing research methods 4. and 5). 

In Chapter 5 the author proposes an information-based agency design capable of 

integrative negotiation. The chapter outlines goal based strategies for agents that 

mutually pursue the achievement of goals in negotiation. (Addressing research method 

6) . 
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In Chapter 6 the author evaluates the integrative nlOdel approach under varia-

tions of information conditions. The proposed goal based framework is compared with 

present day research approaches to automating negotiation . The chapter presents re-

sults to support an argument for the significance of this approach in automating real 

world B2B negotiation. (Addressing research method 7) . 

In Chapter 7 the author concludes and discusses the extent to which our approach 

has validated the thesis. The chapter looks at future research, and explores the possi-

bility of incorporating this approach into other automated negotiation frameworks. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

As described in t.he introduction, our thesis is that an agent that attaches an intrinsic 

value to information, where this value represents the certainty of its belief in the truth 

of the infornlation, performs better in B2B-style negotiations than one which doesn 't. 

The aut.hor foreshadows that this management of the integrity of the inforrnation at 

an atOlnic level enables us to derive a variety of high-level measures that prove to be 

usefuL In add ressing this thesis , this Chapter is organised into two parts: defining the 

C-C01llm CrCe domain an d outlining difficultics ill automating B2B contract llcgotiation 

within this dOlnain, and, describing the ext ent to which the current state of the art has 

addressed these ditnculties. 

Thc first part begins by dcfiniug what B2D negotiatioll is, and the domain within 

which it takes place. Next , the author explore the characteristics of information that 

complicate the management of integrity for reducing uncertainty, and argue that these 

characteristics should be addressed in the design of an agent architecture. Following 

this, the authoer describes the integrative nature of many B2B negotiations and the 

significance of the exchange and mutual pursuit of negotiation goals to reaching integra-

ti ve outcomes. It is argued that realising the automation of B2B negotiation requires 

the design of an agent architecture capable of managing integrative negotiation. 

The second part begins by describing an overview of the state of the art in au-

tOlnated negotiation approaches. Next , the author explores the contribution to auto-
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mated negotiation from game theory-based approaches, and the extent to which these 

approaches address the issues of information and negotiation goals described in the 

first part. Following this, the author describes the contribution from information-based 

agency, and the extent to which it addresses the issues of information and negotiation 

goals. The chapter concludes with a comparison between the two approaches, and 

justify basing the design of B2B negotiating agents on an information-based agency 

approach. It is argued that automating integrative-style negotiations is best performed 

when the information exchanged is valued in terms of its reduction in uncertainty. 

The question is not whether garne theory is better or worse than information-based 

agency but how should the agent architecture be organised. In the context of agent 

architecture, our thesis is that the issues addressed by the information-based approach, 

that are con'lpletely defined even if the agent is not utility aware, are the fundamen-

tal issues for intelligent agency operating in an inherently uncertain environment. If 

an information-based agent is utility aware then it may well employ game-theoretic 

methods. 

2.1 The E-colnrnerce DOlllain 

As noted previously, E-commerce is , frOJll Zwass (Zwass 1996): sharing business in-

formation, maintaining business relationships , and conducting business transactions 

by rneans of telecommunications networks. The term e-commerce is most comrnonly 

applied to the process of conducting business transactions over the Internet, for the 

purpose of exchange. 

E-commerce is the extension of real-world business online. There are two types of 

real-world business models discussed here: business to consumer (B2C) and business 

to business (B2B)1. B2C transactions involve one business selling goods or services to 

many customers. An example of this type of transaction is a person purchasing apples 

1 C2B and C2C models are not discussed here 
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from a fruit stall in a market place. B2B transactions involve one business selling 

goods or services to another business, and are often seen as a component of a supply 

chain. An example of this type of transaction is a fruit stall business buying apples 

and oranges frOIn a country producer. 

l\1any types of real world business transactions are now successfully conducted on-

line - B2C retail sales transactions have been successfully implemented by online 

stores such as Amazon and Dell. eBay facilitates online auction transactions with a 

variant of the English auction protocol. One type of business transaction that has not 

yet been automated is the negotiatjon of business contracts . 

As more and more businesses and consumers become comfortable with online trad-

ing, the automation of online business transactions has the potential to further revolu-

tionise the \vay business takes place. A u.tomating a transaction is Ineant in the sense 

that the transaction process (or some part of the process) and the decisions to be made 

during a transaction are conducted without human intervention. Automating transac-

bons has the potential to reduce transaction costs, im prove efficiency of coordination , 

and improve the speed, and hopefully the quality, of transaction outcOlnes (Pivk & 

Cams 2000)(Klusch 2001)2. 

Automating e-C0111merCe transactions is complicated by two features: 

• Complex nature of business relationships in which the transactions are elTlbedded 

• Dynamic nature of the contextual information surrounding the transaction 

We briefly discuss the significance of each point below. 

Businesses have a need to maintain the continuity of supply (and denland) in a way 

that is reliable and apparently free of unacceptable risk. Establishing relationships is a 

means of achieving this. A relationship (with a conSUlner or another business) allows a 

business to ensure that what it requires in order to continue operating can be acquired 

2It should be noted that the precise outcomes of the widespread automation of business transactions 
on the economy is unknown -- it may very well be that it has a de-stabilising effect. 
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with minimum hassle, at a fair cost, and in a way that respects the depth of the 

relationship. Relationships also influence decisions on how to trade, and with whom to 

trade. Developing a relationship is a complex and time consuming, although necessary, 

task for primarily B2B e-commerce trade, and to a lesser extent, B2C. Consequently, 

the automa.tion of e-COlnmerce transactions is complicated by the need to account for 

the complexities of the relationships in which the transactions are embedded. 

Uncertainty is endernic in the dynamic real world e-COlnmerce dOlnain. FrOln se-

lecting a trading partner, to deciding on what to trade for, or deciding on what action 

to perform next , knowing precisely how best to execute a particular action is difficult 

to assess in dynamic domains. Information is crucial to reducing this uncertainty3. For 

instance, knowing the information that a particular antique is the last of its kind may 

determine at what price you ultimately sell it. Or, knowing that one 's closest business 

competitor is having severe financial troubles may lead to a restructuring of trading 

strategies. Acquiring and managing this information is complicated by its dynarnic 

nature - at a. given point in time, that inforrnation lilay change (or becom.e redun-

dant). Consequently, automating e-commerce t ransactions is complicated by the need 

to acquire and manage dynamic information in order to make the rnost appropriate 

decisions. 

These two points are important considerations for any real world business trans-

actions. More importantly however , these two points are ilnportant to account for 

in designing an approach to automating business transactions. I t is argued that an 

approach to automation should firstly consider the extent to which each point is sig-

nificant in their B2B (or B2C) modeL and secondly, how each point influences the 

decisions that are made. 

Business relationships , uncertainty and dynamic information are features of the e-

comrnerce domain. This dissertation focuses on the automation of one type of business 

transaction - bilateral contract negotiation, and this is considered in the context of 

3The old adage, ' information is power· j comes to mind, 
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rhetorical argumentation, that includes the exchange of infonnation , arguments, threats 

and rewards a..s well as the exchange of offers. 

2.2 E-commerce Negotiation 

iVegotiation is defined as a process whereby two (or more) individuals with conflict-

ing interests reach a mutually beneficial agreement on a set of issues. Negotiation 

is one rnethod of conducting trade in e-commerce - in contrast to alternatives such 

as online posted-prices (such as Amazon.com) and stock market trade (such as with 

the NASDAQ). The specific subject of this dissertation is the bilateral negotiation of 

mult iple-issue contracts . This section describes what it is, and give an overview on how 

software may assist in the performance or automation of the negotiation of contracts. 

One example of contract negotiation is procurement. Procurement is the business-

to-business purchase or sale of supplies and services. Electronic procurement (e-

procurement) is procur81uent conducted over the Internet. Negotiation is important 

in one-to-one bilateral e-procurement because it is the only method of trade that per-

Inits multiple issues to be resolved, where even the issue set may possibly be up for 

delibel'ation4 . 

Traditionally, bilateral e-commerce negotiations (such as procureluent) involve corn-

Inunication via person-to-person, mail, fax and telephone. T he Internet has provided 

additional means of communication via email, video conference, and shared collabo-

rative spaces. These new means of communication provide businesses with a greater 

variety of actions t hat can be performed , and a greater scope of information to make 

(possibly) better decisions with. Examples of this are given in (Bichler , Kersten & 

Strecker 2003), and include the iluproved selection of potential negotiation trading 

partners and irnproved collection, categorisation and exchange of rich information. 

4 Auctions with standardised lots have been previously used in addressing multiple issue trade in a 
high ly restricted sense. 
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With an increasing number of real world B2B (and B2C) contract negotiations being 

conducted over the Internet, software may playa role in supporting and/or automating 

negotiation decisions. In examining this role, two types of software-based systems are 

identified: negotiation support systems, and automated negotiation systelns. 

Negotiation SUppOTt systerns are software based systems for supporting a human to 

rnake decisions or communicate infornlation within a negotiation process. For exarnple, 

a negotiation support system lnay facilitate communication between negotiating parties 

by structuring the language used. MeJ\10 (Weigand, de Moor, Schoop & Dignunl 2003) 

is one such system that enables hUlnans to formalise communication between one an-

other, including multi-lingual support, for commercial trade. J\1eMo also supports 

variations in negotiation protocols. Another example is the Inspire system (Kersten & 

Lo 2001). Inspire is a support system that acts as a mediator between two negotiating 

parties, aiding the human to understand the issues, maintain negotiation history: and 

graphically represent the negotiation dynamics (Kersten & Lo 2001). 

In addition to software bASed systems that directly support the negotiation process, 

service based technologies may also provide informational support for a negotiating 

party. One exarnple is (Zhang &: Simoff 2004) where news information is text mined 

for supporting human-based negotiation decision making. In (Zhang & Simoff 2004), 

news relevant to the negotiation is automatically text mined from online news articles 

in a keyword based approach. Further examples of informational support are illustrated 

in (Pivk & Gmns 2000)(Kowalczyk, Ulieru & Unland 2002). 

A utomated negotiation systelTIS are software based systems intended to autOInate 

the negotiation process. AutOlnated negotiation systems are typically composed of 

'tnteUigent agents that perform some part of the negotiation process on behalf of a 

human (Jennings et al. 2001). 

Intelligent agents in a negotiation interact with either a human or another agent. 

By automating the negotiation process, it becomes possible to reduce transaction costs, 

improve the efficiency of coordination, and improve the quality of negotiation outcomes 
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(Klusch 2001). Examples of agents for bilateral e-commerce negotiation are found 

in (Tamma, Phelps, Dickinson & Wooldridge 2(05) (Fatirna, \Vooldridge & Jennings 

2004). Generally speaking, there are two important questions in the design of an agent 

architecture for bilateral e-commerce negotiation: 

• What is the process of bilateral e-comrnerce negotiation and to what extent is 

this process to be automated by the agent? 

• How to design an agent that takes appropriate negot.iation actions during the 

process of negotiation? 

The first question highlights the necessity to identify the stages and components of 

an e-comlnerce negotiation process in order to automate it. The following section 2.2.1 

defines the negotiation process that is used for this dissertation. This process definition 

sets the context within which t he process components to be automated are identified, 

and the process components that are outside the scope of this work . 

The second question highlights the notion of rationality. Based on Bratman et. 

al. (BratlYlan, Israel & Pollack 1991) an intelligent agent is rational when the pro-

duction of actions further the goals of the agent, based on the agent's conception of 

the world. By extension, the negotiation actions of an agent are appropriate when 

they are aimed at achieving the agent's negotiation goals. In real world e-commerce 

negotiation: the determination of what actions to take are influenced by business rela-

tionships and dynamic contextual information. So for an intelligent agent negotiating 

within this same e-commerce domain, business relationships and dynamic contextual 

information should also influence an agent's decision making. Therefore, in the context 

of e- commerce lTIulti-issue contract negotiation, a rational agent is one that produces 

negotiation actions that further its negotiation goals, accounting for the influence of 

business relationships and dynamic contextual information. This idea is a core theme 

throughout this dissertation. 
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In order to explore the influence of dynam.ic contextual information, section 2.2.2 

firstly defines characteristics of information, and the significance and influence that 

these characteristics have on negotiation decision making in an e-cornrnerce dOInain. 

The author discusses how each of the characteristics are significant to real world nego-

tiation~ and the extent to which they may also be significant in automated negotiation. 

In this dissertation, due to resource restrictions, the author refrains from addressing 

the complexit.y of business relat.ionships - we leave this as future work (see Chapter 

7). 

In addition to exploring how information influences negotiation decisions, the author 

discusses the role that negotiation goals play in a negotiation process. Where parties 

are interested in reaching agreements that are to SOlne degree integrative, goals play 

an important role. In section 2.2.3, it is argued that most real world e-commerce B2B 

negotiations either are, or would benefit from being, to some degree integrative. 

In section 2.3, the author discusses th state of automated negotiation research 

today, with part.icular reference to the extent to which information and goals have 

been addressed in present day literature. It is argued that the state of the research 

in automated e-commerce negotiation with intelligent agents can be improved by in-

corporating a meaIlS of having the characteristics of known information influence the 

decision making. It is also argued that e-COInmerce negotiating agents can be improved 

by the explicit representation of negotiabon goals, and incorporating a means of having 

these goals influence the decision making. This chapter exarnines various automated 

negotiation approaches, and the extent to which these two issues are addressed by those 

approaches. 

2.2.1 The Negotiation Process 

The negotiation process has been studied extensively in sociology (Raiffa 1982) (Kramer 

& Messick 1995), politics (Bhattacharya 2004), economics (Osborne & R.ubinstein 
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Figure 2.1: Negotiation process by stages 

1990), and cornputing science (Beer et al. 1999). There is latitude in the descriptions 

of what types of processes can be classified as negotiation processes. 'Ihis dissertation 

specifically concerns e-con1merce multi-issue bilateral negotiations. Sometimes this is 

referred to as contract negotiation (Weigand et al. 2003). In this type of negotia-

tion , two parties exchange offers and information with the primary goal of reaching an 

agreement that satisfies the needs of both parties. 

Bilateral negotiation can be broken down into a set of su b-processes as indicated 

by Figure 2.1. The whole process is referred to as the negotiation process, and a sub-

process as a stage of the negotiation process, 

Firstly, a negotiating party (} recognises a set of needs that require fulfilment, Needs 

may be fulfilled by the acquisition or exchange of resources, including information , with 

another party, T he specification of precisely what is required by the party is defined by 

a set of goals of what to achieve. Needs and goals are used the sense in which they are 

commonly used in planning. For example, I am hungry so I n eed food , and a possible 

goal is to acquire a sandwich. 

In the pre-negotiating stage, ex identifies and selects one such party, 0, that is 

willing to negotiate for the exchange of the resources that ex requires. In the pre-

negotiating stage, (} and /3 may also establish the communication protocol (or language), 

n egotiation protocol, the issues to be negotiated , and any further details required by 
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either party prior to commencing negotiating5 . A cornrnunication protocol is the set 

of rules that each party agrees to obey for exchanging messages in order to reliably 

exchange and understand infonnation. A negotiation protocol6 is the set of rules that 

govern the interactions between parties in a negotiation (Jennings et al. 2001). It is 

possible to distinguish between degrees of freedom in permissible interactions in ternlS 

of unstructured, semi-structured, and structured protocols (Bichler et al. 2003). 

In the negotiation stage, the two parties exchange rnessages including contract pro-

posals with accompanying argumentation in accordance with the negotiation protocol 

and in the language specified by the conlmunication protocol. At sonle point during the 

negotiating stage, one party will decide that either a contract proposal is acceptable, 

or that the negotiation is no longer worth continuing, and cease negotiating. At this 

point, the negotiating stage concludes. An important aspect of the negotiating stage is 

each party 's strategy - a plan or set of plans consisting of a logical approach towards 

deciding which proposals to make and what information to exchange, and what type 

of contract proposal to accept and when. 

Once the negotiating has concluded, the post-negotiating stage commences 7 . If both 

parties agreed to a contract proposal ) the parties in the post-negotiating stage sign the 

contract. The agreed contract expresses the terms of the agreement and the actions 

that each party commits to undertaking. In the post-negotiating stage, ex and f3 \vill 

each evaluate the other party 's actions and will note the extent to which they have 

honoured their commitments. 

This view of a negotiation process is a simplified perspective on stages and com-

ponents that lnake up a single business negobation encounter. The base stages and 

components identified here are supported by (\,veigand et a1. 2003) (Bichler et al. 2003). 

It is significant to note however that many real world negotiations are traditionally n10re 

5For example, the parties may determine upfront issues that they are interested in logrollmg (Hung 
2003) -_. logrolling is where each party makes concessions on issues of lesser importance in exchange 
for concessions by other parties on issues of greater importance. 

6 Also commonly called the intemction protocoL 
7This stage is also commonly referred to as the fim.shmq stage. 
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complex (Li, 8u & Lam 2006). In real world business negotiations, there are often re-

peated encounters, and the evolution of business relationships, which are not captured 

in this process description. F\lrthermore, there are often constraints placed on stages 

or parts of stages, such as tirne constraints. 

The following section discusses the management of uncertainty and of uncertain in-

fornlation , and the extent to which it is significant to the design of an agent architecture 

for automating the negotiation process. 

2.2.2 Uncertainty and information 

Walton and McKersie st at ed (Walton & McKersie 1965) (Thompson , Peterson & Kray 

1995): 

"\i\Then information is low; the result will be a less adequate definition of 

the problem ; fewer alternatives will be generated ; and the potential conse-

quences of these alternatives w ill be less explored ," 

E-commerce bilateral negotiation, as it is in many types of e-commerce t rade transac·· 

tions, is complicated by the problelns of resolving multiple issues, dynamic contextual 

inforrnat ion , and the cOlnplexity of business relationships. W ithin t his dis..;ertation, we 

specifically address the role that informat ion plays in negotiation decision making. 

A negotiat ing party may acquire a range of information prior t o, during the course 

of, and after a negotiation process. We limit this discussion to information that may be 

verified at some time in the future. That is; information that may not be verified in any 

way is discarded. Prior to a negot iation process , information is llsed to refine a party's 

own preferences. The type of information that is important depends on the context of 

t he negotiation8 . For example, in the t erms of (Pinkley 1990) , an negotiation between 

a teenager and parents about a curfew m ay illicit 'emot ive' types of information, where 

8There are va rious sociological t heories about how information is structured , as identified by 
(Thompson et a l. 1995), however we do not address this here, 
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as a negotiation between the parent and her boss about working time may illicit Inore 

'factual' types of infonnation (Thompson et al. 1995). 

During the negotiation process, information reduces the uncertainty about the 

world, and influences decisions on what negotiation actions to take. The types of 

information that are significant may include information about the other party, the 

issues, market activity, and environmental events outside the negotiation. Information 

may also be sought froIll the Internet , from competitors, friends, colleagues, or any-

one else who lllight know sOlllething of use to reducing the uncertainty of the decision 

making process. 

V\ihilst knowing what is theright9 information is fundamental to a negotiating 

party, equally important. is what we term the information characteristics. These char-

acteristics complicate how (or if) a negotiating party uses infonnation: 

• Rich 

• Uncertahl 

• Dynamic 

• Cost of acquisition 

Firstly, the Internet environment within which on-line negotiations take place is 

information rich. By rich, the author Ineans there is a vast assortment of sources of 

information , and each source provides a wealth of information. The difficulty for parties 

involved in a negotiation is, how to determine what information is useful , how much is 

useful , and how it should affect preferences or support decision making. For example, 

when negotiating a trade contract with a recognised business to supply goods, there 

Inight be a wealth of information available about the business' previous activities, past 

9The t erm 'right information ' refers to information that is both relevant and important to decision-
making. Knowing what information is relevant and important may be dependant on individual assess-
ment , 
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employees, or budget statements10 --- it is important to identify relevant infonnation 

and ignore the irrelevant. An agent that automates negotiation should be capable of 

acquiring and managing information to reduce uncertainty in real world e-comlnerce 

envirolnnents. 

Secondly, the information that is acquired Inay not necessarily be always truell . 

Information has an integrity, and the integrity of the information is important when 

considering whether or not to either make decisions or alter preferences on the (sole 

or partial) basis of this inforrnation. For example, a news website that files regular 

reports on events occurring in a \Var may not necessarily provide information that is 

true at the tinle (the information may be exaggerated, or incorrect, due to confusion, 

conflicting sources, and so on). The difficulty for parties involved in negotiation is how 

to estimate/verify the degree of integrity of the information, and then how to make 

appropriate negotiation decisions or alter preferences that account for this integrity. 

For example, prior to engaging in negotiation with a business, being informed of the 

news that the business is on the verge of liqnidation is only significant if there is a 

reasonable chance that it is true. If this news comes from a competitor, then one may 

suspect it might not be true. On the other hand, if the news cornes from a reliable 

source, then this infoflTlation should carry more (weight ' (Le. due to a higher degree 

of certainty) in influencing the decisions made during the process of negotiation. An 

agent that automates negotiation should be capable of managing the integrity of the 

inforrnation it acquires. 

Thirdly, information , or one's estimate of the integrity of the information, may 

frequently change ---- in this sense, information is dynamic. " That is true today, Inay 

not necessarily be true tomorrow. For example, online reports of the price of stock right 

now may change in 5 minutes time. The difficulty for parties involved in negotiation is , 

lOpublic companies are often guilty of publishing too much information about their position. Pre-
sumably in an a.ttempt to create a haze around around what is actually going on whilst being able to 
say that they have openly disclosed all important aspects of their operation. 

11 Information may be true to some degree. For example, "Paul makes all the important decisions in 
the company." is clearly open to interpretat ion whilst still conveying some potentially useful meaning. 
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given a negotiation lllay take an unknown amount of tilllC to complete, at what time 

will the information used to define preferences and/or make decisions be no longer 

valid? If this is prior to the completion of the negotiation then this will be a point of 

concern. When one is completely uncertain about the truth of some information, one 

should discard it. An agent that autornates negotiation should Inanage the effects of 

changes in information and its integrity. 

Fourthly, the acquisition of information may have a cost. On deciding on how 

to reduce its uncertainty about what it knows (or what action to take), a negotiating 

party needs to weigh up the cost (if any) of acquiring infonnation. For exaInple , during 

the negotiation of a pollution emissions trade contract, it may be necessary to acquire 

information about the general impact a particular pollutant has on earth. However, 

due to the breadth of studies on climate change, and sensitivity of SOlne organisations 

to divulging this information , the cost of acquiring information (in terms of time and 

fees) n1ay be unacceptably high, and as snch, a negotiating party may choose to "make 

do" with what it knows. Recognising and measuring the cost of inforrnation acquisition 

(time, money, or whatever) is irnportant to an agent that autornates negotiation. 

The four lTlentioned characteristics highlight the difficulty negotiating parties face 

when acquiring and managing information in real world negotiations. These compli-

cations are not only relevant to real world negotiators, but also to designers of agent 

architectures for aut01nated negotiation. In sUlllmary, in an e-COnlmef(~e negotiation 

context, negotiating parties need to ensure that it acquires the right information at an 

acceptable cost, manages this acquisition in information rich environments, manages 

information integrity, and the dyna'mic nature of the information] 2. This summary 

extends to negotiating agents - that is , an agent should appropriately account for 

information and its characteristics. 

12The informal interpretation of this might be, "To negotiate effectively, you need to acquire as 
much necessary information as possible , assess the accuracy of that. information, and how likely it is 
to change." 
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In the spirit of\Valton and McKersie (\Valton & 11cKersie 1965), the author believes 

that information is the primacy of preference forrnation and decision making, and as 

such, a negotiation agent design should model this information and its characteristics. 

The intuitive consequence for an agent that appropriately accounts for information is 

that it will be in a better position to achieve its negotiation goals than one which didn't. 

In the present day literature on automated negotiation, there is growing amount 

of research that aims to address these issues. Section 2.3 discusses the current state 

of research in autOIDating e-COIIlnlerce negotiation and illustrate the extent to which 

information is accounted for in these research approaches. The following section ad-

dresses the issue of negotiation goals, the role that negotiation goals play in real world 

negotiations, and the practical value of incorporating negotiation goals into an agent 

that automates e-conlmerce negotiation. 

2.2.3 Negotiation Goals 

A goal is defined as a state of the world that a. party desires to achieve or to preserve , 

The motivation for the achievement or preservation of this state is the satisfaction of 

a need. For example, one might have a need to eat for survival, and in order to satisfy 

that need, one might pursue the goal through the purchasing of an apple. 

A negotiation goal is a state of the world that is directly related to one or more issues 

in the negotiation and in this sense a party may be required to mutually commit with 

other parties to achieving or preserving the goal. The achievement of a negotiation goal 

entails a commitment to satisfy a need. For example, in enterprise bargaining, unionists 

rnight have a negotiation goal to have employers comn1it to raising a minimuID wage 

in the following year. Negotiation goals are a fundamental component of real world 

negotiations (Kersten 2001) (Mckersie, Sharpe, Kochan, Eaton, Strauss & lVlorgenstern 

2008). In an intuitive sense, the achievement of negotiation goals characterises the 

degree to which a negotiation was a success. The negotiation goals of a party may differ 
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between negotiation contexts, and are sometimes referred to as negotiation interests 

(Kersten 2001). 

Negotiation goals illay play several roles during the process of negotiation. Firstly, 

they define acceptable outconles. Secondly, they may be exchanged as a means of 

assisting negotiating parties to identify outcomes that are acceptable for other nego-

tiating parties. Thirdly, they may be exchanged for the purpose of persuasion - for 

example "my mother is coming to dinner, the food quality must be good!". Whether 

or not a goal is used in a particular role depends on the motives of the negotiation 

party, and the context of the negotiation. 

One way of looking at what roles negotiation goals play in a negotiation is to 

view the negotiation context as either a distributive or integrative context (\-Valton & 

McKersie 1965) . A distributit1e negotiation is a 'win-lose', or 'pure conflict ' situation, 

where the outcome of the negotiation is a division of resources between the parties. 

When there is a fixed (finite) amount of re~01.lrces, ear,h party in a distributive negoti-

ation seeks to maximise t heir share of resources. 

An integrative negot iation is a 'win·win' or 'pure co-ordination' situa tion , where the 

outcomes of a negotiation are as beneficial as possible to each party. The set of resources 

X nlay not necessarily be fixed, and each party may not necessarily be purely int erested 

in maximising their share of each resource in ."Y. Goals in integrative negotiation are 

in part coordinative, and not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, "If you take 

my children to school , then I can do your shopping. " . 

Generally speaking, B2B negotiation falls somewhere in between , and is referred 

to as 'mixed-motive ' negotiation by (ThOlnpson 1998). That is, some goals may be 

self-motivated and conflicting, whilst other goals m ay be cooperative and shared. This 

view is in line with traditional B2B negotiation definitions, such as the one given in 

Section 2.2. 

The traditional example that illustrates the difference between distributive and 

integrative negotiation is the ' two sist ers and the orange' example (Kersten 2001). Two 
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sisters are arguing over one orange. One sister is interested in making juice, the other 

sister is interested in using the orange skin to flavour cake. In a purely distributive 

negotiation, presuming neither knows the other 's interests, the outcome is perhaps 

one sister gets the whole orange, or they split the orange in half13. In an integrative 

negotiation, where each others interests are clear, the outcome may be 'win-win', where 

one sister peels the orange and keeps the skin, whilst the other keeps the insides of the 

orange. This highlights the idea what might be a distributive negotiation to begin 

with, rnay become integrative during the proc:ess of negotiation. 

(Thornpson 1998) argues that integrative negotiation is defined by both the out corne 

and the negotiation process by which the outcome was reached. The negotiation process 

lnay be integrative in the sense that the goals of the parties are shared, and their 

behaviours to achieve those goals are cooperative, but there is no guarantee that they 

will reach an integrative outcome - where an integrative outcOlne is one that achieves 

some or all of the specified goals. In the ~ense indicated by (Thompson 1998) , a truly 

integrative negotiation IS one where both the outcome and the negotiation process by 

which the outcome was reached are integrative. 

Following on frorn (Thompson 1998) , (Kersten 2001) proposes a. series of properties 

that distinguish an integrative negotiation from a distributive one. To an extent, these 

properties extend those advocated by (Fisher & Dry 1981). There are two specific 

properties that we are interested in: the focus on goals not positions , and openness and 

exchange of relevant information. Focusing on goals, rather than positions, is a funda-

lnental component of integrative negotiation. Since a goal represents the outcomes that 

a party is interested in , by exchanging relevant infonnation and focusing on achieving 

another party 's goals, better outcOlnes may be reached, and in quicker time (Rahwan, 

Sonenherg & Dignum 2003). 

These two properties form the basis of goal-based or goal-oriented negotiation. 

These properties are significant in the context of (Fisher & Ury 1981)'s principled 

13Depending on their view of fairness and equality! 



negotiation in the sense that the focus on interests generalises a goal-oriented approach 

(i .e., the explicit focus on what party's needs are, rather than an assurned or ilnplicit 

focus)14. 

During the course of the negotiating stage, information related to negotiation goals 

may be defined and exchanged ,vith a view to reaching an outcorne that achieves those 

goals. Goal-base.d negotiation is type of 'mixed-motive' negotiation, where the process 

of negotiating is integrative in nature, and an outcome that is to smne degree integrative 

is sought. 

(vVeigand et al. 2003) describes an example of real world goal-based negotiation for 

B2B trade. They first recognise the need to specify a goal-based negotiation protocol. 

Their protocol consisted of four main phases: 

• Introduce parties to each other 

• Goal identification and exchange 

• Exploration on possible situations where all goals are achieved 

• Agreement on a situation 

A key component in their goal-based negotiation description was the relaxation of goals. 

Relaxation is meant in the sense that the condition(s) for the achievement of a goal 

,vas made more general (i.e. less 'restrictive'). At some points during the process of 

the negotiating stage, use of "arguments that should convince the counter-party of a 

certain point of view" were highlighted as a means of persuading a party to relax a 

goal condition in some way (Weigand et 301. 2003). Relaxing goal conditions as a means 

of compromise is cited as a means of improving the chance of negotiation agreelnent, 

and is a significant factor in goal-oriented negotiation. 

14Interestingly, automating negotiation with agents addresses two of (Fisher & Dry 1981) 's four key 
principles. "Separate the people from the problem" and "insisting on objective criteria" are addressed 
by the use of agents in automating negotiation" 
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In sumnlary, negotiating parties may use negotiation goals in various roles during 

the course of a goal-oriented negotiation. For B2B negotiations where the process 

of negotiation is: in part, integrative, negotiation goals not only define a nleans of 

identifying what is required by a negotiating party, but also may be exchanged as part 

of a strategy for reaching an outcome that is integrative. 

Negotiation goals nlaY also have an associated degree of irnportance. Sorne goals 

may be more important to achieve than other goals, and as a consequence negotiation 

actions rnay be aimed at ensuring that the most important goals are achieved, possibly 

at the expense of other goals15 . In addition, the importance of the negotiation goals 

need to be weighed against the outside options and alternatives to achieving the goals. 

For instance , (Fisher & Ury 1981) 's concept ofBATNA16 may be used to derive the 

importance of the negotiating goals. 

For example, (Ma, Wang, Jaeger, Anderson, Wang & Saunders 2002) highlight the 

effect of cultural perception on different , yet complementary, negotiation goals. For 

instance, in conducted experiments they concluded that negotiators from China placed 

lllore importance in the goal of fnaintaining good relationships dudng the negotiation 

process ) whilst negotiators from Canada placed rnore importance in the goal of reaching 

a higher economic gain (1\11a et a1. 2002) . 

All of this discussion is significant to research in auton1ated negotiation. Hunla,ns 

in real world negotiations rely on negotiation goals in order to negotiate. Many B2B 

negotiations are: to a significant degree; integrative, and the identification and exchange 

of information about negotiation goals is fundamental to reaching an outcome that is 

integrative. As an extension of the real world process, intelligent agents act.ing on 

behalf of humans and negotiating with another agent or a human should incorporate 

an explicit representation of negotiation goals as part of its decision making mechanism. 

An explicit representation of negotiation goals enables an agent to exchange infor-

15The notion of goal importance is fundamental to the negotiation actions involved in logrollmg 
(Hung 2003) 

16BATNA stands for the Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement. 
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mation about negotiation goals as part of its negotiation strategy, and enable it to 

identify acceptable outcomes that are integrative. An explicit representation would 

additionally permit further negotiation goal characteristics to be incorporated into the 

agent's decision making lnechanism, such as the ability for goal relaxation (for com-

prOlnise) , goal dependencies: and reasoning about goal importance as discussed above. 

It is argued that incorporating these real world negotiation issues are fundamental to 

bringing automated negotiation for B2B e-cornmerce trade closer to realisation. 

As is investigated further in this chapter , there are few approaches that address 

these issues in the design of an intelligent agent for automated negotiation in an 

e-commerce domain . Section 2.3 , explores to what extent integrative negotiation is 

addressed in autornated negotiation literature, and to what degree these approaches 

address the exchange of negotiation goal information and in the spirit of real world 

business negotiations. 

2 .2.4 Summary 

For B2B e-cornmerce negotiation. to be automated by intelligent agent software, we 

outline three signifk':\'nt points to be addr ssed . The first is the description of an a.ppro-

priate negotiation process. T his dissertation focuses on mul ti-issue, bilateral cont ract 

negotiation . Negotiating partner selection , evolut ion of business relat ionships, and out-

side options, are not considered in t his dissertation, and constrain the discussion in the 

review of the literature that follows. 

The second point is that of uncertainty and info rmation. The value that infor-

mation has is in the extent t o which it reduces t he uncertainty that an agent may 

have about its environment or in decision making. The management of information 

to reduce uncertainty is cOlTIplicated by its characteristics. Vie have described charac-

teristics of information that are important for reducing uncertainty in decision making 

in e-COlTlmerce contract negotiation. It is argued that an agent that automates B2B 
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contract negotiation must appropriately manage information and account for its char-

acteristics. Section 2.3 identifies the state of the research in designing approaches to 

automated negotiation that rnanage information and account for its characteristics, 

and the extent to which the issues in 2.2.2 are addressed. We compare the advantages 

and disadvantages of various approaches. 

The third point is that of negotiation goals. Many B2B e-commerce contract nego-

tiations are integrative in nature , and negotiation goals play an important role during 

the negotiation process. In the interest of designing agents that negotiate 'closer to' 

real world negotiations, it is argued that agents should be capable of integrative nego-

tiation , where information about negotiation goals is exchanged. Section 2.3 identifies 

the state of the research in designing approaches to automated negotiation that address 

both integrative negotiation and issues of negotiation goals and information exchange. 

2.3 Approaches to Autolllated Negotiation 

Generally speaking, present day approaches towards automating negotiation in B2B e-

commerce are based on intelligent agent theory. Intelligent agents are, from Wooldridge 

(Wooldridge & Jennings 1995) : software based computer con1ponents and system that 

enjoys the following properties: autonorny, social ability, reactivity and pro-activity, 

and can reason about their environment. An intelligent agent that automates B2B 

e-commerce negotiation is one that autonomously negotiates on behalf of a human to 

secure a contract. 

This section surveys a number of proposed approaches to designing an agent archi-

tecture for automating negotiation. Not all approaches discussed are originally intended 

for the B2B e-commerce domain . The agent architectures surveyed here are those that, 

to some extent, account for information in their decision making, and/or, base decisions 

on negotiation goals in order to conduct a negotiation process towards an outconle that 

is in some sense integrative. Although not exhaustive, the lllost relevant research to 
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date in the field has been selected. 

One way of segregating the literature in automated negotiation is by what (Raiffa 

1982) describes as approaches based on modeling prescriptive and/or descriptive int er-

actions . (Raiffa 1982) coins the term syrnmetrically prescriptive research as attempts 

to model what "ultrasmart, impeccably rational people should do in cornpetitive, inter-

active situations", and identifies a body of literature that exhibits this from the field of 

Garne Theory. Alternatively, symmetrically descriptive research is termed for attempts 

to rnodel the actual behaviour of negotiations (and parties) without describing how 

they should behave. (Raiffa 1982) identifies a body of literature from sociology of this 

type. Finally, there is aSY'mmetrically prescr'iptive/descriptive research, which attempts 

to define for OIle party how it should behave given its ((probabilistic predictions about 

how other parties might behave" 17. 

The literature for automated negotiation ranges from intelligent agents that are 

strongly prescriptive in behaviour , to agents that hav prescriptive/ descriptive be-

haviour. Most present day research highlights the Heed for a negotiation agent archi-

tecture design that achieves a balance between prescriptive and descriptive models . In 

the following sections, it is useful to keep in lnind the degree to which an approach is 

prescriptive and/or descriptive. 

In identifying components of intelligent agent architecture design for automated 

negotiation, (Jennings et a1. 2001) suggests that three components are key: negotiat;ion 

protocols, negotiation objects, and the agent's decision rnaking m.echanism. Negotiation 

protocols are the set of rules each party follows that govern the interactions between 

parties in a negotiation. Negotiation objects are the issues over which an agreement 

lnust be reached. The decision making mechanism is the 'apparatus ' an agent h&') that 

detennines what negotiation actions to take in order to achieve its goals. 

In surveying the literature, the author is principally interested in identifying the 

17In some literature (such as in (Russell & Norvig 2003)) prescriptwe is referred to as normative as 
to illustrate the class of approaches on how an agent should act 
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extent to which an agent's decision making mechanism makes appropriate decisions for 

an e-commerce context. A lirniting assulnption is made to only consider approaches 

where agents negotiate bilaterally, and ones where agents seek outcomes that are to 

some degree integrative. 

In the following sections we consider two types of research approaches to automated 

negotiation, game-theory-based and information-based agency. These approaches are 

contrasted and discuss contexts where the relative strengths and weaknesses are present. 

The author highlights the merits of each approach, and a possibly combined approach, 

to autOInating B2B e-commerce contract negotiation. The question here is "\Vhich one 

is the nlost appropriate basis on which to build an agent architecture that is suited to 

contract negotiation?" . 

\Ve begin in section 2.3.1 with a discussion on gmne-theory-based approaches. A 

significant contribution to the field of automated negotiation comes from game theory, 

consequently a good proportion of time is spent discussing relevant concepts, prior to 

discussing approaches to designing intelligent agents that negotiate based on game the-

OI'etical concepts. Following this ) the author discusses approaches that include 'heuris-

tics' and 'learning techniques' as a means of mitigating problems that exist in agents 

based on ganic theoretical concepts. The section concludes with a discussion on the 

suitability of the approaches as a foundation for the automation of B2B bilateral 8 -

commerce negotiation. 

Section 2.3.2 discusses an approach to automating negotiation based on information 

theoretic concepts. Discussion of this approach is significant due to the considerations 

in its design for autOlnating negotiations in dynamic and uncertain environn1ents. The 

author discusses the core concepts of this approach, followed by a detailed cOlnparison 

of similarities and differences with game theoretical approaches. Part of this discussion 

is the justification of the selection of an information-based agency approach as the 

basis upon which the agent design is based for the remainder of this dissertation. vVe 

conclude with a discussion on the relevancy of the approach to automating B2B bilateral 
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e-commerce negotiation. 

2.3.1 Game Theory and Negotiation 

Game Theory is a branch of economics that studies interactions between self-interested 

agents (Jennings et a1. 2001). The process of negotiation, in game theoretical terms, is 

viewed as a type of game and the theory is used to study how negotiation protocols can 

be designed such as to have desirable properties, and how negotiation strategies can be 

designed to maximise an agent's welfare (Parsons & vVooldridge 2002). Our approach to 

discussing literature in game theory and automated negotiation is to not be exhaustive, 

but to describe the literature concerning the theory and approaches that are relevant 

to B2B e-cornmerce negotiation and the issues of goals and information. Key concepts 

in game theory are briefly defined, and important examples are highlighted . 

Game theory is based on a notion of utility. A utility is a value that an agent places 

on a possible future state of the world. An agent Inay use a utility function to represent 

its preferences: if X is the set of possible states, then the utility function U : ~y -~ lR 

is a function that induces a preference ordering on X. 

There are two types of utility in game theory literature, ordinal and cardznal. An 

ordinal utility function is where the utility of a state represents a preferential order 

with respect to other states. The utilities themselves represent nothing else other than 

what position a state is at, within the ordering, A cardinal utility function is where the 

utility of a state not only represents the preference ordering, but aJso the intensity of 

the preference (Hargreaves & Varoufakis 2004). This ' intensity' measure is sometimes 

referred as a 'payoff' . For research in automated negotiation , cardinal utility is the 

predominantly used type. 

As happens in negotiation, when the future states are uncertain, a lneasure of the 

certainty of whether or not a state is realised may be ascribed with a probability. 

For a cardinal utility function under conditions of uncertainty, the utility becomes an 
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'expected utility', and a game-theory-based agent seeks to optimise its expected utility 

function. Expected utility is predominantly used in garne-theory-based agents that 

negotiate because uncertainty is pervasive in e-comrnerce negot.iation. 

A cardinal utility represents the intensity of value that one places upon the realisa-

tion of a state. The deterrninatioIl of how much value a state is ascribed is dependant 

on the individual. For an intelligent agent acting on behalf of a human, the hurnan 's 

determination of its utility function IIlay include a combinat.ion of subjective and ob-

jective features such as money acquired, risk, need or goal satisfaction, or positive 

emotional response. 

The following section describes the scope of the types of game theory approaches 

discussed in terms of cooperative and non-cooperative approaches . This discussion 

also introduces some basic game theory terminology. Section 2.;~.1.2 discusses the 

difference between complete and incomplete information in ga.me theory approaches. 

This discussion limits the scope of approaches to ones that are based on incomplet e 

inforrnation; and highlights the difficulty that this presents for automating e-commerce 

negotiation. Section 2.3.1.3 identifies a series of proposed approaches to automating 

negotiation based on game-theory-based approaches that are practical for real world 

applications. The ext ent to which these approaches address the issues of information 

and goals is discussed. Finally, section 2.3.1.4 highlights the strengths and lirnitations 

of game-theory-based approaches . 

2.3.1.1 Cooperative and Non-Cooperative 

Game theory approaches can be distinguished as either cooperative or non-cooperative. 

Cooperative galne t heory is founded on the identification of a set of possible out-

comes that fulfil a number of desirable properties (Sandholm 1999). These properties 

are called axiorns, and are a means of characterising the quality of the outcome in 

terms of utility. Agents that engage in garne-theoretic cooperative negotiation cooper-
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ate prior to negot.iation to determine which outcolnes have mutually desirable axioms. 

An example of two axiorlls that define a type of 'desirable' negotiation outcome are: 

• Individually rational 

• Pareto efficient 

A negotiation outcOIne is indi'vidually rational if the agents are ;better off ' (in terms 

off payoff) by participating in the negotiation, rather than not participating in the 

negotiation. A negotiation outcome is Pareto efficient if there are no other outcomes 

x ' such that at least one agent is better off in X l than in x and no agent is worse off in 

x ' than in x (Sandholm 1999). Social welfare is a term used to describe the total sum 

of the utilities for a negotiation outcome, and social welfare maximising outcomes are 

subset of the set of Pareto efficient outcomes. 

Cooperative gmne theoretical negotiation is, in a sense, a type of integrative negoti-

a tion. In the case where utility generali es the goal,~ that an agent wants to achieve, and 

the negotiation protocol permits the discussion of strategies beforehand , cooperative 

galne theory lllay result in integrative outcomes. However, cooperative garne theory 

does not account for a process of negotiation where goals (or utilities) are revealed over 

time and requires that agents are happy to share private information. Since the au-

thor's intere ___ ts lies in automating B2B e-commerce negotiations where the negotiating 

process is significant in coming to an agreement, and there is a 'mixed lllotive ' type of 

negotiation, cooperative game theory approaches are not necessarily relevant for our 

discussion here . Despite this however , axiomatic properties of negotiation outcomes 

remain relevant to gallle-theory-based approaches. 

Non- coopera.t'we game-theory-based negotiation requires the ident ification of strate-

gies that have particular stability properties in situations where agent's have confl icting 

interests . Non-cooperative game theory in the automated negotiation domain identi-

fies strategies for negotiation protocols that are typically alternating offers protocols 
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(Sandholm 1999)18 . Agents in non-cooperative negotiations may have a number of 

mixed strategies19 , where they seek to identify strategies that result in outcOlnes that 

nlaxin1ise utility, and have additional properties such as Pareto efficiency. 

Non-cooperative galne-theory-based negotiation is a type of distributive negotia-

tion. The process of negotiation and strategy differs in accordance with: discollnting 

utility factors (Sandholm 1999), tilne limits (Osborne & Rubinstein 1990) , outside op-

tions , and incomplete infonnation or cornplete information (Li et al. 2003) (defined 

and discussed following in section 2.3.1. 2) . 

Although B2B negotiation is part cooperative, part non-cooperative, the non-

cooperative approaches form the foundation of lllOst game-theory-based attempts to 

design agents for B2B automat ed negotiation (such as in (Brosig, Ockenfels &. \Veimann 

2003) (vVinoto, 11cCalla &. Vassileva 2004) (Fatirna, \Vooldridge & J ennings 20(5)). 

T he reason for this is that most real world negotiations are strat egy and process depen-

dant , and in cooperative game t heory, comp] t e information is known about preferences 

and possible strategies, an unrealistic assumption for real world negotiations. The en-

suing discussions essentially follow non-cooperative garne-theory-based approaches to 

negotiation agent design . The next sect.ion defines and discusses the differences between 

complete and incornplete information. 

2 .3.1.2 Cornplete and Incomplete I n forma tion 

In game theory, information refers to data or facts about the preferences and/or beliefs 

of an agent . Information in bilateral negotiation is eit her complete, one-sided incom-

plete, or two-sided incomplete. In bilateral negotiations with co-mplete information, 

both agents know precisely t heir own and each ot hers preference and belief informa-

tion. What is left to be private are the strategies t hat are used during t he process 

18There are alternative negotiation protocols not considered here, such as ult.imatum or the monotonic 
concession protocols (Rosenschein & Zlotkin 1994) 

19 ]V!lXed strategies in game t heory is a combination of strategies aimed at a llowing an agent to select 
t he most appropriate action to t ake in response to the strategy played by an opposing agent. 
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of negotiation . Real life bilateral negotiations a.re seldOIll conducted in a complete 

infonnation situation. It is for this reason that we do not discuss game-theory-based 

approaches to autonlating negotiation with complete information. 

Incomplete information is the situation where an agent is unaware of its own or 

another agent's preferences and/or beliefs. If the opposing agent's information is un-

known, it said to be private. Furthermore, preferences or beliefs that the agent is 

aware of n1ay be uncertain. This situation reflects real world B2B negotiation, and 

is discussed further in this section. The game-theory-based research literature distin-

guishes between one-sided incomplete and two-sided incomplete information situations 

(Li et al. 2003), however we focus on the two-sided incomplete situation. 

One of the earliest works in ganle theory that dealt with incomplete information 

situations is from (Harsanyi 1967). In his work, he formalises a bilateral negotiation 

situation where each party is aware of how much information they know, and are not 

aware of what or how much information the other party knows. An 'inforrnation state' 

- what inforrnation and how much is known -- forms what is referred to as a type of 

negotiating party. The set of possible variations of infonnation that a negotiating party 

may know is referred to as the set of types. A negotiating party knows its own type, 

but does not know the other party 's type, The negotiating party Inay speculate about 

the other party 's type by forming a probability distribution over the set of possible 

types. As the negotiation commences, the negotiating party updates jts belief over the 

type of the other party using Bayes rule. 

Since the work of (Harsanyi 1967) , a thorough overview of work in game theory with 

incomplete inforrnation is given by (Ausubel, Cramton & Deneckere 2002). (Ausubel 

et al. 2002) highlights that "with two-sided incOlnplete information, incentive cornpat-

ibility and individual rationality are incornpatible with ex post efficiency)) -- that is to 

say, game theoretical efficiency is impossible when information is private. Under cer-

tain conditions however, achieving some kind of game theoretical efficiency is possible 

based on the types approach (Chatterjee & Samuelson 1987). For example , (Chatterjee 
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& Sarnuelson 1987) studies incomplete information in a realistic situation where there 

are only two types ('soft' and 'hard') of negotiators, and concludes that equilibria exist 

and are 'plausible'. 

There have been some agent-based negotiation developrnents founded on traditional 

game theory: however most approaches introduce heuristic or learning cOInponents to 

manage the incomplete information situation. We now discuss sonle of these agent-

based approaches. 

2.3.1.3 Game-Theory-Based Agents 

The majority of intelligent agent approaches to autornating negotiation incorporate 

sonle variation of utility and game theoretical concepts. Despite research advances how-

cver, thcre rcrnains some difficulty ill automating negotiation processes where agents 

retain private information, are unwilling to give away information (and when they do, 

the information is inherently uncertain , so there is an added difficulty in managing this 
')0 uncertainty ) ~ . 

In countering these difficulties, game-theory-based agent architectures incorporate 

learning techniques or heuristic comprments. Learning techniques are software based 

nlethods that are incorporated into an agent design to enable it. to learn fronl infor-

mation acquired during present and previous negotiating experiences so that it can 

irnprove some part of the negotiation process or outcome. Heuristics are 'rules of 

thumb' that are incorporated into an agent's decision making model to improve some 

part of the negotiation process or outcome. Both learning and heuristics have been 

used to overcome some of the limitations game-theory-based agents have in negotiating 

\vith incornplete information. 

The first set of approaches that we discuss are t hose that incorporate learning 

techniques. Inforrnation acquired over the course of a negotiation (or many negotia-

20For instance, Adjusted Winner (Brams & Taylor 2000) is a utility-based approach that requires 
certainties on preferences to successfully negot iate. 
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tions) may enable an agent to improve the process or outcome of future negotiations. 

An example of where learning is useful is in learning an opposing party's preference 

information over time Uvludgal & Vassileva 2000). 

(Coehoorn & Jennings 2004) use a kernel density estimation (KDE) technique to es-

timate an opposing agent's utility function over time, based on a history of negotiation. 

The KDE technique requires a negotiation history, and adjusts weighted estinmtes over 

time. In another example, (Soo & Hung 2002) use neural networks in an incremental 

approach to siInilarly learn about the opposing agent's preference information in tenns 

of utility. (Mudgal & Vassileva 20(0) is another approach that uses probabilistic in-

fluence diagrams to model both the opposing agent's preferences and behaviour over 

time. Further exarnples of learning models include reinforcenwnt learning (.Jian 2008), 

and a Bayes and Q-learning algorithm example (Hua & .ling 2008). 

An agent that adopts learning techniques is capable of estinlating (in some way) 

the preferences (possibly expressed in tenns of utility) of an opposing agent, such that 

it may engage a negotiation strategy that gets closer to reaching outcomes that have 

properties such as Pareto efficiency. Learning techniques is one way a garne-theory-

based agent may irnprove the way it negotiates in an incomplete infonnation situation. 

We identify three limitations here. 

One limitation of current approaches that incorporate learning techniques is the 

limited characteristics of information that are accounted for. For instance, an agent 

may attempt to learn the preferences of an opposing agent using messages exchanged, 

but may not take into account the validity of the messages (perhaps an agent 'lies' for 

strategic reasons). Learning techniques lnodel preference infonnation , but neglect to 

incorporate further features of that information (such as uncertainty). This linli tation 

might be addressed in future game-theory-based approaches . Another limitation is the 

inherent limitations that come with the selected learning technique. For instance, in 

(Mudgal & Vassileva 2000), their use of probabilistic influence diagrams is problematic 

when there is a high nUlnber of influence nodes because the C0111putation time becomes 
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inefficient. Such situations anse In complex domains where there are hundreds of 

factors to account for. A third lilnitation is the assUInption t.hat an opposing agent's 

utility function does not change. In a real world e-commerce environment, an agent 

may base ies utility function on features that are vulnerable to change -- dynamic 

market information, opinions, and/or goals. In this environment, it would seem unwise 

to attempt to estimate a utility that rnay change, or at least SOIne llleasure to estimate 

the degree to which it lllay change should be included. 

Incorporating learning techniques is one means of assisting game-theory-based agents 

that negotiate in incomplete infonnation situations. Another way that a garne-theory-

based agent may improve its ability to negotiate under incomplete information situ-

ations is with heuristics. Heuristic rules are cornputational approximations of game-

theory-based techniques, or more intuitive negotiation models (Jennings et al. 2001), 

where heuristic rules are rnade by the agent for decision making. 

One example of a heuristic is a negotiation decision function (Faratin, Sierra & 

Jennings 1998) (Fatima et a1. 200.5) . A negotiation decision function is an approxima-, 

tion of offer concessions based on either tirne) resources, or sinlilarity. For exan1ple, 

]n time-based concessions ) there are three types of exemplar concession functions -

boulware, conceder, or linear, where boulware makes concessions just prior to a dead-

line, conceder makes concessions very quickly, and linear Inakes concessions evenly over 

time. An agent uses time-based negotiation decision functions in (Fatirna et a1. 2005) 

to rflake concessions in an incomplete information situation. 

Another example of an heuristic negotiation model is examined in (Faratin, Sierra & 

Jennings 2002). (Faratin et al. 2002) uses a fuzzy similarity criterion for approximating 

t he opposing agent's preferences (expressed as utility). Utility is estimated for an 

outcOlne based on a fuzzy similarity function, where the more similar the outcorne, 

the more indifferent the valuation is. In order to conduct a negotiation: the agent 

uses a fuzzy similarity based trade-off strategy that aims to improve an offer for the 

opposing agent without reducing its own utility. This approach shows that it is possible 
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for agents to determine appropriate negotiation actions in an incomplete information 

situation using heuristics. 

The henefit that a game-theory-based agent receives by using heuristics is theilbil~ 

ity to make 'better' decisions in the situations when an opposing agent's preference 

information is uncertain. Heuristics as a means of approximating the 'besf decision to 

make next ; under domain specific conditions, also reduces the amount of calculations 

for the agent. For eXalnple, heuristics that include dOlllain specific information Inay be 

used to detennine 'optinlal ' outcomes without the need for a significant cOInputational 

search over a large state space. In an incomplete inforrnation situation, an agent Inay 

operate n10re efficiently (both in the computation sense, and in the economic Pareto 

efficient sense) using heuristicso 

We identify two limitations of heuristics here. The flrst is that the quality and effec-

tiveness of the heuristic typically depends on the dOlnain for which the heuristic is used , 

and may not necessarily transfer effe t.ively to other domains. The implelnentation of 

the heuristic requires extensive evaluation) via silYlUlations and empirical analysis to 

predict how the agents will behave (Jennings et aL 2001). J?or simple domains, this 

may be an acceptable overhead. However , in more complex and varied domains, the 

overhead is quite high: and there is no guarantee that the heuristic will work effectively 

under all conditions. The second limitation is that heuristics do not necessarily solve 

the problems of incomplete information for a game-theory-based agent operating in an 

e-commerce domain. However, they do mitigate them. Additionally, as with learning 

techniques, decision making heuristics in the literature typically address preference in-

formation only, and neglect other forms of 8-commerce information (such as market 

information) . 

Heuristics and learning techniques that may be incorporated into a game- theory-

based agent architecture have been developed to improve the negotiation process in 

an incomplete information situation. As highlighted in the discussion above, neither 

adequately addresses the two issues of information and goals identified in section 2.2 
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-- characteristics of information t hat are significant for decision making in e-comnlerce 

negotiation are generally not incorporated into heuristics or learning techniques. In 

particular, the dynamic nature of the environment is not accounted for. Furtherrnore, 

although learning techniques are aimed at learning preferences of an opponent agent, 

goal information is typically 'swallowed up' in a utility function , and the ability to learn 

and reason about goals is lost. 

In the follmving section we identify strengths and limitations of game-theory-ba..')ed 

agent architectures. 

2 .3.1.4 Limitations 

In t his section we address some of t he strengths and limita tions of garne-theory-

based approa.ches. We pay partkular attent ion to the limita tions in addressing t he 

e-commerce issues of information and goals, as identified in section 2.2 . 

The strengths of game-theory-ba ed approaches for automating negotiation lies with 

the formalisat ion of interac tion protocols between two self-interested agents , and the 

design of decision mechanisms where agents interacting according to a negotia tion 

protocol reach negotiation outcomes that satisfy desired properties. Agents negotiating 

under complete infonnation situations have the abi lity to reach negotiation outcomes 

that are Pareto efficient presuming that each individual agent is individually rational, 

and t hat maximise social welfare presuming that the agent is interested in an integrative 

outcome. 

Difficulties arise in designing negotiating agents based on game-theory-based ap-

proaches when t he negotiation context becomes uncertain and unst able. When external 

information that an agent ;s uti lity function is based on is uncert ain or const antly chang-

ing, or, when external information that the agent uses to nlOdel t he world around it is 

uncertain or constant ly changing, galne-theory-based agents have difficulty operating 

in accordance wit h effi ciency criteria. Heuristic and learning techniques mitigate these 
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problems, however they do not solve them, and the problems persist in the e-cornmerce 

dornain. Below, we identify and discuss smne limitations for garne-theory-based ap-

proaches to automated negotiation, and place these limitations within the context of 

B2B e-comlnerce negotiation. Due to the size of the field of ganle theory, we do not 

atternpt an exhaustive discussion, but rather constrain it to relevant issues for this 

dissertation. 

The first limitation is the determinability of utility. An agent that negotiates on 

behalf of a human needs to know its own utility funct ion over the set of possible 

outcomes. For multi-issue B2B negotiation, \'v·here there are possibly hundreds of issues 

on the table, composing a utility function that induces a total ordering over t he set of 

possible outcomes is not only very diff-iculL but a t ime consuming process. Furtherrnore~ 

as argued in (Sierra & Debenham 2008), it is not feasible to attach an intrinsic value 

to information that is related to the value derived from enactments - and so, without 

knowing what an opponent will make of e 'changed goa] information, it is not possible to 

value this exchange in terms of outcomes ~ There has been little research into addressing 

the difficulty of uncovering one 's utility for B2B (and B2C) negotiation situations 

(Bichler et al. 2003). 

One recent approach to absolvjng this lirrlitation has been undertaken by (Castro-

Schez J Jennings, Luo & Shadbolt 2004) , They advocate a process for uncovering a 

hurnan's domain knowledge for agents to negotiate on their behalf. They use a fuzzy 

repertory table technique where a process of interaction with a hUlnan acquires the 

knowledge necessary for the agent to represent a preference ordering. One limitation 

of t his approach is that the agents do not include the acquisit ion of information from 

external sources, such as news, that might also be important for an agent's preferences 

and decision making21 . However, (Castro-Schez et al. 2004) is still a first step towards 

210ne could argue that eliciting preference information directly from the human should be the only 
way a utility function is composed, however, modeling the information and beliefs upon which the 
preference information is based on gives the agent the abi lity to 'compose ' its own utility function , 
subject t.o changes 
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improving the determinability of utility for multi-issue negotiations. 

The second lilnitation of game-theory-based approaches is the often cited econom-

ically rational assunlption. Presuming that utility is detenninable, under a complete 

information situation, a game-theory-based agent negotiates according to the assump-

tion that the opposing agent is also economically rational. Humans Inay not be utility 

optimisers (Henrich, Boyd, Bowles , Camerer, Fehr , Gintis & McElreath 2001), and so, 

an opposing agent acting on behalf of a human may also not be a utility optimiser. 

This nleans that an agent that knows its own utility, and has a model of the opposing 

agent 's utility, may identify optimal outcomes and strategies, but never reach these 

outcomes or aim t o playa rational strategy. 

The third lirnitation of game theory is the computational rationality assumption. 

The complet e space of possible outcomes is assUlTIed to be known by all agents, as is the 

potential outcOlTIe values (Jennings et al. 2001 ). However , this might not be possible 

in real world situations. Even if t he complete spa e is known, knowing that an optimal 

outcoroe exists is different to knowing wh(1,t an optimal outcon1e is 22 . Alt hough heuris-

tic approaches sirnplify the computation required by determining 'best ' approxilTIations 

of strategies that reach 'close- to-optimal' outcOlnes ) real time game-theory-based agents 

cannot in1mediately reflect changes in their environment , and hence are sub-optirnal 

(J ennings et al. 2001 ). This is especially problernatic in the e-COlTImerCe domain, where 

information is typically in a constant state of flux , and an agent 's preference may change 

frequently in response t o dynamic information and its changing circumst ances . 

The fourth limitation is that game- theoret ic approaches do not account for the 

dynamic and uncert ain nature of information inherent in the e-cornmerce domain . An 

oft made criticism is that if t he information upon which utility functions are based on 

changes , then there are no present means of dynalTIically updating this utility function 

to reflect t he new state of t he world. Heuristics, to a degree; mitigate the extent 

22The analogy is given in chess , where the identi fi cation of a solu tion is possible, bu t com p ut.a tionally 
complex 
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to which changes in information are accounted for. However , the issues identified in 

section 2.2.2 are not fully addressed. 

One recent approach to absolving this limitation has been undertaken by (l\1cGeachie 

2005). They propose an approach towards a dynamic recompilation of a utility function 

from varying pararneters, where upon parameter change, the resulting utility function 

is 'updated'. The approach is an hypothetical first step, however it is still developing 

and has yet to be translated into the automated negotiation donlain. 

The fifth limitation is that there is a significant disconnect between the specification 

of an agent's negotiation goals, and the negotiation actions that a game-theory-based 

agent makes. Real world e-commerce negotiation is, to a significant extent, integrative, 

and the ability to exchange and reason about goal conditions (including the ability 

to relax goal constraints) is significant to the process of reaching an outcome that is 

integrative. However, negotiation goals are typically "swallowed up" in the cOlnposition 

of a utility function that a game theory agent ba.ses its strategy upon , and the ability 

to directly account for the issues identified in section 2.2.3 is lost. 

2.a.1.5 Sunlmary 

In this section we have discussed gaIne-theory·"based approaches to automating nego-

tiation in an e-commerce domain. The strengths of game-theory-based approaches are 

dependant on the assurnption that the environment within which an agent is negoti-

ating is static, and that information is known about the preferences and beliefs of the 

human owner, and the opposing agent. \Vhen this information is uncertain , heuristics 

and learning techniques mitigate the associated problerns. 

There are further limitations to game-theory-based agents that operate in an e-

commerce environment that we have identified in this section. In particular, some of 

the limitations are in terms of addressing the issues identified in section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

These key limitations in dealing with real world negotiation issues can be slunmarised 
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by the following extract fronl (Hargreaves & Varoufakis 2004): 

"Real people appear to be more complexly motivated than game theory's 

instrumentation model allows. 1\,10reover, a part of that greater complexity 

cornes not from 'irrationality', but from their social location" 

In the tenns of our given context, a game-theory-based agent may require a Inore 

defined set of cOlnponents that address the complexity of a dynamic and uncertain 

environment in order to make the most appropriate decisions. 

In order to address some of the limitations of game-theory-based approaches, we 

discuss another approach to automating negotiation relevant to B2B e-commerce ne-

gotiation: an information-based agency approach. In the next section, we conduct a 

high level discussion on information-based agency, and its comparative strengths and 

limitations in addressing the issues of 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

2.3.2 Information-Based Agency 

Information Theory fron1 Shannon (Jaynes 2003) was developed as a means of establish-

ing reliable infonnation exchange over a noisy communication channel. One significant 

resu1t from the work was the introduction of information entropy, or entropy, a mea-

sure of the amount of uncertainty present in a probability distribution. Information 

entropy is the average number of bits needed to convey the true outcome of an uncertain 

event23 . 

In a multiagent system it is natural to measure the uncertainty of a random variable 

in tenns of the cost , in some sense, of connnunicating the true value of it from one 

agent to another. One such sense is the lower bound on the number of binary questions 

t hat are always guaranteed to discover the true value of a randOln variable, ~Y; this is 

23The 'classical errOl" identified in (Jaynes 2003) is that authors in their use of the term entropy do 
not make a distinction between informatwn entropy of probability distributions and the expenmental 
entropy property of thermodynamic states. Where we use the term entropy we do of course mean the 
former. 
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given by the entropy, IHI(X) = I:i -P110gpi, where the P~ are values of the probability 

IllasS function for X. This is a modest but significant argnnlent for using tools from 

information theory to manage uncertainty in a multi agent systenl. 

Information-based agency is an agent framework developed with a view to designing 

intelligent agents to automate contract negotiation in an uncertain environment and 

developed by (Debenham 2004c). vVe will refer to an agent that incorporates models 

of information-based agency into its architecture as an information-based agent. The 

central tenet of the approach is that observations are essentially all that an agent 

has to rnodel the environment around it , and nothing more. In order to complete its 

'world model' of the environment around it, the agent uses entropy-based inference to 

estirnate complete probability distributions for the values of variables that are seen to 

be of interest to the particular negotiation. The certainty of the subsequent behaviour 

of the agent is influenced by the changes in entropy that new observations make. 

In the following section we define and discu s a high-l vel view of the approach. We 

separate the high-level discussion into three areas: preferences, model construction, 

and strategy and decision lTIabng. In section 2.3.2.2 we contrast this approach \vith 

game theory, and place each in the context of a negotiation process. In section 2 ,~{.2 . 3 

we finally discuss this approach for automating e-comlnerce B2B negotiation) outline 

strengths and limitations, and how this approach may be used in addressing the thesis. 

We engage in a detailed formalisation in Chapter 3. 

2.3.2.1 High-level view 

Information-based agency may be used to automate bilateral negotiations on behalf of 

humans, and an application to automate actions in auctions under varying protocols has 

been explored (DebenhmTI 2004a). We discuss the basic framework for an e-commerce 

bilateral negotiation situation. This discussion is high-level, and we distinguish between 

how preferences, world model, and strategies arc defilled in the approach. 
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Firstly, an agent requires knowledge of the human owner's preferences. Preferences 

determine sorne ordering of satisfiability for an evaluation rnodel over the set of possible 

negotiation outcomes. :For instance, for a "best taste" evaluation, one may prefer 

Cripps Red apples to Granny Smith apples in terms of how well the apples satisfy this 

evaluation. An agent nlay know SOlne (or all) of its preferences, but not the preferences 

of the opposing agent. 

The ability for a human owner to imbue an agent with his/her preference infonna-

tion depends on the complexity of the negotiation situation - it may be difficult for 

humans to specify preferences precisely. For example, given the costs are the same, in 

a subjective taste choice between selecting either a box of Cripps Red apples or a box 

of Granny Smith apples, one rnay be ambivalent as to which is preferred. Furthermore, 

if one has never tasted either, it may be impossible to specify. Specifying preferences 

becOInes more complicated when there are multiple issues for negotiation. The speci-

fication of a total ordering of preference:) where there may be thousands of variations 

of possible outcomes is not only time consuming, but may be impossible and sirnply 

beyond the comprehension of the agent. 

As a co nsequence of this (argwJd in (De benharn 2004 c) ), an information-· based agent 

ma~y have a preference ordering across an issue dimension (such as colour, or price), 

but not necessarily across the cOInplete set of (multi-issue) outcomes. This is a rninor 

point of departure from the specification of preference infornlation in game-theory-

based approaches - we discuss this further in section 2.3.2.224. 

A world model contains random variables that represent the agent's beliefs about 

the enviromnent around it. The Inodel contains sub-models of evaluative criteria. I··'or 

example , a criterion might be an estimate of the opposing agent's evaluation of whether 

a negotiation outcome is acceptable, or whether a negotiation outcome is detrimental 

to a competitor, or whether a negotiation outcome is most beneficial to a business 

24The result is a partial ordering on the total set of possible negotiation outcomes. This is analogous 
to an ordmal ut?,i?,ty, without the necessity of a complete ordering (Hargreaves & Varoufakis 2004) 
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relationshi p. 

An agent's certainty in the accuracy of its world Inodel is based on observations. An 

agent observes the world around it and identifies information that affirms or repudiates 

whether an outcome satisfies an evaluative criterion. The agent may be certain, or 

uncertain of the validity of information, and this certainty is used by an infonnation-

based agent as a constraint on the probability distributions that. constitutes the world 

model. Plans are used upfront and this affects the actions that will be chosen to improve 

the world model , based on the agents goals. 

An agenes negotiation strategy determines what negotiation actions to take given 

agent 's goals and plans. An agent may be interested in a set of evaluation criteria as 

part of it.s strategy. In (Debenham 2004c) , a simple certainty maximising strategy is 

discussed in the situation where an agent is only interested in two evaluation criteria 

- the acceptability of an outcome for it self, and the acceptability of an outcorne for an 

opposing agent. The ded sions that are made by the agent in (Debenham 2004c) are 

based on 'how sure ' it is about its own acceptability and t he opposing agent 's certainty 

in how accept able a deal is - and this generalises utility. W hen t he agent is 'sure 

enough', it acts. (Debenham 2004b) describes a strategy that uses information in a 

strategic sense. An agent values information in terms of t he alTIOunt of uncertainty it: 

reduces in the world model (measured in terms of entropy) . T he agent then reciprocat es 

with informat ion aimed at similarly reducing the uncertainty in an opposing agent's 

world model, with a view to improving t he certainty of acceptability. 

An example of information- based agency is illustrat ed in Figure 2.2. This shows 

four components measuring the certainty an agent has for a proposed contract being 

acceptable. An agent 's plans sp ecify a set of possible distributions that constitute the 

world model. Infonnation received by t he agent has an associated estimat e of epis-

t emic probability validity. The information is converted to constraints on particular 

distributions. The posterior dist ributions are t hen calculated using maximum entropy 

inference, giving probability distributions t hat are t ermed the "least biased estimate of 
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Figure 2.2: Example of Information-Based Agency 

the environment, given the information that the agent knows, and only that informa-

tion" (Debenhalll 2004 c). In addition to updating the world model , a strategy is used 

by the agent to Inake decisions on how to act in a negotiation. 

VvTe have given a high-level view on information- based agency in negotiation. A full 

fonnal specification is made in Chapter 3 _ This approach is distinct in terms of how the 

agent :makes negotiation decisions > In the following section, we contrast this approach 

with game-theory-based approaches. 

2.3.2.2 Contrast with Ganle Theory 

In this section we contrast information-based agency and game-theory-based agents. 

This section highlights what information-based agency can contribute to automated 

B2B negotiation in light of the thesis stated in Chapter 1. 

In the terms of (Raiffa 1982) , game-theory-based approaches to automating negoti-

ation range in classification from symmetrically prescriptive for traditional approaches, 

to asymmetrically prescriptive/descriptive for approaches that involve heuristics and 

learning capabilities. The information-based agency approach is asymmetrically pre-
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scriptive/ descriptive in the sense that. distributions in world models describe the envi-

ronment and agents, and the approach admits high-level strategies other than utility 

optirnising, for eg, (Debenhalll 2004c) describes certainty optimisation. FrOIll this per-

spective, the information-based agency approach is 'closer' to approaches using heuristic 

or learning techniques, than traditional garne-theory-based approaches, because of the 

intention to model some part of the environment or opposing agent. 

There are three points that we identify for discussion to contrast the two approaches 

and justify our selection: representing preferences, creating models of the environment, 

and designing strategies. 

The first point for discussion is the way that each approach handles preferences over 

a set of possible outcomes (or future states). In game theory, there are two types of 

preference representations: ordinal or cardinal utility. Traditionally, intelligent agents 

based on game-theory-based approaches use a cardinal utility function and airn to max-

imise the utility of the outcome. A utility function rnay be C0l11posed of a combination 

of subjective and objective evaluative criteria such as risk, need or goal satisfaction, or 

positive emotional responseo The game-theory-based agent, if it knows its preferences, 

may evaluate whether to accept a proposed contract based on Inaximising its relative 

utility value in preference to alternatives. In the information-based approach, an agent 

lYmy not know its preferences across the entire (multi-issue) deal space, and so may 

not be capable of deciding whether one proposal is preferred to another. In order to 

cope with incomplete (or uncertain) preferences, the information-based agent evaluates 

whether to accept a proposed contract based on how certain it is that it should accept 

the contract on the basis of the information that is has to hand at the tim,e. By focusing 

on how certain it is of accepting individual contracts, rather than by preferences, an 

information-based agent can handle situations that a game-theory-based agent cannot . 

In lnany e-comlnerce autornated negotiation examples, a hurnan is required to ilnbue 

an agent with some representation of their preferences. vVhilst work such as (Castro-

Schez et al. 2004) aims to conglomerate a human's subjective and objective evaluations 
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on outcomes into a utility function, in e-commerce negotiations, some decisions may 

require an individual evaluation to be shared , dropped, or comprOInised, and so it be-

comes necessary to 'decouple' this evaluation from the utility function (and additionally 

' recompute ' the new utility function in t he face of any new changes, as proposed in 

(McGeachie 2005)). This need to 'decouple' evaluative criteria: we argue, arises more 

often in domains that are dynamic and uncertain, and 3..') such, it is 'better ' (in sonle 

sense) to maintain individual models of evaluative criteria on their own right. The 

evaluation models of the information t heoretic approach permit this , and as suggested 

by (Debenharn 2004a), t he evaluative criteria rnay or may not necessarily define a 

cOInplete ordering on outcomes25 . 

T he second point for discussion is about the agent's model of the world around it. 

In game-theory-based approaches, an agent attempts t o estinlate an opposing agent 's 

preferences over possible negotiation outcomes in terrns of ut ility. The agent may choose 

to model t he preferences with learning technjqu s su h as in (Soo & Hung 2002), or 

possibly by using a types-based approach as in (Harsanyi 1967) . The Inodels that a 

game-theory-based agent construct ailTI to as accurately as possible estimate the uti l-

ity ~'payo:ff" that an opposing agent would receive upon the realisation of a particular 

negotiation outcorne. In the information-based agency approach, an agent attempts 

to estimate the certainty of the acceptabili ty of individual contracts. T he agent does 

this by observing the behaviour of the opposing agent (and other environlnental vari-

ables, such as market activity), and models the probability of future actions with the 

aid of probabilistic inference (wit h the observed information and behaviours used as 

const raints on the inference process) . 

Con1paratively speaking, t he difference (and similarity) can be sUlllmarised by the 

following sentences: In game-t heory-based agency, enviromnen tal models seek to iden-

25For example, in a p urely subjective evaluation, the human may not know how he or she ' feels' (or 
the intensity of ' feeling') about each and every possible negotiation outcome, however have posit ive 
feelings towards some outcomes above others - "I like red ones Cover blue ones, but can 't choose 
between green or blue and a m ambivalent towards grey" 
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tify negotiation states that result in negotiation actions (agreernents) that return value, 

and strategy is used to reach states that result in negotiation actions (agreelnents) that 

maximise this value. In information-based agency, probability distributions represent 

the certainty that negotiation states 'will result in negotiation actions ( agreements), and 

a strategy is used to reach states that result in negotiation actions (agreements). In 

the latter~ agreements upon a negotiation state may result in returned payoff values --

but then, they may not, or the value returned may be unknown, uncertain~ or fuzzy26. 

For autornating negotiation, both approaches rely on observations to determine un-

known qualities in their models of the world (the unknown qualities are 'utility ' for 

game theory, and 'certainty of acceptability' for information-based agency). For au-

tOlllating e-commerce negotiation decisions , modeling an opposing agent's certainty of 

acceptabi lity is generally of more use to an agent than to model an opposing agent 's 

utility. The reason for this is that modeling an opposing agent's utility presupposes 

that both the opposing agent i utility aware and that the utility is stable - if this is 

true, then an agent 's strategy may be able to maximise this utility. However, if it is 

not true, then modeling an opposing agent's acceptabllity, regardless of the opposing 

agent's utility or intentions, is an appropriate alternative basis upon which an agent's 

strategy may be constructed. VVe argue that modeling the certainty of acceptabil-

ity is particularly advantageous in dynalnic domains where a utility or intentions are 

uncertain and n1ay frequently change 0 

The third point for discussion is the negotiation strategy. Strategies in game- theory-

based agents are constructed with the aim of reaching agreement on an outcome that 

maximises a utility, and possibly further having efficiency criteria properties (such as 

Pareto optimality). For an e-comlnerce domain, heuristics are ernployed to approxilnate 

actions that an agent should take under situations where the agent is unaware or has 

limited inforrnation about an opposing agent's preferences. An example of this is given 

26If there is known and certain payoff value , more complex utility maximising strategies may be 
constructed - however , this is not discussed here 
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In (Fatima et a1. 2005). Strategies in infofInation-based agents are constructed with 

the aim of accounting for the uncertainty of what actions the agent and opposing agent 

should perform next. For an e-comn18rce domain, information is used to reduce the 

uncertainty on actions, and strategies are certainty maximising or uncertainty limiting 

(Debenham 2004 c) (Debenham 2004b). 

Each approach bases strategy design on its underlying preference representation and 

models of the environrnent. For automating e-commerce negotiation, game-theory-

based strategies seek to reach outcomes that adhere to desirable properties such as 

P areto optimality and fairness (social welfare). Such properties are identifiable in situ-

ations where utility information is stable. That is, when negotiation outcOInes that have 

desirable properties are identifiable (and remain consistent during the process of nego-

tiation) , a game-theoretic strategy i:::; advantageous. However, when utility changes, or 

utility information is unstable (i.e. in constant variation) , then identifying a strategy 

that seeks to reach outcomes that adhere to desirable properties is difficult. An infor-

lTlation theoretic based strategy is conver~'ely advantageous when information or utility 

is unstable and uncertain, and we argue that this is predorninantly true for agents that 

negotiate within an e-commerce dOlTIain. 

A fourth point is the rnanagement of information integrity. An inforlTlation-based 

agent is pre-occupied with estimating the integrity of all information received, and will 

subsequently verify that estimate by observation . This provides a natural framework 

for building deep ITIodels of trust, honour and reliability using that information-based 

machinery. By applying methods for estimating information integrity and its nego-

tiation partner's private information, an information~based agent is able to ITIodel a 

relationship in a rich way. This allows an information-based agent to act with confi-

dence when (a) it is uncertain about its preferences and its partner 's preferences, (b) 

it is uncertain about how a contract would be enacted, or (c) the contract may be 

incompletely specified . 

The above four points present our justification for the selection of an information 
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theoretic approach to base the design of negotiating agents, and the base upon which we 

address the research questions for the dissert ation . In summarising the justification of 

this selection, we base our decision not in opposition to gaIne-theory-based approaches. 

Instead , the basis of our decision is in consideration of the envirOIlInent (or 'social 

location ') within which the agents will operate. As described above, an agent may 

be utility aware and know its complete utility function - however, in real world e-

commerce B2B negotiation , this is not often t he case. 

In this section , we have discussed the differences (and similarities) between the 

game-theory-based and information-based agency approaches to autonlat ing negotia-

tion , and highlighted the significance of each approach to negot iation in an 8-commerce 

domain . In the following section we address t he strengths and lin1itations of the 

information-based agency approach , and particulary focus on the extent t o which the 

thesis for this dissertation is addressed. 

2.3.2.3 Limitations 

In this section we address some of the limitations of an infonnation-based agency 

approach. We pay particular attention to the extent to which the approach addresses 

the B2B e-commerce issues of information and goals from section 2.2, and the way t hat. 

information is val-ued. 

T he strengths of t he information-based agency approach lie in the rnaxilnUlTl ent ropy 

derived rnodel of the world and agents, including rich models of trust and relationships. 

The world rnodels support two characteristics of information in an e-commerce domain. 

Firstl y, t he dynalnic nature of information is Inodeled by the agent . \Vhen eit her new 

observations are made, or a change in t he environment occurs , the world model is 

updat ed by minimum relative entropy. So an agent has the 1110st 'updat ed ' model , as 

well as a nleans to measure the impact of new infor111ation in terrns of change in entropy 

(Debenham 2004b). Secondly, uncer tainty is inherently supported by the evaluation 
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models as part of the inference process. Further to this, maximum entropy inference 

models common sense reasoning (Paris 1999). In SUlllmary, the inforrnation-based 

agency approach is suited to dOJnains that are dynamic and uncertain. 

The first limitation we address is the lack of evaluations on the information theoretic 

approach. The approach; although relatively new: has not been significantly evaluated 

in the B2B e-commerce domain. How an agent negotiates, the outcomes and properties 

of the negotiation, and the behaviour of the agent during the process of negotiation is 

not fully known. \Ve begin to address this lirnitation in Chapter 4. 

The second limitation we address here is the extent to which the approach supports 

an integrative negotiation , and the subsequent extent to which the issues of goals are 

addressed by the approach . In the world model, there is no direct relation between 

what an agent's goals are, and the agent's preference structure or infonnation. For 

instance , an agent's budgetary goal on spending limit may be represented by a pref-

erence relation; however , the preference relation has no measure of importance placed 

in a negotiation outcome 'achieving ' it. Further to this, there are no strategies that 

include the exchange and mutual pursuit of goals , as required by a negotiation that is 

to sorne degree integrative. It is this limitation that we address in our extension of this 

approach to providing a solution to autornating B2B 8-C01nmerce negotiation. 

The third limitation is, in the e-commerce domain, knowing what infonnation is 

u~eful and finding the right mformation is a difficult activity. The e-comlnerce domain 

is information rich. Whilst evaluation models provides a more detailed means of mod-

eling certainties on evaluation criteria, an agent may not be able to determine which 

information is useful for what evaluation criteria27 . Consequently, a working assun1p-

tion for this approach is that an agent knows precisely what information is useful , and 

where to find the right inforn1ation. In real world negotiation, this is not always pos-

sible, and this assumption should be kept in mind when discussing negotiating agents. 

27In the work described to date, this is achieve by update functions that are bui lt by hand and are 
part of the agent's plans 
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The fourth limitation is, all of the machinery to update the distributions in the world 

model are based on the aggregation of historical observations. So an infonnation-based 

agent is unable to respond to discontinuities in the arrival of information in a tilnely 

way. For exanlple, if the agent was not informed of a tsunami when it happened, the 

world model describing a market for yachts would have difficulty incorporating this 

infonnation at a later tilne. 

The fifth lirnitation is the controversy surrounding the maxinlUm entropy inference 

process. It is Bayesian, but its apparent 'magic ' of being able to produce complete 

probability distributions on the basis of very sparse infornlation comes at a cost. Max-

imUln entropy inference is fairly criticised because the way in which the knowledge is 

represented determines the values derived. The converse argument is that this property 

is a strength because the correct formulation of the knowledge base, using the rich ex-

pressive power of first-order probabilistic logic, encapsulates features of the application 

at a fine level of detail. 'Ve will not pnrsue this deep debate any further. 

2.3.2.4 Summary 

In this section, we have given a high-level view of an infonnation theoretic approach to 

automating negotiation with intelligent agents. The information theoretic approach is 

appropriate in dynamic and uncertain environments, where inforrnation and preferences 

may change. For agents that do not seek to solely optimise a utility (such as in (Ma 

et al. 2(02) (Henrich 2000)), this approach has merits, and for an e-commerce domain 

that is inherently dynamic and uncertain, we argue it is a more appropriate approach 

to take for designing negotiating agents . 

The prillci pal difference between gamc-thcory-ba,sed agcnts and illfonnat i011-based 

agents is in the way that they value information. That is , information in the former 

is valued in terms of the influence it has on the utilitarian preference values of con-

tracts, and information in the latter is valued in terms of the uncertainty it reduces in 
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estimating the acceptability of individual contracts, and if preferences aren't known, 

independent of preferences. In domains where preferences may be unknown, such as 

in e-commerce B2B negotiation, an information-based negotiating agent Inay be Inore 

capable of an adequate level of perfornmnce. 

\Ve have also identified limitations with the information-based agency approach. "'Te 

address two limitations in t.his dissertation: the need for some empirical evaluations of 

the approach, and an extension of the approach to integrative negotiation that addresses 

the issues of goals outlined in section 2.2.3, in order to automate negotiation in the 

spirit of real world B2B e-commerce negotiation. 
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Chapter 3 

Information-based Agency 

In this chapter we present a formal description of information-based agency for auto-

mated negotiation. To Inotivate the discussion , we present a real world negotiation 

scenario (in addition to the scenarios in section 1.2): 

A person seeks to purchase a particular used car from a car salesman at 

a particular trading car yard . The two parties decide to negotiate for the 

trade. Neither of the t\VO parties have met before, nor do they know any-

thing about one another. Prior to negotiation, they determine the i sues to 

be negotiated. The buyer does not know a whole lot about the car, however 

he knows that this car is the right type of car for him. 

During the negotiation, each party may make one of three decisions: to 

make an offer, to accept an offer , or to walk away from the negotiation 

table. In coming to a decision on either of these three actions, the buyer 

takes into consideration what he knows about the world around thenl. The 

buyer is interested in knowing: Can I trust what the car salesman is telling 

me? Will this car salesman commit to something he says he 'll cOlnmit to? 

\Vhat Inight other salesmen at similar car yards offer Ine? Is there sufficient 

evidence in the market to evaluate proposals against? What kind of offer 

might other salesmen be happy to accept? How long will this car last? Is 
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there anything else that I should know about the car, the salesman, their 

own preferences, or the market before comlnitting to a deal? 

Negotiation is a process by which two agents with conflicting interests come to an 

agreement on a set of issues. In coming to an agreement in the above scenario, each 

trader must make a series of decisions on actions to take, whether to: make an offer 

and if so what offer) to accept an offer, or to walk away from the negotiating table. 

From the perspective of the car buyer, there are a rnultitude of questions that may 

affect what actions are undertaken during the negotiation process . These questions 

are important because they are ain18d at reducing the buyers uncertainty. The answer 

to such questions - i. e. the information - may shape how the car buyer and the 

salesman act. 

Suppose that during the process of negotiation the car buyer is told that this is the 

only car yard that stocks this type of car. Firstly, how true might this information be? 

Secondly; if it is possible that it is true ; then how might that affect the behaviour of the 

car buyer? Thirdly, what does the car salesman know about this? This information 

may change the strategy of the car buyer, or even possibly, enable the car buyer to use 

this infonnation to leverage a better deal - it may have strategic value. 

Suppose the buyer is informed of the terms of a deal for a silnilar car exchanged 

two weeks ago, at a cOlnpetitor 's car yard, If that the information came from a conl-

petitor, can it be trusted? In any case, if the information is a couple of weeks old, 

perhaps the tenns of the deal are no longer relevant today? If the buyer receives in-

formation from the salesman regarding the salesman's position in the negotiation then 

what difference does that information make? Is there anyt hing else that can be inferred 

frOln this infonnation given away by the salesman that might help the car buyer in the 

negotiation? 

Information is crucial to negotiation (Bhattacharya 2004). Equally important is 

the integrity of information -- the strength of an agent's belief that the infonnation is 
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valid. Infoflnation that might have been true at one time, rnay not necessarily be true 

at another time. This effect of time on information integrity is referred to as integrity 

decay --- the reduction in integrity over time. Information dynamisrn is the potential 

that inforrnation, integrity, or rate of integrity decay have to change. An agent rnust 

be able to 'cope' in environments where the infonnation, integrity, or the rate of decay, 

rnay frequently change. 'Coping', in the negotiating sense, means to accurately Inodel 

the world , and subsequently make the most appropriate negotiation decisions based 

on this model, and to pro-actively seek fresh information when the model hecoInes 

unacceptably uncertain. 

Information integrity is seen in two senses , The first sense depends on the question 

'How long will it be until you are prepared to discard this piece of infornlation? ' . 

For instance , in a market environment where information is constantly evolving and 

changing, information is less significant if it will be false in t he intermediate future. Or 

perhaps in unrelated circumstanc s, the buyer's wife's job security is no longer assured, 

thereby increasing the uncertainty of budgetary constraints. Being able to cope with 

thes types of changes in information integrity is important in negotiation. 

The second sense depends on the questions 'How much should I trust this infor-

ITlation? Is this information correct in the first place? ' . For instance, hearing about 

how the car salesn1an lied to a disgruntled customer may affect the level of integrity 

that a buyer places on information given by the car saleslnan. The integrity depends 

on your belief that the information source is telling you the truth, and the information 

source 's belief in what they are saying is true. Being able to cope with information of 

questionable integrity is important in negotiation. 

There are rnany approaches towards automating negotiation ·with agents that base 

decisions on utilit.y functions1 . A utility function is based on the beliefs that an agent 

has about its preferences, and is SOllletimes expressed in terms of the payoffs that will be 

received when a future stat e of the world eventuates . A utility function for a negotiation 

lSee Chapter 2. 
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is stable when the beliefs that the utility function is based on are not expected to 

change during the negotiation, and hence, payoffs are known prior to negotiation and 

remain constant throughout the process of negotiation. One criticism of utility-based 

approaches has been, when these beliefs change frequently and unpredictably, it is 

difficult , or even inlpossible, to lnake decisions on how to best optimise utility, or 

even what it means to optirnise utility in such a dynamic context. For instance, in 

a negotiation in a fish market where the price of fish is in a frequent and random 

fluctuation, attempting to optimise utility, where the utility estimates are (to a degree) 

inferred frorn an unstable infonnation source, may not necessarily be in the agent's 

best interests. This type of situat.ion is frequently observed in real world negotiations. 

Another criticism of utility has been when the agent's beliefs are highly uncertain, the 

utility may not be known in the first place. For instance, there might be a difference 

between the quality of tuna fish caught in Australia and overseas. If, in the fish market, 

there is significant uncertainty in the origins of a tuna fish, the utility (or value) of that 

tuna fish rnight be unknown to an agent. 

It is precisely for situations with rampant uncertainty that inforrnation-based agency 

(described in Chapter 2) was developed and is evaluated in Chapter 4. A world model 

is constructed that consists of probability distributions that describe aspects of the 

world that the agent is interested in. When the agent observes new information, the 

lTIodel is updated to reflect changes in the certainty of the model. Decisions that an 

agent makes are tempered by how certain the agent is about the world. 

In environments where information (or its integrity) changes, a negotiation action is 

appropriate when it takes account of these changes, or the frequency of these changes. 

For ex aITI pIe , an agent in a fish market that has increasingly fluctuating prices, an 

appropriate decision might be to not negotiate for anything until the market price 

reaches some level of predictability. Or alternatively, an agent might have a sufficiently 

high level of belief in the integrity of information received from a trusted advisor ("buy 

fish now!" ) to act on it. 
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In informa tion-based agency, negotiation decisions are affected by the changes in 

the world model. In Chapter 4, we evaluate an implementation of information-based 

agency by identifying the effect that variations of information (and its integrity) have 

on the certainty of the world model and on the certainty of the components of the 

world model. The aim of the evaluation is to discover the how, and the extent to 

which, these certainties change, and establish how this results in altered negotiation 

behaviour. These results are used to determine whether an agent:s actions reflect the 

state of the observed information: and may also be used in future to extend or refine 

the framework, and to maintain the currency of negotiation strategies. 

In the next section, we formally define information-based agency to be used through-

out this dissertation. This formal definition forms the basis of the evaluation and the 

basis upon which we extend the approach in Chapter 5. The formal definition is a 

development of (Debenham 2004c). 

In section 3.5, we defin the negotiation scenario that will be used as the baseline 

negotiation context within which the information agents will be placed. The negotia-

t.ion scenario maintains the spirit of the second hand car negotiation described at the 

beginning of this chapter. The scenario is used to demonstrate the basic operation of 

an agent designed within the information-based agency frarnework. 

3.1 ForInal model of Inforrnation-Based Agency 

In this section we formalise information-based agency. The fonnalisation is an adapta-

t ion of the framework described in (Debenham 2004c)(Debenham 2004a) (Debenham 

2004b)(Sierra & Debenham 2007). The adaptation is tailored to the specific con-

text of B2B e-commerce bilateral negotiation, using a simple alternating offers pro-

tocol. Our formalism includes only the necessary components and language for bilat-

eral negotiation. Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 also adapt the framework from (Sierra & 

Debenham 2008) . Section 3.4 is a contribution to the framework that orients the agent 
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architecture towards a bilateral e-commerce domain. 

There are two independent negotiating agents engaged in a bilateral negotiation 

process, a and (3 . There are information providing agents external to the negotiation 

process and these are denoted by Os. Here, {Os} are the set of information agents -

where an information agent knows information about the world or institution in which 

the negotiation takes place, and may communicate some of what it knows to a or /3. 

A = {a , /3, 01 , ... ,01, 'ry} is the set of all agents in the system, where the institution 

agent, 7] , is an abstraction of the institution in which the negotiation will t.ake place2 . 

Agents communicate and negotiate by exchanging utterances containing illoclltion-

ary statements . A commitment is a promise that the world will be in sorne state in the 

fut ure. Commitments are consequences of utterances. A contract is a pair of commit-

ments exchanged between a pair of agents. Let 6' = (a , b) be a contract where a is ex's 

commitment, and b is /3's comlllitnlent. 

vVe use the example stated at the beginning of this Chapter to illustrate the for-

Inalisms. LX wishes to purchase a second hand car from {3 . LX and (3 negotiate by 

exchanging utterances with the aim of reaching an agreement on the terms of a con-

t ract 8 =--= ( a, b) that ex and fJ will respectively commit to. The terms may include things 

like cost, warranty, and so on. At various times during the negotiation, Q and/or /3 may 

seek information from one or more information sources, {e s} (for instance, to satisfy 

the questions, "What is the market rate?" and "Can this agent be trusted?"). a and 

,3 rnight also rely on the escrow service provided by 7]. For instance, upon agreeing t o 

a contract to purchase a car from (3 for a fee , 7] llloves to ensure collection of the fee 

from a. and alerts /3 to its obligation to deliver the car to a. 7] alerts a when the car is 

2The inst itution agent '7 is responsible for ensuring that the commitments agTeed to by each agent 
are executed. The negotiating agents may choose to use r/ . For example, C\' may enlist T/ as an escrow 
service to ensure that an agreed sum of money is exchanged. In e-commerce, TJ can be thought of as 
a service that ensures delivery of a good that is purchased from t he Internet. The institution agent 
is responsible for promptly and accurately reporting real evellts to agents such 3.'3 "Your fish has been 
delivered and is of quality level x !' In this sense, the institution agent is a convenient abstraction that 
avoids unnecessary discussion about real world sensors. 
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delivered, and transfers the fee to fJ to complete the transaction. 

The following section is outlined as follows. To communicate and negotiate, agents 

require a common communication language. Additionally, to reason about a negotia-

tion, agents require some means of internally representing information and modeling 

the world around it . In section 3.2 we define a communication language. In section 3.3 

we define the internal formalislll the agent uses to model the world around it and to 

reason about what action to take next. In section 3.4 we define working assumptions 

specific to llmlti-issue e-commerce negotiation. These assunlPtions focus and constrain 

the significance of the results of the evaluation that is undertaken in Chapter 4. In sec-

tion 3.5 \ve give an example of how the internal mechanisIlls work in a simple bilateral 

negotiation scenario. 

3.2 Communication Language and Process 

Agent 0: negotiates with agent {3 by exchanging illocutions in the language C. C is 

an external illocutionary cornmunication language that perrnits agents to exchange 

messages with one another. C contains the set of communication locutions {offer, 

accept, reject, withdraw; inform} . These are defined below: 

• ofJer(a, (3, J) is n's message to (3 proposing that a is prepared to cOIDrnit to a if 

f3 is prepared to commit to b where <5 = (a, b) 

• a.ccept( ex, (3, 8) is a's message to {3 stating that a commits to Q. in the under-

st anding that /J will comlnit to b where J = (a, b) was previously proposed as 

offer(!3, a, 5) 

• reject (a , p, 6, R) is a's message to /3 stating its rejection of ITs preVIOUS offer , 

offer((3, 0: ,8). R is a set of reasons3 that a may provide as to why the offer was 

rejected. 

3The representation and form of R is not sigl lifi cant at this moment . For tlii s chapter, we are only 
interested in the fact there is a rejection or withdrawaL 
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• withdraw (a , (3 i R) is a's message to f3 stating its withdrawal from the negotia-

tiOIl . R is a set of reasons that 0: may provide as to why it withdrew from the 

negotiation . 

• inform (a , 8, info) is o:'s message to f3 stating that a promised information info 

wm be true when some condition is satisfied (eg, "It, will rain tomorrow", "If you 

don 't drink that wine you will regret if'). 

vVe describe a simple alternating offers negotiation prot.ocol where agents COInmu-

nicate by using illocutions expressed in the language C. 0: and {3 engage in a bilateral 

alternating offer negotiation and take turns to exchange offers until an agent accepts 

an offer i or an agent decides to withdraw from the negotiation. At any point in time 

an agent may be informed of information and may proc·actively seek information4 from 

the agents, {Os}. 

The negotiation proc ss begins at the point when th first illocution is exchanged, 

and ends at the point at which the agents either agree on a contract or one of the agents 

withdraws. Events prior to the negotiation, and post agreement, are not modeled here. 

3.3 Internal agent mechanislns 

VVe now describe the internal components of a negotiating agent. We base the foun-

dation of the internal components on standard first order predicate logic notation and 

temporal operators. We do not require a full t emporal logic , and adopt standard tem-

poral operators from CTL * described in (Emerson 1990) 5 . 

Let (5 = ( a, b) be a contract where a is 0: 's commitment , and b is (3's commitment. 

4Strictly our language C should contain illocutionary constructs to enable an agent to communicate 
with the information providing agents. These constructs are self-evident t hey are not detailed here. 

5For a set of atomic propositions, AP, a model M :.= (S, R , L) is a temporal structure where 5 is 
the set of st ates, R is a binary relation ~~ S x S, and L : 8 -~ P(AP). R maps a transition access 
between st ates. L is a fun ction which associates with each state s an interpretation L (s) of all atomic 
proposition symbols at state s. In terms of this logic, negotiating agents aim to come to agreement on 
what atomic propositions both agents will commit to bringing about in the future. 
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a and b are sets of atomic commitments. An atomic commitrnent is a proposition that 

expresses a fact about a future state. Let Q( 0'., {3, x) be a proposition describing a 

future state, where x is a typed variable. \Ve introduce the temporal operator 0, where 

OQ(o, (3, x) means that "Q(o, p, x) will event-ually be true at some point in tinle in the 

future" . 

A negotiation 'issue is a dimension of the negotiation object, (a, b). In database 

parlance, the term attr'ib71.te is used. For example, 0 is interested in acquiring a warranty 

frorn ,8 for the second hand car. (3 contends that providing a warranty is possible. The 

negotiation issue may be over how many years warranty /3 will comlnit to giving a. At 

some point during the negotiation, a warranty for 3 years is agreed to. The proposition 

Owarranty((3, 0', 3) means that at some point in the future, (3 will transfer a 3 year 

warranty certification to the instit u tion agent , TJ , and TJ will advise that the certificate 

has been received by Ct. 

Let J = {qt} be the set of issues IIp for negotia.tion. W assume that the agents come 

to some prior agreem.ent as to wha t the issues are. vVhcre convenient , we abbreviate 

an assignment of a value x to the issue qi with6 qi = x o Let the dornain of issue qt 

be the set dorn( qz) == {xd , the set of values that an agent considers 1nay possibly7 be 

assigned to qi. Let Ii denote the ordered set of issues in a and P denote the ordered 

(3.1 ) 

is the set of contracts that is syntactically correct. 6 is a pair of commitments that 

identifies any contract in V, whilst 6x denotes a particular contract (the x 'th contract 

in a sequence of contracts). 

During a negotiation, an agent engages in two types of internal reasoning, governed 

6Note that this is not the traditional, symmetric arithmetic equality. 
7We are not concerned with how this set is formed yet , just there exists a domain fo r each issue, 

and each domain is of finite cardina lity" The bounds may change ouring the course of a negotiation , 
and m ay increase or decrease in size. 
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by a strategy (Sierra & Debenham 2007). The first type of internal reasoning is a pro-

active reasoning. An agent engages in a negotiation process in response to needs that it 

desires to satisfy. Needs trigger proactive reasoning plans described in Section 3.3.1. In 

particular, plans specify the contents of the world required for them to function. The 

second type of internal reasoning is reactive reasoning t.hat determines how an agent 

responds to percepts expressed in C received by that agent. Models constructed by the 

pro-active mechanism are updated in response to the receipt of percepts~ as described 

in Section 3.3.2. The two types of reasoning are governed by a strategy. A strategy 

lnanages both the (possibly conflicting) proactive and reactive reasoning to detennine 

what utterances to send in order to achieve a negotiation agreernent8 . Strategies are 

described in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3.1 Proactive nlechanism 

When a negotiating agent ex begins a negotiation it does so in an attempt to satisfy a 

need - an active need triggers one or luore plans that construct the requisite prob-

ab ility distributions in the world rnodel. This model contains randorn variables that 

estimate the agent's certainty about aspect. of the world around it . These variables 

could include the opposing agent 's limit price, outcomes of the negotiation, a.spects of 

the behaviour of the opposing negotiation agent, and aspects of the remainder of the 

world around it. This model is updated by the reactive mechanism in response to each 

piece of information received. 

Let .:\.Il t = {Xd be the agent's world model. An individual random variable deter-

mined by the currently active plan, X z , is a discrete random variable that represents an 

aspect or criteria of the world that the agent is currently interested in. The probability 

mass function }pt(X,t) for Xi represents the uncertain belief that the agent has over the 

true value for "\.t. \Ve describe variables that represent criterion over possible contracts. 

8In more sophisticated forms of real world B2B e-commerce negotiation , a strategy might also be 
concerned with the establishment and maintenance of a business relationship 
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The possible values for Xi are {bi ,l ' . .. , 6t ,k } ~ V. 

a rnay have one or more plans to construct variables that deterrnine whether to 

accept a proposed contract. For this , 0' rnay require a number of different evaluative 

criteria over possible contracts. For instance, 0: may determine that it requires a sub-

jective estimate pi (satisfy(,Y , (3, 6)) of the expected extent to which the joint execution 

of 6 by LX and (3 will satisfy a's needs, X. a rnay well also be interested in an objective 

estimate pt(fair(Bs l 6)) of the expected extent to which 5 is a fair deal in the open 

market. Further examples9 are given in (Sierra & Debenham 2(07). The distinction 

between inforrnation-based and utilitarian-based approaches here is that , in the former , 

the agent considers only the strength of belief in the acceptability of an individual offer , 

however; in the latter , the agent considers the offer in light of known preferences to 

other offers lO . 

In the absence of new information, the integrity of }V(t should decrease over tilne. 

An agent may have ba.ckground information a.bout th probability mass functions for 

the variables in jvt t as t _.-4 00 . Background injoTmat'ion Jnight corne frorn statistical 

predictions based on historic data or frOln a human's personal knowledge. This back-

ground information is represented as (\ decay limit distribution for each .. Y i . Given a 

probabili ty mass function, JPt(Xi) and its decay limit distrjbution 1l})(.X·i ), ]Ft(.Xi) decays 

by: 

(3.2) 

where 1).t is the deca.y function for Xi satisfying the property that limt- .. oo pt(Xz) = 

llJ)(Xi). For example, ~i could be linear: IPt+1(Xi ) = (l-Vi)xIlJ)(X?.)+vtxpt(Xi), where 

v'!- < 1 is the decay rate. In (Debenham 2004c) the decay function is over information 

9The structure of the acceptance machinery is a maUer [or applied artificial intelligence and there 
is no 'correct ' formula - for example, an agent may a lso wish to attach a purely subjective value to 
contract acceptance. 

lOIt may be that the agent knows with certainty what its utilitarian preferences are, in which case, it 
may be possible to incorporate this information as part of its acceptability mechanism - this particular 
point however is not addressed in t his chapteL 
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integrity constraints, and the integrity decays linearly forever. An example of ~ i t hat 

decays completely by t ime tmax is: 

if tini < t < tmax 

otherwise. 

where tini is the time of initial observation, tmax is the estimated time at which the 

agent considers the observation to have null information, and t < t max . 

The probability lTlasS functions for the variables in J\!(t are used by an agent 's 

strategy (described in Section 3.3.3). Various ways of constructing these functions are 

discussed in (Sierra & Debenham 2007) and (Debenham 2004c). In section 3.4 we de-

scribe one way of constructing a decay limit distribution when background information 

is sparse . In the following section, we describe the r active mechanism that updates 

Mt when new utterances are received. 

3.3.2 Reactive mechanisln 

-When an utterance, f-L expre~sed in the language C, is received by 0:, it engages in reac-

tive behaviour that updates M t " This is a two part procedure. Firstly, the utterance 

is translat ed into constraints on some of the distributions in ~'\!l t by a translation func-

tion. Secondly, these new constraints are used to update the probability distributions 

for variables in .IVit. This section describes this two-part procedure. 

Firstly, an agent at t aches an epistelTlic belief function ]Rt (a , (3, f-L) to new utterances 

received. ffi.t(a, (3, f-L) is a probability estimate that represents the agent 's belief in the 

integrity of J-l and reflects the agent 's personal caution 11. A ln ethod for estimating the 

-value of JRt (0: , (J, f.1) based on repeated historic observations is described in (Sierra & 

llRt (a, lJ, J-L) is elaborated upon in (S ierra & Debenham 2007). We make an assumption that 
JR.t (ex , ,8, It) exist.s , 0' knows what it is, and t he probability value may alt.er over time. 
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Debenham 2007), and is not discussed here. Vve think of ~t(a, (3 , J-L) as a representation 

of a's estimate of (3's reputation concerning 11. 

An agent translates new utterances into constraints on the construction of posterior 

distributions for variables. This translation is done by using a translation function that 

is detennined by the agent's active plans. Not all utterances translate into constraints. 

For each randolll variable in M t , the functions determine which utterances become 

constraints, what those constraints will be, and which variables they apply to. DHfer-

ent agents translate utterances in different ways, and this is a necessarily speculative 

process. \Ve denote a translation function for a plan 'if by T7T (.). The set of constraints 

on .fYi generated by the receipt of J-L is denoted by T{i (J-L). 

Let: the prior probability distribution for X~ be denoted by Wt (X~). Let Wi (X-i, (/l)) 

be the probability distribution with minim-urn relative entropy12 with respect to Wt(Xi ) 

subject to the constraints T;:t (p,). Then let 

(3.3) 

The posterior distribution P(1) is r'(p,) as long as f( J-t) is "more interest ing" t han IFt(X~ ) < 

Ot herwiue, p'(J-t ) is 1F't (X~) . One silnpIe cri terion for "rnore interesting'; is to measure the 

difIerence in entropy between the two distributions. The entropy of a discret e random 

variable X with a probability distribution {pd is : 

(3.4) 
n 

12Given a probability distribution if, the mimmum relative entropy dzstT'lbv,t-ion p -.:.: (PI , . . . , PI) 
subject to a set of J linear constraints jj :::::: {gj (ji) = cij . P - Cj = O} , j ::= 1, . 0. , J (that must include 
the constra.int Lt Pi - 1 = 0) is: jJ' = arg minT L j r J log ~ . This may be calculated by introducing 

Lagrange multipliers 5:: L(p, 'x) = L -Pj log!2 + ~ > g- Minimising L , { d'o:: = gjCjj) = O} , j = 1, . .. , J 
J q ] . J 

is the set of given constraints g, and a solution to g~ = 07 i = 1, . 0 > ,J leads eventually to p. Entropy-
based inference is a form of Bayesian inference that is convenient when the data is sparse (?) and 
encapsulates common-sense reasoning (?). 
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that, for a va.riable, the greater the uncerta.inty reduction, the "more interesting" a 

distribution is13. A IllOre incisive criterion is to measure the relative entropy of the 

prior and the posterior with respect to the decay limit distribution, and to accept the 

posterior only if its (Kullback-Leibler) distance from the decay limit distribution is 

greater than that of the prior. 

Finally, using Eqn. 3.2, we obtain the method for updating a distribution JIDt(Xi) 

on receipt of f-L: 

(3.5) 

3.3.3 Strategic mechanisrn 

A strategy detennines a sequence of action(s) to take with the aim of negotiating an 

agreed contract. 

Anytime an agent exchanges an utterance, it gives away information. For Q, re-

ceiving information reduces the uncertainty of the random variables in }vt t . The world 

model .o\,1t describes an agenes uncertainty in the state of the world, and so under·-

pins the uncertainty of outcomes of future actions. There are two types of strategies 

described here: an acceptability maximising strategy, and an equitable inform>ativn 

strategy. 

An agent that uses an acceptability 1naximising strategy makers contract offers that 

aim to maximise the expectation that agent has on both the acceptability of an oft'er to 

itself and its negotiating partner. If the agent knows the utilitarian preferences of itself 

and its negotiating partner, then the strategy is also an expected utility optimising 

one14 . Let JIDt(accept(a, /3; <5)) be the probability that ex should accept a contract <5 (this 

is defined in section 3.4.4) - this represents the agent 's certainty in acceptability. Let 

13Entropy is a global criterion - it may in practice be more practical to use a measure that focuses 
on the part of a distribution that is of interest. 

14 In a utilitarian sense, if an agent knows (with certainty) the utility values across all contracts, for 
all agents , the contract. that is expected to yield the greatest utility return is also the contract that is 
most certain to be acceptable. 
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~O' be the certainty threshold limit, above which, it is 'sure enough' that an offer is 

acceptable. Let JIDt(accept( ,6, (X, b)) be the probability that Q believes f3 will accept a 

contract b (this is elaborated on in section 3.4.2). An acceptability lllaxirnising strategy 

S for ex that selects the offeT(o. ,,6, b) to send to ,8 by: 

arg rn;x(JIDt (accept( ,B, LX , b)) X pt (accept ( ex, (3, b)) !JIDt (accept( Q, (3, b)) > ~a ) (3.6) 

When an agent receives an of JeT (,6 , (X , bx ) , if JIDt(accept(ex , /3, bx )) > ~a, then agent 0. 

will accept it . Alternatively: (X only proposes a contract offer that is certain to be 

acceptable. 

The second strategy described here is an equitable information strategy. The ex-

change of utterances gives away information. The Shannon measure of information 

gain in the agent 's world model is the reduction in ntropy of the model. Q 'S plans 

determine the variables in Jv,tt t hat represent an aspect or cri terium of the world it is 

interest ed in. ex may also define variables in .I'vt L that model (3's reasoning15
o Entropy 

may b e used as a measure of t he value of information to an agent in terrns of the extent 

to which it reduces the overall uncertainty of the world model. An agent rnay use 

t his measure to define a strategy t hat aims to reveal inform ation of equivalent value 

to information revealed in a recently received utterance - information revelation is 

aimed to be equitable. This strategy makes little sense in utilitarian t erms, and should 

be seen in a social context as an agent 'being socially responsive' . 

Let TI:xi (a, B, p,) ~7': JHIt(X~ ) _.- IHIt (X~'( J-L ) ) be the measure of information gained in 

)(i by a upon receiving J.1 from ,6 . For 0. , let Pa , ~(3 E .I'vtt be the set of variables 

that represent a. 's interests and the variables that a. believes represent {J' s interests 

respectively. Then, the total information gain for 0. upon receiving fl' is: 

15 0 m ay, for example, make the assumpt ion that O's machinery mirrors its own 
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IIt (O',;3 , p,) = L II:Xi (0',,8, J1.) (3.7) 
XiEPo: 

and similarly for ,8. Then, if a receives J1 from f3, an equitable information response 

define an equitable inforrnation strategy for (} that selects what f-t' =offer(a,,8: J) to 

send to f3 by: 

argnl~n( JI~(f-t,f-t') i II~(p: , f-t') > 0, pt(accept(O',;3,J)) > ~a) 
J..L 

(3.8) 

This strategy aims to be fail' in sharing a's private information. It is a non-ut.ilitarian 

strategy. 

3.4 Working considerations 

For this dissertation, we consider a number of restrictions of the design architecture of 

an informatioIl-based agcnt for multi-issnc bilateral C-COlIllnerce negotiation. The first 

consideration concerns preferences (section 3.4.1). The second consideration we make 

iu on what aspects and criterium that an agent is interested in nlOdeling in the world 

model (section 3.4.2). The third consideration is on the form of the translation function 

for the second assumption (section 3.4.3). The fourth consideration is on conlposing 

an acceptability model (section 3.4.4). Fundamental though these considerations are, 

they are all issues that rnust be addressed in the design of an agent. Agents used in 

the exan1ple and simulations throughout this Chapter include the mechanisn1s defined 

in this section. 
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3.4.1 Consideration A 

The first set of considerations are about preferences. In multi-issue bilateral negotia-

tion, we describe three possible preferences situations16 , where an agent may know: 

• Everything about its preferences, with certainty 

• Preferences only over individual issues 

• Preferences with complex dependencies 

In the first situation: an agent may know everything about its preferences, in which 

case it is possible to specify a total preference ordering over possible contracts. In real 

world B2B negotiation however , this is a rare situation (as described in Chapter 2). In 

the second situation, an agent may know what its preferences are over the individual 

issues, but not over all possible contracts. For example, for a car salesnlan, an issue 

over payment and warranty can be asily described in terms of preferring more money 

to less and preferring a shorter warranty to longer, but whether he prefers to sell a 

second hand car for $12,000 with 6 months warranty over $13,000 \vith 12 months 

n1ight not be known17. In the third situation , an agent may have complex preference 

dependencies . For example, a car buyer may prefer blue cars to red cars, with t he 

except ion of Ferraris, to which she prefers red Ferraris to other colours. 

In this dissertation, we consider the case where agents know their preferences only 

over individual issues. This situation is not atypical in multi-issue, e-commerce negotia-

tion~ and provides an interesting 'middle ground ' between knowing complete preferences 

over everything, and preferences with complex dependencies. 

Recall frOln section 3.3 that J = {qt} is the set of issues and dom( qt ) is the set of 

values that an agent considers rnay possibly be assigned to qi. A preference relation , 

16We only describe three possibilities, but many more variations are possibleo 
17It may be possible to give an estimate on the monetary value of the additional 6 months warranty 

- based on some possible combination of t he car age, history, make, model, risk of part fa ilure, and 
so on o However, it may not be certa in how accurate t his estimate is, or even possibly whether the 
sa lesman could afford the time and resources in the future to organise repa irs . 
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>il for an individual issue is specified by: 

(3.9) 

where u is the utility 18 of q~ = x. The preference relations for all individual issues 

provides a partial ordering over all possible contracts. 

Suppose there are two contracts fJ = (a, b) and [,' = (a', b'), where a = (ql = 'W, q2 = 

x~ ... , qk = z) and a' = (q1 = W, q2 = x', ... , qk = z), and b = b' respectively --

equivalent with the exception of one issue q2. We say that "contract fJ i8 preferred to 

contract iI'"~ if, everything else being equal, x >t x'. Recall from section 3.3.1 that Xi 

is a random variable representing criterion over possible contracts. An individual issue 

preference ordering for Xi can now be expressed by: 

(3.10) 

which says that, everything else being equal, if x js preferred to Xl, then if (5' is ac-

ceptable, then b is also acceptable. For exarnple, suppose the car salesman considers 

two possible contracts, b = (price == $]3,000, daysdeliver-y ::-..: 2) and fJ' = (price = 

$12,000 , daysdelivery = 2) - for an acceptabzlity criterion, if the salesman prefers to 

sell the car for more money than less, and is willing to accept (j', then he might also be 

willing to accept 19 fJ . 

l8The abili ty t.o estimate the preferential utility over an issue set may depend on whether it has 
quantitative or qualitative values. This is not addressed here. The subject is addressed in (Sierra 
& Debenham 2005). The not-unrealistic presumption here is that it is possible to specify an ordinal 
uti lity over an individual issue seL 

19In order words , if he 's prepared to sell it for $12,000, then he'd be prepared to sell it for $13,0000 
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3.4.2 Consideration B 

The second &c)SUlllption is on what criteria the agent is interested in modeling in the 

world model. In this chapter, and the subsequent evaluations in chapter 4, we define 

three dist.ributions over eva.luative criteria that a is interested in: 

(a) ypt(sat-isfy(X, a, <5)) - where X is a 's set of needs, these criteria evaluate the 

subjective estimate of the expected extent to which <5 will satisfy X. 

(b) pt(Jair(Os, <5)) --- where Os is an agent that feeds market information to 0, this 

criterion evaluates the objective_ estimate of the expected extent to which <5 is a 

fair and reasonable contract in the open market domain. 

(c) ypt(acc(/J, tl, <5)) --- this criteria estimates a's strength of belief in the proposition 

that ;3 would be prepared to accept the offer <5. 

The construction of the decay limit distributions for each of these is discussed in 

section 3.4.4 (two sections down) o For (c), a assumes that /3's preferences are compli-

mentary to its own, and applies Inaximum entropy reasoning to estimate the probability 

that any J will be acceptable to f3 by enumerating the possible worlds that represent 

{J's 'limit of acceptability' (Sierra & Debenham 2005) - this procedure is described in 

section 3.4.4. 

3 .4.:3 Consideration C 

The third consideration concerns the translation function , T71 (.). Utterances I-L ex-

pressed in the communication language C are translated by Tn (.) into constraints 

T;i (p.). For this chapter, we use the translation function20 defined in Table 3.1, where 

20 Note: z is used in "-rable 3.1 as a confidence measure (expressed as a probability) in that 8 will be 
true for variable Xi. z may be explicitly expressed by an utterance 11" for example, "I will very likely 
pay you $10 for those shoes tomorrow", where 'very likely ' is represented by an epistemic probability. 
Alternatively, z may be calibrated in terms of a learning rate ''Y, where IHI t

-+-
1 (Xi ) = (1 -- --y) x IHIt(Xi). 

Unless otherwise stated however, we will keep z ~ 1 
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11 Translation into r; i (11 ) 
offerC3, ex, 8) for any 8: 

T::cC = {JPt (acc(j3,a,5)) = I} 

addit-ionally,if 8 is a counter-offer to 8', then: 
T acc = 1T { JIDt (acc(,6, 0, 8' )) = O} 

Q.ccept(/3, 0:, 8) the negotiation terminates successfully: 
Kt+l ::::: {commit(/3 , b) , commit (o:: a)} U Kt 

withdrQ.w({J, 0 , R) the negotiation terminates unsuccessfully: 
Kt+l = {brokendown(j3 , 0 , R)} U Kt 

-inform(()s , "8 is a fair deal") upon receiving this market information: 
T!atr = {JIDt(fair(()s , 8)) = z } 
where .2 is a's reputation estimate for Os 

Table 3.1 : Translation table for agent Q 

T/azr and T~cC are the set of constraints on evaluative criteria (b) and (c) defined in 

the previous section (3.4.2) , and commit and breakdown indicate that the negot.iation 

has terminated successfully and unsuccessfull y, respectively. The commit predicate 

constrains the agent to a comrnitment on the enactment defined by 6 :.::::: (a, b), where 0: 

is committed to G, and /3 is committed to b. 

3.4.4 Consideration D 

The fourth consideration concerns the composition of an acceptability model. An 

acceptability model determjnes whether an agent should accept an offer. Given As-

sUlnption B (in 3.4.2) , we use two distributions: IT?(satisfy(X . (3, 6)) and JP>(fair((),s, 6)). 

The distributions estimate the certainty in the evaluative criteria over a set of possi-

ble contracts. The acceptabili ty model will be a c0111bination of t hese two certaint.y 

estimates. The initial construction of these distributions is described here. 

Prior to negotiation, preferences are defined over individual issues (Assumption A 

3.4.1) . Background information known about how the dist.ribut ions decay as t -+ 00 

is added as constraints to the construction of the distribution. For example, the 
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car buyer may be quite sure about what represents an agreeable price ("I 'm 95% 

certain that my wife and I would be happy with a contract for $13,000, although 

she might change her mind.") - this nlight be added as a constraint in the form 

pt(acc(my wife, ;3, (pay = $13,000))) = 0.95. For contracts where it is not known 

whether it satisfies an evaluative criterion (i.e. , it is uncertain if a contract will sat-

isfy needs , or if it is fair under the current market environment), the estimation of 

this uncertainty is performed using maximum entropy inference. That is, given some 

observations (in the form of constraints) , the maximurn entropy distribution is the 

construction of the probability distribution that is "consistent with all that is known, 

and is maximally non-cornmittal with regards to missing infonnation" (Jaynes 2003) . 

The probability distribution that maximises entropy is the "least: biased" distribu-

tion with respect to Inissing information, and encapsulates common sense reasoning 

(Paris 1999). The distribution is constructed using the same solution technique as for 

the maxirnum likelihood problem for the Gibbs distribution - the reader is referred 

to (Debenham 2004a)(Debenham 2004c) for a det ailed t reatment. 

Once t he distributions have been constructed, any further information is added as 

constraint to be used by t he reactive .mechanism procedure described in section 3.3.2. 

A very simple criterion that estimates the certainty with which an offer is acceptable , 

combines W'( sat2sfy( ,1:' , ex , 6)) and lP (Jair( e s, 5)) : 

]Pt(accept(a , (3, 5)) :c.~: jpt(satisJy(X , u, 6)) x Ipt(fair((js , 6)) (3 .11) 

3.5 Exalnple 

In this section , we describe an exemplar implementation of an agent based on the 

information- based agency approach. ex 's internal mechanism includes the components 

defined in section 3.4. 

a is interested in purchasing a particular second hand car. ;3 owns a second hand 
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car yard which happens to sell the particular car that ex is interested in. ex indicates 

interest to f3 for the purchase of the car and requests that a third party inspection be 

undertaken. The results of the third party inspection reveals no significant problems, 

and two minor faults are detected with the car. The minor faults are near completely 

worn tyres, and a gearbox which will require changing soon. The minor faults are 

not significant enough to be a current burden on ex. However, they will need to be 

addressed at sorne point in the future. a is interested in purchasing the car; and if 

possible, haviIfg one of either (or both) of the minor faults fixed by the (3 prior to 

purchase. There are four possible configuration options for ex: Config (1) purchase the 

car as it is , (2) purchase the car with a new gearbox, (3) purchase the car with a set of 

4 new tyres, or (4) purchase the car with a set of 4 new tyres and the gearbox change. 

a's preference is to have both faults addressed; however, having a new set of tyres is 

preferred over having the gearbox changed, and naturally having either of the faults 

addressed is preferred to having neither fixed , 

a and (3 negotiate with an alternating offers protocol. There are two issues: paid = 

x ) and config ~::= y. a and f3 respectively open with the offers of: 

r--·------·--------·-----·---~--I 

11: offer(a, p, (paid = $12,000, config = 4)). 

l!: offer((J , (Y. , (paid = $14,100, config= 1)). 
-------.-------.. ----~-~--

ex constructs the domains of each issue: 

Dpay = {paid = x I x E {[$12.0-$12.2), [$12.2-$12.4), [$12.4-$12.6) , 

[$12.6- $12.8), [$12.8-$13.0) , [$13.0-$13.2), [$13.2-$13.4) , 

[$13.4-$13.6), [$13.6-$13.8), [$13.8-$14.0), [$14.0-$14.2))} } 

Doption ~-:: {config = y lyE {I , 2, 3, 4}}. 

V= Dpay x Doption 

a is interested in the criteria rpt(fair(es , 5)) , the expected extent to which a contract 
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is fair in a market place in the opinion of Bs. Suppose t he owner of the agent read in 

the newspaper that there was a similar car, where the car was selling for $12,300 with 

a brand new set of 4 tyres. If the owner maint ains a high belief in the validity of this 

information (let say, he is 98% sure that this inforrnation it t rue), this is represented 

as the constraint : 

T!aiT = {rpt(fair(newspaper, (paid = $12, 300~ config = 3))) = 0.98} 

The ren1ainder of the distribution rpt (JairC)) will be estimated using maximum 

entropy inference. Since a 's preferences and constraints in T!atT are background infor-

mation , the posterior distribution pt.-I.l(fair(Bs , 8)) becomes the decay lirn it. distribution 

JD)(fair(Bs , 6)) . T he limits of satisfiability for ID(fair(es , 5)), given issue preferences, are 

presented in the following table: 

1 2 3 4 
._- - ---_ .. - - -.-.- - - .-- - - - .--... -.- - - .. --- .. ~.---.---.- .--

[$12.0·$12.2) 0.3274 0.6548 0.9822 0.99 

[$12.2-$12 .4) 0.3267 0 , 65~~3 0.98 0.9872 

[$12 .4-$12.6) 0.294 0.588 0.882 0.8884 

r $12.6·· $12.8) 0.2613 0.5227 0.784 0.7897 

[$12.8-$13.0 ) 0.2287 0.4573 0.686 0.691 

[$13.0-$13.2) 0.196 0.392 0.588 0.5923 

[$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.1633 0.3267 0.49 0.4936 

[$13.4-$13.6) 0.1307 0.2613 0.392 0.3949 

[$13 .6-$13 .8) 0.098 0.196 0.294 0.2961 

[$13.8-$14.0 ) 0.0653 0.1307 0.196 0. 1974 

[$ 14.0-$14. 2 ) 0.0327 0.0653 0.098 0.0987 

T he agent has no estimate about the certainty of what contract /3 would be prepared to 

accept, and t hus pt:--" 1 (acc(p, a , 6)) has maximum entropy. The following day, /3 decides 
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to send 0: the contract offer: 

1 2: offer (;3, 0:, (paid = $13,450, config = 2)). 

On the same day, 0: decides to reject this offer and counter with: 

12: offer(n ,;3, (paid = $12,600, config = 3)). 

{3 rejects this offers \vith a counter offer pending. 0: estimates (perhaps based on 

reputation, or previous history) ;3's 'reputation ' in being serious about his offer , and 

his rejection of a 's offer , as 0.97: JRt(a., /3, fi) == 0.97. With regards to this negotiation, 

ex is interested in two things: a measurement of the expected extent to which ;3 will 

accept an offer, and how this information will influence this measurement. Using this 

information and translation table 3.1 , and the subs quent minimum relative entropy 

jnference of IPt+l (acc( 8, a, b)), a's estimate of the lilnits of acceptability for (3 are: 

~------r----~--------· 1 234 
---'--'-~-" .-~--~,-.-------~.--.. ~-.----.-~ ... ,-

[$12 00-$12.2) I 0.0677 0.0663 000075 0.0038 

l $12.2-$12.4 ) 0.1354 0.1325 0.015 000075 

[$12.4-$12.6) 0.203 0.1988 0.0225 0.0113 

[$12 .6- $12.8 ) 0.2707 0.265 0.03 0.015 

[$12.8-$13.0) 0.4484 0.4413 0.1475 0.0738 

[$13.0- $13.2) 0.6261 0.6175 0.265 0.1325 

[$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.8038 0.7938 0.3825 0.1913 

[$13.4-$13.6 ) 0.9814 0.97 0.5 0.25 

[$1 :3.6-$1 :3.8 ) 0.9871 0.9743 0.5029 0.2514 

[$13.8-$14.0 ) 0.9929 0.9786 0.5057 0.2529 

[$14.0-$14.2) 0.9986 0.9829 0.5086 0.2543 
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After a short period spent considering a counter offer , the agent 's world model decays , 

and a revised estirnate on acceptability: 

1 2 3 It 

[$12.0-$12.2) 0.0722 0.0692 0.0148 0.0074 

[$12.2-$12.4) 0.1444 0. 1385 0.()295 0.0148 

[$12.4-$12.6) 0.2166 0.2077 0.0443 0.0221 

[$12.6-$12.8 ) 0.2888 0.277 0.0 59 0.0295 

[$12.8-$13.0) 0.4552 0.4404 0.168 0.084 

[$13.0-$13.2) 0.6217 0.6039 0.277 0.1385 

[$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.7881 0.7674 0.3859 0.193 

[$13.4-$13.6) 0.9545 0.9308 0.4949 0.2475 

[$13.6-$13.8) 0.966;3 0.9397 0.5008 0.2504 

[$13 .8-$1 4.0) 0.9782 0.9486 0.5068 0.2534 

[$14.0-$14. 2) 0.99 0.9575 005127 0.2563 
C---_____ ,. __ 

-~--~~---.-----------

0: uses information cOlnmunicated by j3 to reduce the uncertainty about some aspect 

of the world that a is interested in . For jpt=2(acc(;3, 0', b)) , the information gain is 

measured as: 

nt-l- 1 (acc(,B. 0' . 0)) = JHIt (acc( j3, a, 0)) -- IHIt+ 1 (acc(;3 _ Cl' , 0)) 

= 3.68759 -- 3.17108 

= 0.51651 

a's estimate of information gain lnay be used by an equ'itable information strat egy 

(Eqn. :3.8) in order to det ermine what action to take next . 

3 .6 Summary 

This chapter formally models information-based agency (Debenham 2004a) (Sierra & 

Debenhaln 2007): and has illustrated how the architecture functions. 
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In the following Chapter, we provide an evaluation on this model of information-

based agency and its performance in an exemplar automated negotiation scenario. 
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Chapter 4 

Evaluating Information-Based 
Agency 

In this chapter, we evaluate an agent constructed in the information-based agency 

fran1ework. The evaluation has two ain1s: the first is to assess the negotiation behaviour 

of an agent that founds its reasoning on an information-based agency framework, and 

the second is to observe the extent that att aching an intrinsic value to infonnation 

affects the agent 's decision making. This evaluation is conducted in support of the 

thesis for this dissertation. 

To achieve the first aiIll, we nse an implementation of infonnatioll-bascd agency to 

assess two types of properties: the rnodel properties, and the negotiation behaviour prop-

erties. The model proper-ties are Ineasures of how the world model changes as a result 

of observations made. The model properties are an important indicator of behaviour, 

as negotiation strategies are normally founded on the world Inodel. The negotiation 

behaviour properties are measures of how an agent behaves during the process of ne-

gotiation. Negotiation behaviour is derived from a cOlnbination of the changes in the 

model properties, and the negotiation strategy employed. The behaviour is assessed 

during a simulated negotiation with a human negotiating partner. The variables for 

the evaluation are: information volatility (i.e ., the extent to which information changes 

over tilne), information integrity (i.e" changes in the reliability of the infonnation), 
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the rate of information integrity decay, contract acceptability threshold, and the ne-

gotiation strategy. The first four are referred to as the information variables. There 

are two types of strategy used here: an acceptability maximising one, and an equitable 

infonnation OIle (as defined in chapter 3). 

To achieve the second, we discuss the relative merit of a negotiating agent elnploying 

an information-based agency model compared with one which doesn 't. The discussion 

is based on the theoretical discussions in chapter 2, and the evaluations performed 

in this chapter. Follmving this, we discuss the merit of elnploying an acceptability 

maxilnising strategy compared \vith an equitable infonnation one. This discussion is 

also based on chapter 2, and the evaluations performed in this chapter. 

4.1 Defining properties and variables 

In this ~ection , we define the Illodel properties and negotiation behaviour properties, 

which are t he points of evaluative interest, and the variables , which are the points 

of variation t hat affect the properties. Assessments are based on t he changes to t he 

properties resulting from repeated simulations with different variable assignlllents . 

In sect ion 4.1. 1, we define the model propertjes. In section 4.1.2, we define the 

negotiation behaviour properties . In section 4.1.3, we define the variables for t he sim-

ulations . Following this, section 4.2 describes the sirnulation runs. 

4.1.1 lVlodel Properties 

T he model properties , as a whole, describe how the world model changes. A single 

rnodeI property is a measure of how a probability distribution (within the world model) 

changes as a result of observations m ade. Our interest is in identifying how the model 

properties change under different variable assignments, as model property changes are 

ultlmately reflected in agent behaviour. 

Measuring the change between the prior and post erior probability distributions 
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can be made in a number of ways -- we select an entropy-based Ineasure instead of 

alternative statistical ones1 for a nUlnber of reasons. Firstly, the observations made 

by the agent are aimed at reducing the uncertainty of the Inodel (analogous to the 

protagonists ' aim in the car buying and second-hand yacht negotiation scenarios), and 

entropy, as a llleasure of the uncertainty in a distribution, is a lnore appropriate2 means 

of measuring a distribution 's change (in line with the intentions of the agent) . Secondly, 

an agent that uses an equitable inforillation strategy bases decisions on how information 

may affect the uIlcertainty of the opposing partner 's world lllOdel, and so, entropy is a 

11lore interesting measure to make in regards to understanding the effectiveness of the 

equitable infonnation strategy. 

There were three evaluative criteria considered for the evaluation: 

For the model propert ies, we consider three types of entropy measures: the average 

ent ropy of the distributions in t he world rnodel over time, the average change in entropy 

for t hese distribut ions over time, and the variation in the change in entropy for t hese 

d ist ribut ions over time , The first property is general measure of uncert ainty, T he 

second property is a general rneasure of the stabili ty of uncertainty, The third property 

is a general measure of the range of uncertainty change. 

The entropy of a discrete random variable, X'i , is lHI t ()( 1. ) 

3.4) . The mean entropy of -"Yi over t ime (where t > 0): 

--I::n Pn log Pn (Eqn. 

t = 1 

otherwise 

lSuch as the total variation d'Lstance measure, where the distance bet.ween two probability distribu-
tions Nand M is ~ L 7: IN(x ) - M(x)1 . 

2We have argued earlier that entropy is a natural measure of uncertainty for distributed autonomous 
syst ems due to its rela tionship wit h the cost of d iscovering the true value of an uncertain variable in 
such an environment. 
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vVhen we refer to the lHI~ean (X1 ) property, we are saying "The mean entropy of Xi 

consistent with known information over tilne". 

We measure the stability of the uncertainty in the Inodels in terms of the change 

in entropy, over time. The change in entropy for a distribution model at two adjacent 

time intervals is ~lHIt+l(Xi) = 1HIt+1 (Xi ) - JHIt(.Xz). The change in entropy Inight be 

caused by adding or relnoving information, or decaying integrity estimates. The mean 

entropy change Inay indicate how quickly or slowly the ullcertainty of a distribution 

was reduced as a result of observations3 . The mean change in entropy over time (where 

t > 0) : 

t = 1 

otherwise 

When we refer to the ~lHI~ean (Xi) property, we are saying "The mean change in entropy 

of X z reflecting the value of information received over time" . 

The variation in entropy change is a Ineasure of the strengths in variation of changes 

entropy over time. A higher variation in entropy change could indicate a greater 

spread in the value of inforrnatiol1o A lower variation in entropy change could indicate 

a lower spread in the value of information. For example, an agent that receives uncer-

tainty reducing information at time t = 3, and then receives information which does 

not reduce uncertainty at time t = 4, may have a high variation property. \Ve define 

the variation property to be the square of the standard deviation of change in entropy 

over time: 

- ----------------
30 ne way to look at it is in terms of mformation value - a higher mean of entropy reduction could 

indicate , on average, better information is being received, and a lower mean could indicate poorer 
information is being received 
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When we refer to the ~IHI~ar( Xi) property, we are saying "The measure of spread of 

change in entropy values for X i reflecting the variations in the value of information 

received over time" . 

In summary, three model properties are defined : 

• IHImean(Xi), mean entropy of the probability distributions for Xi over time 

• ~JHImea,lXi)' mean change in this entropy over t ime 

• ~IHIvaT(Xt)' variation of change in this entropy over time 

\Nhere we estilna t e IHImean(Xt ) , ~IHImearJ.'Yt) ' llIHIvar(Xi ) , it will be rnade clear to which 

criterium it is referring to: and the time t imposed. 

For the evaluation of the changes to the world model , we examine the model prop-

erties under diflerent variable assignments. These variables are defined in Section 4. 1.3. 

In the section following, we define the negotiation hehaviour properties. 

4.1.2 Negotiation Behaviour Properties 

The negotiation behaviour properties, as a whole, de~cribe how an agent behaved during 

a negotiation process. A single negotiation behaviour property is a characteristic of the 

offers and counter-offers that an agent makes during negotiation. The agent:s behaviour 

is determined by a cornbination of what it knows about the world (its world model), 

and the type of strategy it enlploys4. 

The selection of negotiation properties is inspired by the work of (Bosse, Jonker 

& Treur 20(4). (Bosse et al. 2004) considers a negotiation trace (sequence of contract 

offers) 1 negotiation properties, and negotiation profiles (description of preferences) in 

the analysis of a multi-issue negotiation. The series of properties identified are aimed 

41n a general sense, t he negotiation behaviour encompasses all excha nges that occurred during the 
process of negotiation. In this specific scenario, the simula tions only look at contract offer behaviour. 
We generalise conLract offer Lo how an agent might ad generally under differenL informat. ion and 
strategy variable assignments. 
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at detennining how 'good' an agent's behaviour was during a simulation run. relative 

to other simulations. Of particular note, we diverge from (Bosse et a1. 2004) by not 

using utilitarian criteria of efficiency, since (as argued in chapter 2) the e-commerce 

domain is inherently dynamic and uncertain, utility may change or may not be known 

with certainty: and so it is not a reliable objective measure. 

We define five negotiation behaviour properties: agreerntnt space ratio, resolution 

speed, offer variation, agreement distance, and information revelation. These are de-

fined below. 

The first property is the agreement space ratio. Over a finite deal space V, there 

may exist a subset of possible contracts that both agents are potentially willing to sign. 

Let PaST be the ratio of contracts considered acceptable by both agents , to contracts 

considered unacceptable by at lea..st one agent. Let 

where iJ,t (accept({3, Q , b)) is {3's personal measure of expectation on 6's acceptability, 

and ]Pt (accept(a. , (3, b)) is a's personal measure of expect ation on 5's acceptability. The 

agreement space ratio property is the ratio of the number of elements in J to the num-

ber of elements not in J . 1tlore specifically: P aST :::.: 11 ~~~ l i ' the ratio of the cardinality 

of J and V - . .J respectively. In the case where J =: 0 , no agreement is possible . 

P asr is determined external to negotiation simulation. It an interesting rneasurement 

on the possibility of agreement from an agent architecture designer 's point of view. 

However, even if the agreement space is quite large, whether or not negotiation reaches 

agreement depends on the agents ' strategies. 

The resol'ution speed is the number of discrete time intervals taken to reach a con-

tract agreement or breakdown (i.e. , the negotiation is resolved). It is represented by the 

symbol Pspd. The resolution speed is dependant on the certainty of the world model, 

the negotiation strategy employed, and the goals of the agents (not modeled here). It 
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is a useful quality to assess to determine if different observations or strategies lead to 

a quicker (or slower) resolutions. 

The offer variation is the number of different contract offers lllade by an agent 

during a negotiation. It is represented by the symbol P var . The variation in offers is 

dependant on the certainty of the the world model, the negotiation strategy ernployed, 

and to an extent on Pas]". Varying the offer sequence nlay induce different behaviours 

from opposing negotiating agents , for instance, by varying its offers, an agent my 

d isguise what its strategy is. 

The agreement distance is a measure of the distance an agreement outcOlne was 

'away from' the initial offer. It is represented by the symbol Pdst, and our choice of 

rneasurement is to count t he number of contracts 'between ' the starting and agreelnent 

contract. This property depends on the existence of at least a partial preferential 

ordering over contracts. Given a consistent starting point, we are interested in the 

extent to which the distance to the agreement point differs5 . An agreelnent with a 

higher P dst is generally preferable to an opposing negotiating partner, and an agreernent 

with a lower P dst is generally preferable to the agent. 

The information re'velation property is a measure of the information revealed by an 

agent in ternlS of the mean uncertainty it reduces in an opposing agent's world model 

over time. It is represented by the symbol P 'inj'- This property is determined external 

to the negotiation , and its variation depends on the strategy employed by the agent . 

It is a relevant quality to assess because it is a means of summarising the value of the 

dialogue that: occurred between the agents6 . 

We have defined five negotiation properties to assess how 'good ' an agent 's he-
-------------

5To an ext.en t., the s tarting point might be 'close to' or ' far away from ' an agreement point (reflecting 
perhaps a 'lucky' or ' umcalistic· illi t ia l offcr). Wc arc llot Ilcccssalily concclllcd with what the ~tart.ing 
point is as such : but moreover , given a consistent starting point, what differences the information 
variables and st.rategy make in relation to the contract agreed upon (if any)_ 

6 An informal way of characterising this is, an agent might consider a negotiation worthwhile if it had 
"learned a lot of t hings" from the information received, or might consider a negotiation not worthwhile 
if it "didn't learn anyth ing" from the information received . 
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haviour was: 

• P asr, agreernent space ratio 

• P spd, resolution speed in discrete time intervals 

• P van number of bid variations 

• P dst, distance between the contract agreement and the agent's initial offer 

• Pmj. mean uncertainty reduced by information revealed 

For the evaluation of the information-based agency framework, we exarnille these prop-

erties under different information variable assignments and the acceptability maximis-

ing and equitable information strategies. 

In the following section: we define the variables to be used. 

4.1.3 Evaluation variables 

In this section , we describe the variables to be used in the evalua tion . Different vari-

a ble assignments affect how the Inodel and negotiat ion behaviour properties change. 

V./e define five dis t inct variables: info rmation 'Volat'llity , information integrity, rate of 

integrity decay, acceptability threshold, and strategy. These are described below. 

Information volatility is the rate at which observable information changes. If infor-

mation changes frequently, it is highly volatile , conversely if information doesn't change 

often , it is not volatile. Variations in information volatility affect both the model and 

negotiation properties. We define three categories of volatility -- 'slow ', where the 

information rarely changes , 'steady ', where the information may change gradually, and 

'rapidly ', where the information changes frequently. 

Information integrity is a lneasure of the reliability of information. An information-

based agent assigns this measure of reliability to observations made (defined in Chapter 

3; section 3.3.2) , and reflects the agent 's personal caution. The variations in integrity 
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affect the rnodel properties , and m.ay also affect the negotiation behaviour. \Ve use the 

symbol L to represent information integrity in the evaluations. 

The rate of integrity decay is a measure of how quickly the agent becomes uncertain 

of the integrity of its world model. As time progresses, an agent may become less 

certain that the observations made previously continue to be valid. The variations 

in the rate of integrity decay affect the model properties, and may also affect the 

negotiation behaviour. Variations in the decay rate may affect the long-terrn influence 

that infornlation has on the world model. \Ve use a simple linear decay rnodel defined 

by Chapter 3, Eqn 3.2. We use the synlbol ,,( to represent the linear decay rate. 

The acceptability threshold is the point above which an agent is certain enough 

that a contract is acceptable. The acceptability criteria was defined in section 3.4.4. 

The agent's acceptability threshold is determined by t he agent's owner -- we consider 

variations of a static threshold7 . Variations in the acceptability threshold affect the 

range of contracts that are acceptabl to the ftgent , \Ve use the symbol ~ to represent 

the acceptability threshold. 

The strategy employed by an agent determines what actions it takes in the nego-

ti Ft,tiorL We assess two strategies (defined in Chapter 3, section :3.3 .3: an acceptabil-

ity maximising strategy, and an equitable information strategy. \Ve employ different 

strategies in order to assess their ilnpact on the negotiation behaviour properties. 

The five variables defined here are used to assess their affect on the model and 

negotiation beha.viour properties defined previously. In the next section, we describe the 

series of simulations that are run in order to perform an evaluation on the information-

based agency framework. At the conclusion of the simulations, we make an assessment 

on the results and the behaviour of the negotiating agent . 

7 A negotiating agent may consider a strategy for periodically reducing the threshold, permitting it 
to compromise its stance in the event that a negotiation is heading towards breakdown. A strategy for 
reducing the threshold , such as in (Debenham 2004c), is not considered hereo 
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4.2 Simulations 

\Ve designed two series of simulations: one to evaluate how the model properties change 

under different information variable assignments , and one to evaluate how the negoti-

ation behaviour properties change under different information variables and strategies. 

The simulations provide the basis upon which we describe how an agent that founds its 

reasoning on an inforrnation-based agency framework behaves , and the grounds upon 

which we argue the relative merit of a negotiating agent eInploying an information-

based agency Inodel compared with one which doesn't. The simulations are a valid 

means of assessing the behaviour of a negotiating agent as they are derived frOln ex-

amples of real world negotiation. Examples of real world negotiation were described in 

section 3 .. 5. Although discrete time intervals and only two issues are used, continuous 

real time intervals with more than two issues were shown to yield the same results. 

A running scenario guides the simulations, which follows on from the scenario in 

section 3.5. T he scenario is the purchase of a second hand car. There are two issues: 

the price , and the faults to be fixed. For the second issue, there are four sit.uations 

which are possible (as in Section 3.5) : Configuration (1) purchase the car as it is: (2) 

purchase the car with a new gearbox, (3) purchase the car with a set of 4 new tyres, or 

(4) purchase the car with a set of 4 new tyres and the gearbox change. The negotiation 

follows an alternating offers protocol, and it is assumed the agents and humans use the 

uniform communication language described in section 3. 2. The sirnulated human takes 

on the role of the buyer, and the infonnation-based agent takes on the role of the seller. 

The initial bid from Q iss offer (a , {j, (paid -=-:c $12.0 , config = 4)) , which represents the 

buyers willingness to accept the offer for $12,000 for the car , complete with new tyres 

and new gearbox. The initial bid from f3 is offer ((3, Q; (paid = $14.17, config = 1)) , 

which represents the sellers willingness to accept the offer for $14) 170, without any 

changes to the car. For clarity, m is used to represent market information, and u 

8All 'paid ' amounts are measured in OOO 's , 
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represents infonnation revealed by the opposing agent . 

There are a few limitations on the way the simulations were perforrned. Firstly, 

no deadline exists in the scenario. However, the maximum time for a simulation run 

is 12 discrete time intervals. This lirnit gives the agent(s) ample time to come to 

an agreernent, as shown in the negotiation traces. Secondly, agents have no history 

of interaction with other agents or humans -- each negotiation is as a 'first tirne ' 

enconnter. \Ve recognise that repeated encounters ·with other agents or hurnans in 

real world negotiations is affected by notions of trust) obligations, relationships, and 

so forth (Ramchurn , Hunyh & Jennings 2004) (Tenbrunsel , \Vade-Benzoni , l\loag & 

Bazerman 1999). 'vVe leave an evaluation of the framework , including these features : 

as future work. 

An iInplementation of the infonnation-based agency framework has been created 

with Java. The following tests have been conduct ed on a Pentium 2.13 GHz processor 

with 512MB RAM. An average negotiation fun between a human with a predetermined 

negotiation offer sequence and an information-based agent (without outcome; for 12 

djscrete time intervals) last s 4.265 seconds, wit h L556mb J ava virtual machine memory 

allocated . An average negot iation run between two agents (without outcome, for 12 

discrete time intervals) lasts 7.891 seconds, with L 723mb J ava virtual machine rnern-

ory allocated. Maximum entropy and minimum relative entropy distri butions for x 

constraints with y unknowns are cons tructed by using Lagrange rnultipliers and an im-

plementation of the Newton-Raphson method , and calculations for distributions with 

up to 4 constraints takes less than 0.02 seconds. 

In section 4.2.1 , we assess the model properties resulting from silnulations run un-

der differing information variable assignments. This is followed by a discussion on 

the resnlts of these simulations. In section 4.2.2 , we assess the negotiation behaviour 

properties resulting from simulations run under differing information variable and strat-

egy assignments. This is followed by a discussion of the negotiation behaviour of an 

information-based agent. 
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4.2.1 Model properties of an agent 

An agent may observe varying information sources, assign information received with a 

measure of reliability, and assign a rate(s) of decay to the reliability of its world model. 

This section describes how these variables affect the models used by the information-

based agency framework . The three model properties defined to summarise these affects 

are: IHI m ean ) ~JH[mean ~ and ~JH[vaT. 

Two types of simulations are performed to assess the model properties. The first 

type is where market information is observed by the agent , and an agent uses this 

information t o determine which cont ract s are f air in t he market place. The second 

type is where the agent uses information revealed by t he opposing agent to reduce its 

uncertainty about which contracts t he opposing agent finds acceptable. 

For each simulation, we prepare a series of information traces (a sequence of pieces 

of information in a negotiation) . In order to represent different degrees of information 

volatility, we define t hree variations of information traces: slow variance, steady vari-

ance , and rapid varianceo Our interest lies in deterrnining how di ffering variations of 

traces affect the minimum relative entropy inference outcomes, as summarised by the 

model properties. Minimum relative ntropy inference is appropriate when informa-

t ion is sparse, and has sirnilarities to common sense reasoning (Paris 1999) . Hence , the 

analysis here is, in a sense, a just ification of t he extent to which t he infe rene results 

in common sense models9 . 

Firstly, we assess differing inforrnation variable assigmnents for t he criteria on fair 

contracts in the Inarket place. The agent is operating within a market environlnent 

for second hand car sales. Infonnation is provided to t he agent by rnarket agent , 

e s. The information arrives frOlTI e 5 in discrete t ime intervals 10 . Vve examine the 

9It. should be noted tha t having a 'common sense model ' of the world differs from having 'common 
sense b ehaviour ' resulting from a strategy based on a model of the world. It may be, for whatever 
reason , that an agent 's strategy in negotiation is to behave irrationally with respect to that model 

lODiscrete time intervals could be representative of real time intervals, d ays, weeks, months, and so 
forth . 
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Figure 4.1: Effect of decay on entropy for differing Inarket infonnation 

agents assessment of pt (fair( e s, 5)) , under the conditions when market information 

varies either slowly, steadily, or rapidly. Figure 4.1 illustrates the three variations, and 

shows two market price streams for the same model car for where there 's no new tyres, 

and where all the problems of the car are fixed , 'Ve set t he agent 's estimate of the 

reli ability of information received as i = 0,9EI. We vary the linear decay rate of the 

reliability as "y :=-.: none, r =-_7 low, and ~f == high. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the three graphs of the effect of decay on the entropy of an 

agent's fair estilnatc, Hnder three differing market infonnatioll variations (of slow, 

steady, or rapid variance). Each graph is a representation of the certainty (rneasured 

in entropy) under conditions where the anticipated decay rate ("y) is none: low or high. 

The first graph shows cntropy against tillle for WhCll the market information is of 'slow ' 

variance (from Figure 4.1). The second graph shows entropy against time for when the 

Inarket inforrnation is of 'steady ' variance, and the third graph shows the entropy for 

observations of 'rapid' variance. 

It is clear from the diagrams that the probability distribution models become less 

certain when the decay level increases. Decay also has an apparent "smoothing out" 
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lHl mean .6. n-l! m ean .6.JHI var' 
Slow Steady Rapid Slow Steady Rapid Slow Steady R a pid ,= none 0.9083 0.9072 0.904 -0.0068 -0.0068 -0.0009 0.0003 0.0007 0 .0008 

T = low 0.9332 0.9303 0.9253 -0.0008 0 0.0042 0.0005 0.0004 0 .0006 
'T' = high 0.9417 0.9386 0.9339 0.0017 0.0018 0.0062 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

Table 4.1: Entropy and change in entropy 

Rapid 

'p '''.J.! 

(1) 
rH 

Figure 4.2: Opposing trader offer sequence 

effect on the effect of incon1ing information. The implications of information decay 

for a negotiating agent is discussed in the nsuing subsection 4.2.1.1. A table of the 

cOInplete runs for variations in IIlarket illformation fiows and the effect on entropy and 

the change in entropy can be fouud in Table A.l in Appendix A. 

A summary of the entropy and change in entropy is presented in Table 4.1. The 

first colllmll set shows the mean entropy (IHImean) for the three variations in market 

information flows. The second column set shows the mean entropy change (~1HImean) , 

and the third the variation in entropy change (L\lHLuar). For the variations in decay 

rates , it is possible to see the correlations with Figure 4.1. As the market information 

becomes more varied , from a slow changing one to a more rapidly changing one, the 

information model is less certain over time. This is reflected in the rising IHImean and 

,6.IHImean values. The entropy of the market estimate, as one would expect , is also 

higher in accordance with a more rapidly changing market. Interestingly, the degree 

of entropy variance evens out with higher decay. The implications of the variations in 

information volatility for a negotiating agent is discussed further in 4.2.1.1. 

The second type of simulation is where information revealed by the opposing ne-
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Figure 4.3: Effect of decay on opposing trader inJornlation offer trace 

IHIntean 6.1H1 mean .6.IHIv ar 
Slow Steady Rapid Slow Steady Rapid Slow Steady Rapid 

l ' = none 0,8684 0.7779 0.6582 0.0878 0.1597 0.2024 0.00687 0.01973 0.02951 
l' :=: low 0.8964 0.813 0.7175 0,2031 0 ,3603 0,4915 0.01992 0.0644 0.09895 
-f= hIgh 0.9134 0.8383 0 ,7657 0.2432 0,441 0.6049 0 .O;~235 0 . .10266 0.16 

Table 4.2: Entropy and change in entropy for opposing trader information trace 

gotiating party is used by the agent to assess contract acceptability. The difference 

from the previous type of simulatjon is that information received from an opposing 

trader provides two constraints - the first affirms that a previously sent offer is not 

acceptable, and the second confirms that the present offer from the opposing agent is 

acceptable. 

Figure 4.2 shows three series of information traces for the opposing trader - where 

the trader reveals information slowly (top left), steadily (bott orn center) , and rapidly 

(top right). The purpose of the three variations ill the traces is to illustrate the effect 

that variations in information has on IPt( acc(,8 ) (x , <5)). Here, differing traces reduce the 

uncertainty at different rates. 

Appendix Table A.2 offers a complete rUll dOWll of the clltropy and change in entropy 

in terms of the model properties from negotiation simulations using the contract offer 

traces in Figure 4.2. Vle summarise the effect of decay in the three graphs illustrated 

in Figure 4.3. The model properties are s1.11nmarised by Table 4.2. 
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The trend in the effect of decay on the certainty of the distributions over tilne 

follows on from the trend exhibited in the market information sinlulation. Integrity 

decay leads to distributions that are on average, rIlore uncertain. Decay also has a kind 

of "smoothing out" effect on the impact new information has on average certainty over 

time. Infonnation which is revealed slowly to the agent does not vary the certainty 

greatly, whilst information which is revealed rapidly increases the variability of the 

certainty over time. 

The irnplications of t.he simulations for information-based agency are discussed in 

the following section. 

4.2.1.1 Discussion 

In t his section , \ \Te discnss the variation ill model properties when different inforrnation 

variable assignlnents are lnade, and the possible implications of this on an agent's 

behaviour when a negotiation strategy is based on some aspect of the certainty of the 

world model. 

To begin with, both the rna.rket and opposing negotiating partner's inforrnation had 

a similar effect on the inferred distributions for their respective criteriUln. The average 

reduction in certainty increased for both information types as the information varied 

more 'rapidly ' . The variation in certainty reduction increased for both information 

types as the information varied more ' rapidly ' . The principal difference between the 

two types of informatioll was the significance of the effect that each had on their 

respective distribution inferences - information from the opposing negotiating party 

was InOfe effective because one information piece was used to derive two constraints. 

In short , where the informat ion came frorn was as important as how the information 

"vas used in t erms of reducing the agent 's uncertainty. 

A corollary of t his result is that a negotiating agent that operates in a real world 

e-commerce dOll1ain may gain more ' value' from observable information by also being 
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able to 'read between the lines'. For example, suppose the car salesman reveals that the 

second-hand car was in an accident previously. This infonnation may not only affect 

the car buyer's assessment on market value, but the buyer may also conclude that this 

salesman is more honest than other car salesmen. 

During the simulations, as the variation of information increased (towards 'rapid'), 

the average reduction in certainty became higher. The variation in the reduction of 

certainty was also higher with lllore varied information. This rneans that, when the 

range of inforrnation acquired by the agent becomes Inore diverse, the stability of the 

certainty of a distribution decreases. 

A corollary of this result is , in particularly dynamic environments, information 

that an agent relies on to make decisions may change, and an agent not only has 

to contend with the uncertainty of its world model, but also the expectation that this 

uncertainty will change. This is significant in highlighting the importance of developing 

strategies that not only account for prefer nces and the certainties of its models , but 

also address circumst ances where these preferences or certainties may change frequently. 

For example, the car buyer may have an expectation that his wife will change her mind 

about a preference on car colour -- perhaps its in his interest to anticipat e t his when 

selecting a car to purchase. 

The effect of integri ty decay, the gradual reduction of an agent 's certainty in its 

world model , predictably reduced the average certainty of the distributions for both 

market and opposing trader information . An interesting result was the effect of de-

cay on the variance of the change in certainty. A more rapidly changing infornlation 

trace produces greater variability than a slowly changing one; however , when decay is 

introduced , the variability 'stabilises ' - that is , a higher rate of decay results in rapidly 

changing information to vary the certainty of the model less strongly, and slow changing 

inforrnation to vary the certainty of the model more strongly. This is a non-intuitive 

result , and an interesting one - the impact of receiving high or low quality information 

is diminished as the agent 's estimate of rate of decay increases. 
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We summarise this discussion on the effect of differing information variable assign-

ments on the model properties. Variations in information are correlated to the degree 

of variation in the certainty of the world model. Integrity decay has a 'stabilising' effect 

on the impact of newly observed information to the certainty of the world model. There 

are circumstances where frequently acquired infonnation results in a rapidly changing 

model uncertainty, and so employing strategies that account for the expectation of 

change may be rnore useful in domains that are highly dynamic. 

The corollaries described are somewhat common-sense ideals in real world negotia-

tions. However, in autornated negotiation, these issues have not been addressed. The 

corollaries reveal something about the nature of an information-based agency model 3..'3 

an appropriate means of modeling the :'common sense'~ effect that information has on 

the uncertainty of an agent's world model. 

4.2.2 Negotiation Behaviour Properties 

In this section, we examine the behaviour of the negotiation properties outlined in 

Section 4.1 under differing information variable assignrnents and strategies. \Ve focus 

on five properties P asr , P spd, P'uan P dst l and 'Pint These properties represent points of 

variation in agent behaviouL 

For the simulations, the behaviour of the car buyer (Q) was represented by a human-

prepared contract offer sequencell , and the information-based agent took the role of 

the seller CB). Although the maximum discrete time limit is 12 tilnesteps, the seller 

agent (;3) rnay possibly accept an offer from the buyer (ex), if it is certain enough 

that it satisfies its acceptability criteria. fJ's acceptability criteria was based on two 

observations: that it is cert ain $13,900 with a new set of tyres is acceptable to it , and 

that it is quite certain that a fair market price for the car is $13,500 where the gear 

11 Here, the buyer can be considered as having a fixed strategy where it frequently discounts its 
acceptability threshold , but never accepts an oiler. This permits us to evaluate the individual behaviour 
of {3o 
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Table 4.3: Surnmaries of simulations. Sho\vs variations in P spd, Pbv and Pm! as a result. 
of the acceptability maximising (AM) and equitable inforrnation (EI) strategies, and 
differcnt informatioll variablc assigmllcnts. 

box does not need replacing12. The negotiation continued until either ,0 accepts , or the 

time lirnit was reached. We assess the behaviour of (3 in accordance to changes in {3's 

estimate of information integrity (&) , integrity decay (T'), the acceptability threshold (~), 

and strategy (acceptabilitymaxirnising and equitable informat ion) . '''Ie now describe 

the results of the simulations, and conclude with a discussion in the section following. 

Table 4.3 summarises the results of the negotiation simulations13 , where: 

• ~ represents the acceptability threshold for p. The first table sumnlanses nego-

tiation simulations where ~ c= 0.3 , the second table where ~ = 0.2 , and the third 

where ~ :.= 0.4 . 

• L represents j3's estilnate on reliability of information received from Q. Variat ions 

12This is described in Appendix A, Table B.4 , 'liVe briefly examine variations to this further in 
this section, however our interest is not in evaluating the 'most appropriate' acceptabilit.y criteria , 
but rat.her, given stable acceptability criteria, how might the agent's negotiation behaviour vary when 
information variables and/or strategies change. 

13 A comprehensive description can be found in Appendix A, Tables A.3 to A.8 
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used were L = 0.9 , £, = 0.98 , and L = 0.7. 

• "( represents iTs estimate of that rate at which the integrity of information from 

0' decays. A linear decay model was used, \-vhere the rate of decay varied between 

"( = none, '"'( = low, and') = high. 

• spd represents P spd, the speed (in discrete tirne intervals) taken for an agreement 

to be reached. 

• bv represents Pbv) a measure of the number of variations of contract offers made 

by 3. 

• in! represents P mj, a measure of the mean entropy reduction provided to ex result-

ing from information revealed by (J. This was assessed by n18asuring the entropy 

reduction in a 's world model at each interval that. f3 made an offer. 

• 'AM' represents an acceptabHity maximising strategy, and' EI' represents an eq-

uitable infoT"matwn strategy. 

For instance, one lYlay read: "Infonnation revealed by (3 whilst elnploying an equi-

table information strategy, when the reliability of inforrnation from Cr was high (with 

no decay) , provided , on average, a reduction in the entropy of a 's world model by 

approxilnately 0.28 per infonnation piece". \Ve describe the trends of changes in the 

negotiation behaviour properties below. 

The information integrity variable (I,) impacted the behaviour of the agent in two 

ways. Firstly, when the agent was using an acceptability rnaximising strategy, the 

information integrity affected the variation of contract offers that /J presented to CY.. 

When L was high , the agcllt offcred a grcater variation of contracts , and whcn [, was 

low) the agent offered a lesser variation. Secondly, in the case of both strategies, 

the agent was less forthcoming in revealing information when L was low, and Inore 
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forthcoming in revealing information when ~ was high14. The significance of these two 

trends is discussed in section 4.2.2.1. 

The rate of decay variable ('"Y ) impacted the behaviour of the agent principally in 

terms of the reduction of entropy in Q'S model from information revealed by (3. As 

the value of '"Y increased, the mean entropy reduced by information increased, and as "( 

decreased, the mean entropy reduced by information decrea..')cd. This is not-unexpected 

- decay increases the uncertainty of the world model, and information reduces this 

uncertainty. The impact of information on entropy reduction was generally more ap-

parent during the acceptability maximising strategy than with equitable infonnation. 

This occurs because the acceptability maximising strategy is more concerned with 

finding acceptable contract offers: rather than the equitable information revelation. A 

more subtle impact that '"Y had on the agent's behaviour was on the number of the 

bid variations. This result similarly follows on from the impact of decay on the world 

model described in the previons section - th higher the decay rate, the greater the 

((smoothing out': of the effect of information on the world ITlOdeI , and consequently 

both strategies resulted in less variations of contracts offered. The significance of the 

first trend is discussed in section 4.2 ,2.1. 

The strategy employed by the agent ilnpacted on its behaviour in several ways. 

Firstly, the bid variation was higher with the equitable information strategy than with 

the acceptability maximising strategy. The reason for this is that an equitable informa-

tion strategy aims to reveal information of equivalent value to infornlation revealed by 

a previous utterance15 . Consequently, it reflects the bid variation of a's contract offer 

sequence. Secondly, and more interestingly, for the acceptability maximising strategy, 

the lnean entropy reduction was generally higher when information integrity was high 

14This is analogous in real world negotiation to the case where an opposing partner is known to be 
(at times) untruthful (i.e., you are reasonably uncertain of the validity of information revealed). In 
such situations, it may be wise to model this uncertainty and apply a strategy that aims to only act 
when you know the opposIng partner is being truthful , and when you're not sure, do nothing. 

15Where previously explained, entropy is used as measure of the value of information in terms of the 
extent to which it reduces the uncertainty of the world model. 
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~-0 . 9 AM AM AM A .M EI EI EI EI 
-y= low ' u ' + ' m ' o nl y' m " o n ly' u ' "u l + ' rrl " ' u ' + ' m ' only 'In ' on ly'u tu ' + 'm' 
(=0.15 <'71=0 .7 ~rn=0.7 

(4, 12 .0) (1 ,14 .0) (1 ,14 .0 ) (1 ,14 0 ) (1 ,14 .0) (1,14 .0) (1,14 .0) (1 ,14 .0) (1 ,140 
(4 , 12A (2,13.4 ) (2 ,134) (2 ,134) (2 ,13.4) (1 ,13 .6) (1 ,13.6) (1 ,13 ,6 (L136 
(3, 12 .2 (3,13 .2) (2,13 ,2) (313 2) (3,13 2) (2 ,13.8) (2,138) (2 .1 3 .8 (2 ., 13.8 
(3 , 12 .6 (3 ,]28) (2 ,130) (2 ,12 ,8) (2 ,12 .8) (2 ,13A) (2,13,4) (2,13,4 (2 ,13,4 
(2 , 12,2 (2 ,12 .6) (2 ,12 ,8) (2 ,12 8) (1 ,12 6) (2 ,13 .0) (2 ,130) (2,130 (2,13.0 
(3, 12 .8) [3 , 128] (1 ,126) (3 ]30) (2,13 .0) [3 , 12.8J (3,13.8) (3 ,1308) (3,13.8) 
(2. 12A) (1 ,12 .6) (2 ,130) (2 ,12 ,8) (3,13.2) (3. 132) (3 ,13 .2) 
( 4 , 130) (2, ] 3,4) (2.)34) (2 ,12 .8) (3 ,13.8) (3 ,1308) (3 ,138) 
( 2 , 12 .6) ( 2 ,13.4 ) (2)3,4) (2 ,134) (3 ,13.2) (3 ,132 (3 ,13.2 
(1, 12.4) (1 ,12 .6) ( 1,]34 ) (1 ,12 .6) (2,13 .0) (3 ,13 .0) (3 ,13 .0) 
J3, 13 .0) (2 ,132) [3 , 13 OJ [3 , 130.1 (2 ,13.2) [3 , 13.0J [3 , 130 
(3 , 1302) )3 , 132] [3 , 13.2J 

.spd -~5 spd-- 12 spd- ll spd-ll spd-5 spd-12 spd-ll spd- l 1 
bv-.5 bv .-6 bv-7 bv-6 bv-5 bv-8 bv -8 bv -8 

Buyer inf -O 32 inj -0 .34 inf-O 27 inj -0267 inJ-0 .14 inf-O 24 i nf -0.276 inJ-0 .276 
Seller inJ==O 298 inj =0.26 inj=0 .33 mJ=O 304 inf=0 .13 mj=O.31 inj=O 307 inj=0 .307 

Table 4.4: Summary of simulations where various observations were used in modeling 
{3's acceptability criteria. 

(and decay low) , but entropy reduction was lower when information integrity was low 

(and decay high). Conversely, for the equitable information strategy, the rnean entropy 

reduction was lower when integrity was high (and decay low), but higher when integrity 

was low (and decay high). What this 111eans is that an equitable information strategy 

reveals information of better (and reciprocally equitable) value than an acceptability 

maxirnising one in environments of pervasive uncertainty and frequent change, The 

ill1plications of this is discussed in section 4,2.2 .L 

The acceptabili ty threshold (0 did not have a significant impact on the general 

behaviour of the agents. There was a minor impact on when an (and what) agreement 

was reached as reflected in the Pspd and the negotiation traces in Appendix A . 

We have thus far considered the behaviour of an agent when acceptability criteria 

is stable. Next , we briefly simulate the negot iation when the observations used in the 

acceptability criteria change. In this simulation, we add and remove f3's two previously 

made observations - that "$13 ,900 with a new set of tyres is acceptable" (represented 

by 'u '), and that "a fair market price is $13,500, new gear box induded" (represented 

by 'm '). We also vary .8's estimate on the reliability of 'ill' - supposing that this 

information came from a neighbourhood used car salesman (represented by Lm = 0.7). 

T he results of the simulations are shown in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Agreelnent space boundary (B is equivalent to [,) 

For the simulations, the information variables were fixed : l, = 0.9, ! = low and 

~ = O.Ll. Simulation runs for when 'u' and/or 'In' were used, and 'm ' with varying 

integrity. The first lloticca tle trend is t ha,t with greater inforInatioll ; the agent is 

more certain of what is acceptable, and this leads to faster negotiation agreements. 

However, when the information is of questionable reliability (such as when [,m = 0.7), 

the iufillCllCC that the inforlllH tiOll has is dimillished. Thc sccond llotable trend is that 

{3 's choice of strategy did not directly affect its acceptability. The agreements were 

reached independent of the strategy chosen. However, the absence of a's acceptability 

critcda suggcsts that this point is not sigllificallt. 

The contracts that an agent considers certain to be acceptable are influenced by 

observable information and the reliability of that information. To demonstrate this , we 

simulate the agreement space for an agent in a hypothetical 2-issue negotiation, where 

each issue has SO possible values (lets say, price and config). Fig. 4.4 is a visualisation16 

of the agreement space for an agent where 'Accept' (0 varies, and when 'm' is included. 

16In Fig. 4A, "Accept" is the ~ acceptabi lity threshold ) and "m" is a piece of market information, 
acc((js, (optwns c:= 10, przce = 27)), where 'B' represents the reliability of 'm'. 
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The first boundary (right lowermost) is where ~ = 0.2, and there is no market 

information. The boundary is a convex curve representing contracts that are on the 

"limit of what is certain to be acceptable". The second boundary, where ~ is reduced, 

has an increased number of contracts certain enough to be acceptable. The third 

boundary introduces market information 'm', and this information results in the curve 

'bending' towards the contract (options=10, price=27). The fourth boundary, where 

~ = 0.1, increases the agreement space further to the point where the boundary touches 

on (and includes) the contract (options= 10, price = 27). 

In this section we have described a nUInber of simulations aimed at identifying 

negotiation behaviour of an information-based agent. The results were described in 

tenns of how different information variable assignments and strategies affected the 

negotiation behaviour properties, and we identified a number of trends. In the following 

section, we exarnine the significance of the e trend in the context of designing an e-

commerce B2B negotiating ag ,nt architE'ctnre. 

4.2.2.1 Discussion 

Information-based agency provides a means of modeling the uncertainty of the world 

in terms of only the observations it makes. It uses a method that encapsulates com-

mon sense reasoning ((Paris 1999)), and we have argued that the resulting lTIodel is a 

comInon sense estimate of the world with regards to missing information. The value 

of observable information to this Inodel can be measured by the extent to which it 

reduces the overall uncertainty. In this section, we firstly discuss the general behaviour 

of an information-based agent in terms of the negotiation behaviour properties, and 

secondly, describe the relative lnerit of an agent employing a strategy that uses this 

value to make negotiation decisions, as compared with an agent that doesn't. This 

discussion is placed in the context of a B2B e-commerce environment. 

Firstly, the agreement space propertyP a ST and distance property P dst were not 
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particularly useful in describing the overall behaviour of an information-based agent. 

The agreement space of an individual agent {3 could be regulated by variations of infor-

Ination (personal and market-based), the information integrity, and the ~ information 

variable. The agreement space ultimately resulted in whether or not the agent came 

to an eventual agreement, however , did not influence the way in which that agreement 

was reached. 

The agremnent speed property P spd was primarily influenced by the ~ and the 

agreement space, and was not directly influenced by other information variables or 

strategies. The reason for this is that, for the simulation runs, Q did not have an explicit 

ability to accept an offer ._- it only provided a prepared contract offer sequence, and 

modeled the resulting behaviour of {3. In a realistic negotiation scenario, the agreement 

speed would also be dictated by the strategies employed. This is one limitation of this 

evaluation. The merit of using an agreement speed as a means of assessing the quality 

of a negotiation is also circumstantial - fl, speedy agreement may not necessarily be in 

the interests of the agenL For exarnple, real world negotiators might be more interested 

in the development of business relationships (such as in international trade negotiations 

(Ma et a1. 2002)) In such situations, the speed of the negotiation is not as important 

as the quality of the interactions between the participants. 

The contract offer variation property Pbv was influenced 111 two ways. Firstly, 

w hen the agent employed an acceptability maximising strategy, the reliability of the 

infonnation influenced the offer variation - when L was high , P ov rose higher, and when 

i was low, Pbv went down. Secondly, the rate of decay ('"Y) had an overall "smoothing 

out" affect on the offer variation --- when-y was high , information had less impact in 

changing the agent's behaviour, and when "( was low, infonnation had more impact. 

The variations in contracts offered by an agent may be observed by the opposing 

negotiating agent in determining possible strategies, and the 'direction' of a negotiation 

(i.e., whether it is heading towards agreement). If the variation in contracts is minimal , 

then an opposing negotiating agent may observe that the agent is not interested in the 
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negotiation, and so Pbv might be important to address in the development of future 

strategies. 

The information revelation property Pin! was influenced in a two ways. Firstly, 

in both strategies, the reliability of information observed from ex influenced the value 

of informatjon revealed by (3 - - when L was high, information was more forthcorning, 

and when L wa.") low, information was less forthcoming. The significance of this is: the 

information-based agent may provide a degree of protection frorn revealing valuable 

information to possibly untruthful opponents - - so long as the agent asserts a reason-

able degree of caution to their utterances. In real world negotiation, being cautious 

about information revelation is an intuitive aspect , and so an information-based agent 

negotiates in a way that captures this intuitive behaviour. 

Secondly, the p 'm! was influenced by the choice of strategy and the rate of decay 

- when '"Y was high, the mean value of information revealed was low, and when '-y 

was low, the mean value of information revealed was high. This was more apparent 

when the agent elnployed an acceptability maximisiug strat egy, than when it employed 

the equitable infornlation st rategy - -- the reason for this might be due t o the former 

being rnore concerned wit h acceptable contract offers, and t he lat ter concerned wit h 

a n equitabJe exchange. The significance of this is, in dynaln ic environments where 

information is expect ed to decay rapidly) reliable information is of more value to an 

agent (due to higher decay) than in stable environments. 

The final , and most irnportant , trend observed in the simulations concerns the 

behaviour of the agent when employing an acceptability maximising or equitable in-

forrnation strategy. An information-based agent employing an equitable information 

strategy was found to reveal information of better (and reciprocally equitable) value 

than an acceptability maximising one when the inforrnation reliability was low, and 

the rate of decay was high. What this suggests is that, when an agent negotiates in 

dynamic environments where uncertainty is p ervasive , if the agent is interested in an 

information exchange dialogue of high value , then it is better off using an equitable 
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information strategy than attempting to maximise a criterion on acceptability. 

The significance of this aspect depends on the motives of the agent. In real world 

negotiation, one Inotive for a negotiation may be the development of a business rela-

tionship. Part of the establishment of a relationship is dependant on the quality of 

the interactions between the participants. When information is valued in tenns of the 

uncertainty it reduces, then the quality of the interactions can be assessed in tenns of 

the overall reduction in uncertainty. If the negotiation takes place in a dynaInic and un-

certain environment (and as argued in Chapter 2, most B2B e-COInmerce negotiations 

do) , then an agent is "better off" by employing a strategy that bases decisions on an 

equitable information strategy, or at the least, a strategy that accounts for the value 

of information exchanged. This observation is important to take into account when 

assessing the suitability of an negotiating agent architecture for a real environment. 

In summary, we have addressed t he significance of employing an information-based 

agency approach to automating negotiation in -commerce negotiation. \Ve conclude 

that our agent is capable of negotiating and reaching appropriate outcomes, and in 

dynarnic and uncertain B2B e-COlTlmerce environments , an agent may be "better off" 

in a negotiation if it accounts for the intrinsic value of information during the exchange 

process . 

4.3 Sumlllary 

At t he start of this chapter , we proposed to address two pointso The first was to assess 

the negotiation behaviour of an agent that founds its reasoning on an information-based 

agency fralnework. The second was to discuss the relative merit of an infonnation-based 

agency model , and in particular , the merit of ernploying a strategy that attempts to 

maximise an acceptability criterion versus an equitable information strategy. 

The model properties were used to identify changes to the world lnodel resulting 
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frorn variations in information, integrity, and rate of decay. We concluded that the 

world lllodel was a type of 'COlllmon sense model ' (Paris 1999) of uncertainty, reflective 

of the impact that information has on real world negotiators. The negotiation behaviour 

properties were used to describe the agent 's behaviour resulting frOln changes in the 

world model and the strategy ernployed. vVe conclude that an infonnation-based agent 

behaves cautiously in uncertain and unreliable environrnents , varies its offer sequence 

in accordance to changes in the environrnent : and is capable of negotiating to reach 

appropriate outcomes. To this end: the negotiation behaviour was assessed. 

When it is required t hat a negotiat ing agent accounts for possibly uncertain or unre-

liable information sources or opposing negotiating agent behaviour , then information-

based agency appears t o be well suited t o modeling these qualities, and for basing 

strategies on these models t o act appropriately regarding aspects of the world that are 

certain and/or reliable. On the question of employing an acceptability maximising ap-

proach versus an equitable information one, the results of the simulations suggest that 

the selection of the fonner may be appropriate in environrnents that are more certain 

and stable) and the selection of the latter may be appropriate in environments that are 

lTIOr8 uncertain and unstable. 

The line of argument taken here is t hat B2B e-commerce negotiation generally takes 

place in environments that are uncertain and dynamic, and to this end, an information-

based agent behaves appropriately (and with caut ion). vVhen information is valued 

in terms of the uncertainty it reduces on an agent's world model, and if the agent is 

int erested in a high value negotia tion dialogue (we have argued that in B2B negotiation , 

this is likely), then an agent is "better off" employing an equitable information strategy 

for B2B negotiations. 

In the next chapter , we examIne the automati on of integrative negoti ation - a 

frequently observed type of B2B negotiation . We extend the information-based agency 

framework t o derIlonstra te that t he integrative negotiation process is best performed 

when an intrinsic value is attached to the information exchanged. 
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Chapter 5 

An Integrative Negotiation 
Model 

In this chapter we specify a set of design desiderata for an intelligent agent architecture 

that conducts an integrative negotiation process, a style of B2B negotiation described 

in Chapter 2. An integrative negotiation may include the explicit representation, ex-

change and mutual pursuit of the achievement of goals. We argue that automating a 

negotiation process that is (to SOlTle degree) integrative is best perfonned when taking 

into account the intrinsic value of goal information, where the value surnmarises the 

uncertainty of that infonnation. 

There are two parts to this chapter. The first part proposes design desiderata for 

an agent architecture based on negotiation norms identified by sociological research on 

goals and integrative negotiation. These norms provide the basis for a formal extension 

to information-based agency. It is believed that this is the firs t work to integrate 

integrative negotiation norms as desiderata for an agent architecture. The second part 

defines t.his formal extension, and provides rca] world exmnplcs of its application. In 

Chapter 6, we implelnent a negotiating agent based on this fonnal ism, and evaluate its 

performance and behaviour when incorporating the explicit representation, exchange, 

and mutual pursuit of the achievement of goals. 
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5.1 An Integrative Negotiation Process 

A negotiation goal, as defined in Chapter 2, is a state that an agent desires the world 

to be in, usually at some future time, and may require the mutual commitment of 

other negotiating parties (agents) to achieve it. The achievement of a negotiation goal 

entails a commitment to satisfy a need. In this section, we define what an integrative 

negotiation process is, followed by the design desiderata for an agent architecture. 

In an integrative negotiation, a negotiating party seeks mutual commitment with 

another party to bringing about a future state that may not only satisfy its own goals, 

but also the goals. other the other party. Traditional B2B negotiation is referred to 

as 'mixed motive ' because it incorporates both integrative and distributive negotiation 

processes (Thompson 1998). The integrative process described here extends the nego-

tiation process defined in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.1). Figure 5.1 outlines four stages of 

this process. 

We adopt a general process description , similar to (Weigand et a1. 2003). In an 

integrative process, goals are defined by the agent in the esta.blish needs stage, goals 

(or information about goals) may be exchanged in t he pre-negotiating and n egotiating 

st ages, and the achievelnent of goals may be mutually pursued in the n egotiating stage1 . 

At the conclusion of the negotiating stage, the agents may be committed to bringing 

about a state that achieves some (or all) of each other 's goals, or alternatively, the 

negotiation may have broken down. In the post- -negotiating stage, agents may evaluate 

whether or not the negotiation was successful in terms of the goals achieved2 . 

People engaged in real world integrative negotiation processes often behave in a way 

that is constrained by particular behavioural norms. In defining the design desiderata 

1 This description maintains the spirit of the two sist ers and the orange scenario. In some negotiation 
studies, the goal exchange process is restricted to the pre-negotiating stage (such as illustrated in 
(Mckersie et al. 2008)) , and it is noted that the ability to reform old goals, and create new goals, 
'on-t.he-fly ' , is also crucial to some real world negotiations (Polzer & Neale 1995). 

2Further post-negotiating stage evaluations such as whether or not the agTeed contract. was ulti-
mately fulfilled are not modeled here , 
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Figure 5.1: Integrative negotiation process by stages 

for an agent architecture, it is important to maintain a consistency with these norII1S for 

two reasons: firstly, this consistency may provide people with a sense of reliability that 

an agent will negotiate business contracts with other agents sensibly, and secondly, 

an agent may be negotiating business contracts with other humans3 . 'vVe describe 

desiderata that maintains a consistency with a selection of these norms in the following 

areas: 

• Goal representation 

• Goal exchange and adoption 

• Goal commitment and importance 

• Goal cOlnpromise 

Although not a complete account of integrative negotiation , the proposed desiderata 

are airned at maintaining the spirit of the examples provided in the Introduction, and 

the two sisters and the orange eXaInple in Chapter 2. Each of the areas above are 

described in the ensuing five subsections. Following this; we propose a formal rnodel 

that maintains consistency with the desiderata for designing an agent architecture for 

integrative negotiation. 

3The integration of e-commerce trade into online virtual environments (for instance, in (Dalmaris 
& Bogg 2003)) is one such situation where this may arise . 
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5.1.1 Goal representation 

A goal representation defines what is to be achieved, and 111ay have a number of di-

mensions such as persistence, deadline, and polarity4 (Slade 1993). We identify two 

dimensions of significance: goal specificity and goal difficulty. 

Goal specificity is an objective measure of how specific (or general) a goal is - IllOre 

specific goals restrict the number of contracts an agent considers acceptable ("1:1y bud-

get is to spend between $1:3 and $15 on a book") , and less specific goals increase the 

number of contracts an agent considers acceptable ("My budget is to spend SOIne-

v:here less than $15 on a book'). Specificity may .affect the possibility of reaching an 

agreement (Polzer & Neale 1995). 

Goal dzfficulty is a subjective measure of how likely a goal is to be achieved. Goal 

difficulty may be determined by a number of criteria, such as information known about 

a trading partner's preferences , and the strategic value of the revelation of private 

information (Zetik & Stuhlmacher 2002). For exan1ple, a goal might be difficult to 

achieve if it prevents a trading partner from achieving their goals, however , it may be 

made less difficult if the agent knows information of great strategic value to the trading 

partner (the revelation of which lYlay be used for persuasion). 

When a negotiation is heading towards breakdown, an agent may stimulate further 

progress by compromising a goal - either by revising the goal, or removing it all 

together (if, and when, comprom.ise is feasible is discussed in section 5.1.4). Goal 

revision for the purpose of compromise may require that the revised goal is less specific, 

or, that it is less difficult to achieve: which leads to the desideraturn: 

DesideratuIn 1. Goal revision for the purpose of comprom.ise requires that an agent 

has the ability to measure the specificity and dzjficulty of goals. 

4 Polarity is whether the goal represents states that are needed ('good' outcomes), or whether states 
are to be avoided ('bad' outcomes). 
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The explicit representation of goals, and the incorporation of this design desideratum 

into an agent archi tecture allows an agent to design strategies for goal revision for the 

purpose of compromise5 . This desideratunl is significant because goal compromise is an 

important part of integrative negotiation (vVeigand et al. 2003). We propose a formal 

rneasurement of specificity and difficulty in section 5.2. 

5.1.2 Goal exchange and adoption 

In order to assist a negotiation to converge, an agent nlay desire to reveal private 

information about its goals. The first question to be resolved is: is it wise to do so? 

Generally speaking, private infonnation should not be revealed unless it is certain that 

the recipient of that information will not be malicious with it , and will not broadcast 

it to other agents6 . 

There is evidence from studies of real world negotiations that suggest two factors 

are important in detennjning whether it is wise to reveal goal information (Mckersie 

et aL 2008): confidentzalzty and relationships, Confidentiality is the expectancy that 

the recipient of goal information will not be rnalicious with it, nor broadcast it. A 

relationship 1S a connection between two parties) and may be defined along a number 

of dilnensions 7. Confi dentiali ty may arise from previous encounters; or for a first time 

encount er, from reputation prorYloted by reliable sources. A business relationship may 

develop from previous encounters. 

To maintain consistency with real world negotiations , we define desiderata for an 

agent architecture that allows an agent to determine whether it is safe to reveal private 

goa] information: 

5Strategies for goal revision may be uniquely dependant on the agent 's underlying formal structure, 
and the negotiation contexto It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to discuss these. 

6Broadcasting information may seem innocuous ( "if they're not lying, they've got nothing to hide"), 
however , this act may provide a competitive advantage to other agents, as well as de-valuing this 
information ("if everyone knows it , you revealing it to me is not worth anything':) 

70 ne example of a set of relationship dimensions is provided by (Greenhalgh & Chapman 1998) , 
and includes trust, intimacy, respect, and common interests. 
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Desideratum 2. For an agent to reveal private goal information to a trading partner, 

1.t should firstly have a rneans ofmeasunng confidentiality and the strength of their rela-

tionship, and secondly, require tha.t measurernent to be at a sufficiently 'strong enough' 

level. 

The ability to measure confidentiality and the strength of a relationship allows an agent 

to define whether it is 'sufficiently safe' to reveal private goal information8 . vVe propose 

a formal measurement for these two factors in section 5.2. 

Once it is deemed safe enough to reveal private goal inforrnation, the next question 

is: what information should be revealed? Research in real world negotiations suggests 

that the answer is context dependent - from the broad interests shared during col-

lective bargaining in (l\IIckersie et a1. 2008), to the direct goal revelation in (Rahwan, 

Ramchurn, Jennings , McBurney, Parsons & Son nberg 2003). Despite context depen-

dance, a common therne is that goal information revelation is aillled at stimulating 

further negotiation towards a.greement. To rnaintain consistency with this, we propose 

the desideratum: 

Desideratum 3. Goal infoTmation should only be re'vealed if its rc-velation is expected 

to assist the negotiation to conveTge. 

This requirement on information revelation implies that the agent has the ability to 

both measure the expectation of negotiation convergence, and rneasure the expectation 

that a trading partner will cooperatively assist the agent in achieving the goal (referred 

to here as "goal adoption" ). It is unknown precisely how people engage in cooperative 

8The degree of importance that an agent. places on confidentiality and relationships may be negoti-
ation context dependant . For example, research in real world negotiation suggests that culture plays a 
role - negotiators from Japan (Nauta, de Vries & Wijngaard 2001) and China (Ma et a1. 2002) place 
a greater requirement on strong and established business relationships than negotiators from western 
countries . 
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behaviour such as goal adoption. However, there are many exarnples in the literature 

that. illustrate instances of its occurrence, such as cooperation resulting frOIIl threats 

and rewards (Ramchurn, Jennings & Sierra 2003), and cooperation in the context of 

building or maint.aining a relationship (Valley, Neale & 11annix 1995) (obligatory versus 

voluntary goal adoption (Luck & d 'Inverno 1998)). 

Presuming an agent does desire to adopt a goal, resulting fronl information revealed 

by a trading partner, two pre-conditions need to be satisfied: the goal information 

received is reliable, and the adoption of a goal does not prevent. the agent's goals from 

being achieved . For example , the car buyer 's revelation that he has only a limited 

budget might be lTIet with the reply from the salesman, "I'd like to help you out , but I 

have to meet my weekly sales t arget" . With this in mind , we propose the desideratum: 

Desideratunl 4. ~For an agent to adopt a goal, it is required that the goal information 

revealed is both reliable and that adopting that goal does not pre-vent the achievement 

of its own goalso 

T his desideratum is necessary for designing an agent archit ecture t hat performs inte-

grative negotia tion in a highly dynamic and uncertain e- COInmerce environlnent. Goal 

adoption behaviour , whilst benefi cial for maintaining business relationships, needs to 

be treated with caution by an agent , especially when changes to the environment may 

bring about changes to goals (Zetik & Stuhlmacher 2002). 

In section 5.2 we address the desiderata for goal inforrnation revelation and goal 

adoption in the formal agent architectureo This desiderata is consistent with real world 

integrative negotiation behaviour. 
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5.1.3 Goal commitment and importance 

A goal commitment is one's attachment to or determination towards achieving a goal 

(Zetik & Stuhlmacher 2002). Goal conlmitment drives agents to negotiate agreements 

that fulfil goals. During the course of an integrative negotiation, an agent may be 

committed to achieving not only its own goals, but goals adopted from its trading 

partner. 

According to studies of real world negotiation, commitment to a goal rnay be deter-

mined by the irnporiance of the goal, and the likelihood of success in achieving the goal 

(Cropanzano, James & Citera 1992). The .z.mportance of the goal might be defined by 

a number of factors , such as whether the goal conforms with an authority (such as the 

law, or the company boss) , whether rewards depend on its achiev81nent, or whether it is 

driven by competition (such as maintaining a competit ive advantage9 ) (Locke, Latham 

& Erez 1988). The likelihood of goal Sllccess might be determined by a nUlnber of 

factors , such as information known about a trading partner's goals and preferences, 

and whether conflicting goals may be compromised , 

Based on studies of real world negotiation, desideratum for commitn1ent is proposed: 

Desideratum 5. The commitrnent of an agent to a negotzation goal is derived from 

an estimate of goal importance and the likelihood of success in achieving the goal. 

Estirnating goal importance is subjective , and may depend on whether a goal is adopted. 

For instance, if the car buyer's budget goal was its own, then perhaps it may be less 

important to achieve than if the budget goal originated fr0111 the car buyer 's wife (in 

which case, not achieving the goal may have dire consequences!). However, in light of 

information about the salesman's weekly sales target, the car buyer may weigh up how 

committed he is to the achievement of his budget goal, and may opt to revise it in order 

gFor instance, supermarket chains drive notoriously hard bargains with farmers in order to maintain 
a level of advantage over their competitors. 
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to improve his chance of reaching an agreement. This desideraturIl encapsulates real 

world negotiation behaviour, and a formalism for an agent architecture is proposed in 

sect.ion 5.2. 

5.1.4 Goal compromise 

Goal compromise is the revision, or removal , of a negotiation goal. Cornpromise is a 

fundamental negotiation behaviour , and is exhibited in Inany real world negotiations 

(Weigand et al. 2003) (Mckersie et al. 2008) (Zetik & Stuhlmacher 2002). Compromise 

generalises the notion of jssue-based trade-offs in t he sense that a goal may need to 

be cOlnpromised before further issue-based t rade-offs can be made. Cornprornises lllay 

be made during a negotiation process in order to improve the likelihood of contract 

agreement - comprOlnising one goal might facilitate the achievement of other goals. 

Compromise is often only necessary when a negotiation process stagnates, or heads 

towards break down . For inst · nee, interest-b sed compromises are made in order to 

reach collective bargaining agreements (Mckersie et al. 2008). To this end , we propose 

a pre-condition desideratum for goa.l compromise: 

Desideratunl 6. To identify circumstances in which goal compromise is desirable, an 

agent must have the ability to identify when a negotiation process stagnates. 

The decisjon to compromise a goal may be a consequence of an appeal by a trading 

partner, Of, be initiated by the agent. How and whether a goal is revised , or removed , 

may depend on the agent 's individual context . When all agent comprolllises a goal , 

there also might be an expectation that its trading partner reciprocates in a mutually 

beneficial way. To this end, we propose a formal extension to an agent architecture 

that maintains a consistency with real world integrative negotiation. 
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5.1.5 Summary 

We have defined six desiderata that encapsulate aspects of real world integrative negoti-

ations. It is not a complete account of integrative negotiation, however , it maintains the 

spirit of the examples presented in the Introduction and the two sisters and the orange 

scenario presented in Chapter 2. The desiderata prescribe what needs to be accounted 

for in the design of an agent architecture for autonlating integrative negotiation. The 

desiderata are independent of any underlying agent architecture. 

In the following section, we extend information-based agency to design an agent 

architecture capable of integrative negotiation. In Chapter 6, we argue and demonstrate 

that an agent conducting an integrative negotiation (in accordance with the desiderata) 

performs best when accounting for the intrinsic value of information, where t his value 

sumrnarises the uncertainty it reduces. 

5.2 Agent l\rchitecture 

In this section, we extend the lnodel of information-based agency (defined in Chapter 

3) by incorporating the design det>idenita defined in the previous section. 

In section 5.2.1, we forrnally define goal representation in the agent architecture . 

In section 5.2.2, we merge the goal representation with the internal agent mechanisms 

defined in Chapter 3, and describe measures that satisfy the proposed desiderata. In 

section 5.2.3, we define goal-oriented strategies that are based on the internal mecha-

nisms defined ; and are consistent with the integrative negotiation desiderata. In section 

5.3, we SUrrl111arise the formal rrlOdel, and argue the significant of the approach to au-

tomating B2B negotiation in dynamic e-commerce domains , and argue the importance 

that attaching an intrinsic value to infonnation has on an integrative model. 

In Chapter 6, we evaluate the model and argue that integrative negotiation is best 

performed when accounting for the intrinsic value of information, and suggest that this 

rrlOdel maintains the spirit of real world B2B negotiation. 
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5.2.1 Goal Representation 

Recall fronl Chapter 3, the set of agents, A = {ex,{3,B1 , ... ,Bl,T}}, where ex and /3 are 

two negotiating agents. J = {gi} is the set of issues that an agent is interested in 

resolving (smne of which may be selected to be resolved via negotiation), and dom(q,J 

is the domain of an issue --- the set of values that an agent considers Inay possibly be 

assigned to gi. V is the set of contracts. An agent.'s negotiation goals determine what 

it needs to achieve during, and by the end of, a negotiation process. For the discussion, 

we may refer to negotiation goals and subgoals as just 'goals'. 

An agent Inay have a prinlary goal that requires it to comE: to the negotiation table. 

For example, "I need to purchase a second-hand car at less than $12,500". We define 

a plan to achieve this goal as follows1o : 

Definition. A pnmaT'y goal for agent ex is a world state that the agent desiT'es to 

achieve. A plan) 7T) for the pnmary goal is a tuple ·rr( w, g, 8, L, R) ) where w is state , 

chart that defin es haul the przmary goal is achzeved; 9 is the set of subgoals req'uired to 

achieve the prirrwry goal) S is the set of states that a negotiation may conclude in; L -is 

a specification of the miniTnum degree of success requ'lred by the plan at the conclusion 

of the 'negotiation) and R is a set of contingencies that -may prevent a. plan jro'Tn failing. 

The state-chart w is a condition action sequence that defines transitions between 

statesll . 

A primary goal for ex may be composed of a number of subgoals12 , g. The achieve-

ment of the subgoals lnay be necessary for the plan to succeed. For eXaInple, if a 

('needs to purchase a second-hand car at less than $12,500" , then its subgoals lnight 

10 Although plans may require more sophisticated models that determine how a goal is achieved, 
sillce we are illterested in the specification of what is required for an integrative negotiatioll, the plan 
definition is limited. 

11 We are not concerned with plans per se, rather the behaviour of an agent aiming to achieve the 
goals for which a plan was selected. 

12We use the term 'goal' interchangeably with 'subgoal' 
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be: 

9 = {buy(car), Opaid(a, /3, y) -+ (y < 12500)} 

or more simply: 

9 = {bny( car), paid < 12500} 

The subgoals in 9 may be distinguished by whether they are a's goals, or whether 

they have been adopted by a from (3. The subgoals in 9 may also be distinguished 

by whether they are contract goals, the terms of a contract agreement that satisfy 

(at a minimum) the agent's needs, or whether they are non-contract goals~ needs not 

related to the terms of a contract, such as the building of a business relationship. The 

distinction between different types of su bgoals is made in section 5.2. 1.1. The agent may 

also know something about its motivation towards achieving each subgoal --- one nlight 

be more important than another to achieve. In section 5.2.1.2 , we define a measure of 

goal importance and suggest how this might be used by an agent in negotiation. 

S is the set of st at es? one of which the agent will be in at the conclusion of the nego-

ti ation. /) is defined here in terms of the achievement (or non-achievernent) of subgoalso 

For 9 (: g, let 9 T n1ean that [(subgoal 9 was achieved", and 9-l lnean that "subgoal 

9 was not achieved" 0 Let each element in S be a permutation on the achievement of sub-

goals13 . For example, ifg := {g ,g'} , then.) == {{gT,g'T}, {gT,g'_L} , {gi ,g'T} , {g-.l ,g'i}}. 

Some states, due to subgoal inconsistencies, might be ilnpossible to reach. This is dis-

cussed in section 5.2.3. 

During the process of negotiation, it may become apparent that S(Hne subgoals 

cannot be achieved. Despite the non-achievement of particular subgoals, negotiation 
.-

13For instance, S may be dcfincu by a recursive permutation function : 

{

{Y} , if G = {} 
perm(Y, G, g) = ]Jerm(~ IJ {gT}, G\{g} , g: E G) U . 

perm(1: U {g .l} , G\ {g}, 9 E G) otherwlse. 

where Y is the p ermutation set , G is the goal set, and 9 an initialisation. For the example given , 
perm( {}, {g , g'}, g) yields {{gT , .9' T}, {g T , g'..l} , {g .l , g'T} , {g 1.., g'~}} 
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outcollles lnight still be considered (to SOllle degree) successful. For example, in o's des-

peration to purchase a car immediately, it might choose to exceed its budget of $12,500, 

and deal with the financial consequences later. The specification L lnay provide the 

agent with flexibility in the way it handles the achievement (or non-achievement) of 

subgoals. In section 5.2.1.3, we define L and highlight the need for a flexible criterion 

for negotiation success in dynamic and uncertain environments. 

\-\Then the negotiation appears to be heading towards failure, the set of cont.ingen-

cies defined in R may be used to stimulate further negotiation progress. \Ve describe 

cont.ingencies that are specifically aimed at goal comprornise 14 . In section 5.2.1.4, we 

define R and demonstrate an example of cOInpromise. 

5.2.1.1 Goal types 

vVe make a distinction between two types of subgoals , based on studies of real world 

negotiations: contract goals and non-contract goals. 

Contract goals define the tenns of a contract agreernent that the agent needs to 

achieve fron1 a negotiation. An agent will only comlnit to t.he execution of contracts 

that (at a Ininimum) achieve its contract goals. For simplicity, a contract goal is 

described only over individual issueso For instance, the car buyer's budget goal is a 

type of contract goal over the issue of payment. 

For needs that aren't directly satisfied by the terms of a contract, non-contract goals 

are dcfincd. For exalnple, suppose that an ageut enters a. negotiation with the goal of 

acquiring information about a competitor. If the agent successfully acquires this in-

formation by negotiation conclusion, regardless of whether there was agreement on the 

terms of a contract , the agent may view the overall negotiation as being 'partially suc-

cessful'. The idea that negotiation goals lnay include the satisfaction of non-contract 

based needs such as the acquisition of information, or the construction or mainte-

14Cenerally speaking, agents may use a number of argumentation-based approaches to stimulate 
furt.her negotiation. One example is persuasion via threats and rewa.rds (Ramchurn et al. 2003). 
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nance of a business relationship, is one that is inherent in real world B2B negotiations 

(d 'Estree T ., L.A., J.N. & 1v1.8. April 2001). 

The contract goals that an agent has are denoted by Qc E Q. The non-contract 

goals that an agent has are denoted by 9r E Q. Qc and Qr are partitions of Q -- that 

is, Qc n Qr = 0. The are representative of what an agent needs to achieve from a 

negotiation~ and directly restrict and guide the agent's behaviour in a negotiation. The 

distinction between the hvo types of goals gives a richer Ineans by which an agent can 

decide whether goal compronlise is possible. 

An agent may know its own goals, but nmkes no assunlptions about the goals of 

its trading partner. During the process of negotiation, an agent may beconle aware 

of a trading partners's goals (perhaps , through goal information revelation) - this is 

explored further on in this chapter. 

5.2.1.2 Goal importance 

In the selection of 7T, ex may determine that particular subgoals are more ilnportant to 

achieve than others. The compar;:ttive importance of ex 's subgoals may be represented 

by a partial ordering ~gc< as follows : 

Definition. The relation ~? g provides a part,ial ordering over Q which is both '/;rrefiexive 

and transitive. The partial ordering generalises the notion of motivation. An agent is 

said to be more motivated to satisfy g E 9 than g' E 9 'tff 09 ? g g'. An agent is said to 

be equally motivated to achieve 9 and g' iff 09"'9 g' , where ""9 'lS reflexive: symmetnc, 

and transitive. 

The partial ordering represents the idea that some goals might be valued as being 

more inlportant to achieve than other goals, although this lTIay not be the case for all 

goals. For Q, if g '2 g g' , this does not mean that it desires to satisfy 9 instead of g' , 



but rather , 0' desires to satisfy both, with g taking on a marginally greater importance. 

For example, suppose that an agent has the goal to buy a suitable house and a strict 

budget goal on h01ne loans, and upon discovering a suitable house to buy, weighs up 

the decision to buy it based on whether it achieves all or some of its goals. The agent 

desires to achieve both goals, however, if the hOIne is too expensive, the agent may 

weigh up whether it is more motivated to buy the house (compromising the budget 

goal), or whether it is more motivated to stay within budget (compromising (possibly 

temporarily) the suitable house goal). 

A measure of goal importance may be used in specifying how goal conlpronlise may 

occur (section 5.2 .1.4), and in designing strategies for goal compromise (section 5.2.3). 

Unless otherwise stated, we assume that all goals are equally inlportant - that is , 

'IIg,g'u; (g "'-'9 g'). 

5.2.1.3 Goals and success 

The achievement of the negotiation subgoals determines whether or not a negotiation 

was successful. In certain situations, not all of the subgoal may be achievable. In 

this case, a negotiating agent Illust determine whether the subgoals that are achiev-

able are sufficient enough for t he plan to be deerned (to SOlne degree) successful. W e 

define varying ' degrees' of success in terms of the achievenlent (or non-achievement) of 

subgoals, as follows: 

Definition. An agent 'Zs completely successful at th e conclusion of the negotiation iff 

Vg(g.(gT). An agent is partially successful iff 39,9'EG1.Vg'! E9c.(gT /, g' ~ 1\ gilT). An 

agent has a cOInpromised success iff 39 , 9'EgcV9" ~:9r .(gT /\ g' ~ 1\ gilT). An agent has 

a partial and compromised success zft 3g ,g'(9r; ]9"9'Il E9r.(gT 1\ g'1./\ gilT 1\ glll1.). An 

agent is unsuccessful iff V 9E9. (g ~) . 
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A partial success is when the negotiation concludes with an agreed contract and 

an agent does not achieve some of its non-contract goals. For example, an agent may 

not achieve its goal to discover information about its competitor during a negotiation, 

however may achieve its budget goal upon contract agreement. A compromised success 

is when a contract agreement is made and an agent has compromised at least one 

contract goal to do so. For example, an agent agrees to a contract for acquiring a 

second-hand car, however, it may have compromised its budget goal in order to do so. 

L is specified as either "complete success" ~ "partial success": "cornpromised suc-

cess", or "partial and comprolIlised success". The agent Inay (or may not) have a 

preference, '2L, over \vhether it prefers one over the other (for instance, it might prefer 

a complete success over a partial success). If an agent knows its preference over de-

grees of success, then L specifies the least preferred degree of success -- the minilnum 

subgoal achievernent possible for a plan to be deemed (to some degree) successful15 . 

The specification of vRrying degre ::s of 'uccess is particularly important in dynamic 

domains where new information mRy atTect an agenfs motives and subgoals . The agent 

may select a plan in recognition that, at some point in the future, it may be required 

to reassess its subgoals. In reassessing its subgoals, it may determine that in order 

t o achieve goals of greater importance, it rnust sacrifice goals of lesser importance. 

Alternatively, an agent may have acquired information that decreases the importance 

of a subgoal (perhaps to the point where it is no longer necessary --- for instance, 

winning the lottery may result in the removal of a budget goal). A plan that only 

requires partial or compromised degree of success may provide the agent with leverage 

to perfonn any necessary reassessment of subgoals in light of information acquired. 

The reassessment of subgoals is a contingency that an agent may have in order 

to stimulate further negotiation process towards a successful outcome. Contingencies, 

particularly \vhen a.pplied to goal compromise, are discussed in the next section. 

lOOr a lternatively, the maximum level of goal compromise permissibleo 
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5.2.1.4 Contingencies 

A contingency is an action that an agent may take in order to stinlulate further negoti-

ation progress towards the achievement of its goals. Generally speaking, contingencies 

may take various forms, such as in argumentation where threats and rewards may 

be used to assist negotiation convergence (Ramchurn et al. 2003) . \Ve are particu-

larly interested in contingencies for goal cornpromise. There are two types of goal 

compromise-based contingencies - where t.he goal is revised, and where the goal is 

removed. These are defined as follows: 

Definition. A re-vision contingency r E R for plan 1r is a tuple r(wr , c,,., Pr) .. where Wr 

is a selectwn rule that identifies which goal g is to be revised .. Cr is a revision rule that 

revises g to g' , and pr is a post- condition on the revzsion g' that ensures that it will 

improve the plan 's likelihood of success. 

Definition. A removal contingency p ER for plan 7r is a tuple p(wp , pp) , where wp 1,S 

a se lection rule that zdentiJ~es whzch goal 9 is to be removed fro 'm ex'8 goals, and Pp is 

a post-condition on the removal of 9 that ensures the plan has an improved likelihood 

of success. 

The selection rule Wr might be dependant on a number of criteria. A simple rule 

might be to select the goal that is least ilnportant , i.e., Wr: 9 where Vg1 r:= g.(g' 2g g) . In 

real world B2B negotiation , criteria might also require estimates on whether the goal is 

likely to be achieved -- this is addressed in section 5.2.3. The selection rule wp might 

be similarly constructed. 

The revision rule Cr may be determined by information known to t.he agent about 

its interests and the world around it. The extent of the revision could be extreme or 

Ininimal, depending on the circumstance. For example, winning the lotto might result 
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in an extreme revision , alternatively, borrowing $50 from a neighbour rnight result in 

a minilnal revision. 

The post-condition rule pr on the revised goal g' ensures that the revised goal 

irnproves the likelihood of achieving the remaining goals. A simple general rule may 

be formulated. Let d : 9 -~ P( dom( qi)) be a mapping from goal 9 to the domain of 

an issue, qi. For example, a budget goal over the issue of paYlnent might have the 

mapping d(paid < 12500) = {paid = 11000, paid = 11500: paid = 12000}. A sinlple 

criterion for estimating whether a goal g' lnay improve the likelihood of success is 

Pr : Ild(g) II < Ild(g')11 - which states that g' should have a larger domain than g. This 

simple formulation , however , may not always improve the likelihood of success , and 

t his point is addressed in section 5.2.3. The post-condition rule Pp might be similarly 

constructed. 

The contingency rules R est ablish wha t opt ions an agent has for stimulating a 

8tagnating negotiation in order t o a. hi Jve a successful outcome. Determining when to 

use a contingency rule may be determined by the agent 's strategy. We discuss this 

further in section 5,2.3, in light of the complete agent architecture. 

5. 2.2 Internal Agent Nlechanism s 

In the previous section , we formalised a goal representation structure for an agent 

architecture. In this section we integrate t he goal representation structure with the 

internal mechanisms of an information-based agent defined in Chapter 3. The aim of 

t his is to provide a formal structure for t he design desiderata defined in section 5.1. 

T his formal structure will be used by the agent 's goal-oriented strategy in order to 

conduct integrative negotiation in the spirit of real world B2B negotiation. 

Recall from Chapter 3 that an agent has a world model .I-\1 t =- {Xi} composed of 

d iscrete random variables representing aspects of the world the agent is interested in. 

IfDt(Xi) is the probability distribut ion that est imates t he agent 's certainty in the true 
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value for X 'I,' The entropy of Xi is IHIt ( ... Yt ). A translation function for plan 7r is Tn (.). 

JIDt(satisfy(X , G, 5)) was defined as the criterium representing the subjective esti-

mate of the expected extent to which 8 will satisfy a's needs, X. cis contract goals 

constrain the forrnulation of this criterium in the following way: a contract, f/, that 

does not satisfy at least one contract goal has fft(satisfy(X: 0', 0')) = O. This repre-

sents the agent's certainty in not accepting contracts that do not satisfy its needs16 . 

For example, for a 's budget goal "paid < 12500" , it is certain of the constraint17 

JIDt(satisfy(X, G , (paid = 13000))) = O. 

The design desiderata defined previously may assist a in the achievement of a plan. 

vVe define five estimates that satisfy the design desiderata: 

• Estilnating the likelihood of plan success (Desideratum 3) 

• Estimating conditions for goal compromise (Desideratum 1) 

• Estimating goal commitment (Desideratum 5) 

• Estimating conditions for goal adoption (Desideratum 4) 

• Estimating relationship measures (Desid ·ratum 2) 

Each estimate is described in an ensuing subsection. 

5.2.2.1 Estimating Plan Success 

An important estimate used by an agent in an integrative negotiation is the estimate 

of the likelihood that a plan will succeed. The plan's success may depend on the 

achievement of its goals by the conclusion of the negotiation. We derive estimates 

of plan success from an agent's world model. These estiInates are sensitive to the 

16This particular constraint depends on the specification of L. If, during the negotiation, the agent 
decides that achieving a "partial success" is suitable, and allowable by L , then certain constraints might 
be remove. This strategy is not discussed here , 

17This may be generally constructed using a mapping function d : 9 ---+ P(dom(qi)), where the set of 
constraints for "paid < 12500" are {JPt(satzsjy(X, a, y)) = 0 lyE dom(q,,)\d(paid < 12500)}. 
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acquisition of new, and possibly uncertain, information, and the decaying integrity of 

the world nlodel. The significance of this is argued at the conclusion of this chapter 

(see section 5.3). 

Let Sfinal E S be the final state at the conclusion of a negotiation. V\Te define two 

types of estimates of whether one of a's states 5 E S will be t.he final state. Firstly, 

ex is interested in estimating IP'; (S final = s), the likelihood that a state is acceptable to 

itself, and secondly 0 estimates 1F~ (s final = s), the likelihood that a state is acceptable 

to its trading partner (3 . In the formulation of IF'~(SJtnal = s), a number of evaluative 

criteria might be used18 . In absence of information about {3's interests, ex may simply 

deri ve this estimate from lft ( acc({3, ex 1 5) ) . 

For t.he set of a 's contract goals , ge, let rp : Qcx V --.:, {T, ~} be a function 19 that 

determines whether a contract goal 9 E gc would be achieved by the agreement to 

c5 E V. For each s E S, let the set of contracts consistent with the contract goals gc E s 

be: 

Using o 's model of f3 's acceptability, the likelihood that s is a final state that ,(3 would 

be prepared to accept: 

(5.1) 

The reciprocal model for ex is: 

18The estimation by Q' of whether a state is acceptable to /3's plans is dependant on how much 
information is known about ,3 's plans, and in particular, the goals of /3. For instance, in addition 
to negotiation agreement, f3 might a lso have a goal to improve the level trust. In the absence of 
information about additional goals however, the simple formulation using acceptability is the least 
biased (and arguably, most appropriate) formulation possible. 

19The composition of this function might depend on the agent 's underlying representation. A simple 
example of an implementation of this function is , for b = (a , b) and the mapping function d, then 
tp(g, (a , b)) = (a U b) n d(g) # 0 . 
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(5.2) 

Finally, we derive the probability that state 8 will be the final state by cmnbining the 

previous two estimates: 

JIDt ( S fina.l = s) = JID~ ( S final = S) x. JID~ (S final = S) (5.3) 

The estimate of whether a negotiation will be successful is calculated by using Eqn. 

5.3 with the parameter s where Vg Es. (.qT). Alternative degrees of success are estimated 

for different states that satisfy the criteria suggested in section 5.2.1.3. This estinlate 

satisfies Desideratum20 3. 

Using this estimate, it is simple to derive an estirrlate for the probability that a goal 

will be achi eved: 

(5A) 

5.2.2.2 Conditions for Goal Compromise 

In section 5.2 ,1.4, contingencies were defined as a lueans of providing the agent with 

the ability for goal comprornise. In section 5.LI , we defined a desideratum describing 

preconditions to be satisfied before goal compromise was possible (elicited from stud-

ies on real world B2B negotiations) . This desideratum required that the specifi city 

and difficulty of the goal be measuredo We describe one approach to estimating the 

specificity and difficulty in tenns of the formal framework. 

If we take the difficulty of ach ieving a goal as proport ional to the likelihood that 

the goal will be achieved (i .e., the more likely it will be achieved , the less difficult it is 

2°It is important to note that estimating the likelihood of goal success is a summary mea..c:;ure ~ and 
does not take into account the likelihood of success with respect to an agent's strategies. More advanced 
measure would incorporate observations about a trading partner's strategy. 
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to achieve it , and vice versa) ) then we can define a condition pr that specifies whether 

a revised goal g' will improve the likelihood that the plan will succeed: 

Pr : (II d(g) Ii < II d(g') Ii) /\ (pt (g T) < pt (g'T)) 

This condition accounts for both the specificity (requiring that the revised goal is 

"less specific" ) and the difficulty (requiring that the revised goal is "rnore likely to be 

achieved"). This condition satisfies Desideratum l. 

An estilnate for Pp Inight be: for the current states S, and a revised set S' a goal is 

only be removed under the condition: 

5.2.2.3 Estimating Goal Commitnlent 

In section 5.2.1.4, the selection of which goal to cOlnpromise (revise or remove) was 

dependant on the agent's commitment to achieving the goal - the goal to which the 

agent was least committed was the first option for compromise. In 5,1.3, we defined a 

desideratulYl based on studies in real world negotiations on goal cOIDlnitInent, suggesting 

that it may be composed of an estimate of goal importance and the likelihood that the 

goal will be achieved. 

Suppose that (g 2g g') ~ (u(g) > u(g')), where u(.) E [0 , 1] is a utility function. 

T hen, the goal that the agent is least commit.ted to is: 

arg lni;?(u(g) x ]¥t(gT)) 
gE':;J 

If the relation ?Q is not known to the agent, i.e. , a ll goals are equally Inotivated , then 

the goal the agent is least committed to is the one it is least likely to achieve. This 

commitInent n1easure satisfies Desideratum 5. 
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5.2 .2.4 Conditions to goal adoption 

Goal adoption might be necessary in an integrative negotiation in order to as~ist the 

negotiation to converge. In section 5.1.2 , we defined desiderata concerning the precon-

ditions to goal adoption. There are two preconditions to goal adoption: the reliability 

of goal infornlation is high enough, and ensuring that an a.dopted goal does not conflict 

with any existing goals that the agent is pursuing. 

A reliability estimate has been defined in Chapter 3. A sinlple reliability rule 

concerning goal adoption might be ]Rt(ex, p, g) > 'J/ , where y represents a limit on 

unreliability. A consistency rule Inight be: if g' is a goal revealed by f3 to ex, t hen a 

requirement for consistency is VgE9 .d(g) n d(g') f- 0 . 

These two condit.ions satisfy Desideratum 4. 

5.2.2 .5 Relationships 

In section 5.1.2, we described precondition ' on the revelation of private goal infonnation 

-- private information, of any type, should only be revealed if the recipient can be 

trusted to not be malicious with it , or pass it on. Two measures were proposed as 

design desideratum: an estimate on confidentiality, and on intimacy. 

In (Sierra & Debenharn 2008), a lneasure of confidentiality, C t , was described based 

on an information- based agency approach. The measure estimat ed the amount infor-

mation passed between other a.gents; and observed any breach of confidence. Since the 

scope of this formal approach is limited to two agents, a general measure for C t is not 

defined here. VYe make an assumption that an agent can evaluate C t , similar to (Sierra 

& Debenham 2008). 

Int imacy is defined here as a sun1mary measurement of the amount that ex knows 

about {3's private information. In complexly formulated world models, the intimacy 

in a relationship between two agents may be described with greater accuracy. In this 

formal model however , since our thesis concerns valuing information, we use an abridged 
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version of a measure of intimacy described in (Sierra & Debenham 2008). 

Let P,~ ~ Mt be a's model of j3. If (3 sends a message J-l, to 0:, then let the 

inforrnation about (3 be IIt (l1) = lHI(Pj) - IHI(p~+1). Let It be a rneasure of the intimacy 

of a's relationship with p. Upon receiving 11, 

It = , x /t -1 + (1 - ,) X IIt (J-L) 

where "( is a discount rate. It represents how much private infornlation (} has learnt 

about (3 over time. This estimate satisfies Desideraturn 2. 

5.2.2.6 ExaInple 

In this section, we illustrate the formal structure of the framework thus far by extending 

t he car buyer example in section 3.5. We begin by illustrating the construction of 

rpt ( satisfy( ({:, 0:, 15)) for the car buyer. a is interested in purchasing a particular second 

hand car from (3, where the two issues are: paid = x, and config :::.= 'Y. o~ has a budget goal 

to acquire a second-hand car for no more than $13,500 (decided upon by a cOlnbination 

of credit limit and mortgage repaYlnents) , 

The agent considers that; at the end of t he negotiation, it Inay be in one of two final 

states: 

r . l S = {{paid < 13500 is T}, {paid < 13500 is !-}LJ 

Suppose the owner of agent a converses with his wife and decides that a contract offer 

of around $12,400 for everything fixed would be UlOst likely to be acceptable (the owner 

is 95% sure of this). a enumerates the distribution for pt(satisfy(X) a , 5)) in accordance 
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with these two bits of information, and surmises: 

1 2 3 4 

[$12.0-$12.2 ) 0.2431 0.4861 0.7292 0.9722 

[$12.2-$12.4 ) 0.2375 0.47.5 0.7125 0.95 

[$12.4-$12.6) 0.1979 0.39.58 0.5938 0.7917 

[$12.6-$12.8) 0.1583 0.3167 0.475 0.6333 

[$12.8-$13.0) 0.1188 0.2375 0.3563 0.475 

[$ 13.0-$13.2) 0.0792 0.1583 0.2375 0.3167 

[$13.2-$13.4) 0.0396 0.0792 0.1188 0.1583 

[$13.4-$13.6) 0 0 0 0 

[$13.6-$13.8) 0 0 0 0 

[$13.8-$14.0) 0 0 0 0 

[$14.0-$14.2 ) 0 0 0 0 

During the negotiation, n proposes an offer: 

[--'--.. --.---.-----.---~.--.- .. ----.-.--.. J .. 
1: ojJer(a, p, (paid = $12,600, config = 3)) . 

• ___ ,~_~~~ __ ••• _~_ •• '_ JL __ ~ . __ ~._"~ _____ ~ ______ ~. __ 

To which f3 rejects. Q may use this information in constraining the inference of the 

distribution for }P't (acc(,.G; ex: b)), where a estimates (perhaps based on reputation, or 

previous history) /3's of a's offer; as 0.95: 
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1 2 3 4 

[$12.0-$12.2) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0063 0.0063 

[$12.2-$12.4 ) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0063 0.0063 

[$ 12.4-$12.6) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0063 0.0063 

[$12.6-$12.8) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0063 0.0063 

[$ 12.8-$13.0) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 

[$13.0-$13.2) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 

[$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 

[$13.4-$1:3.6) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 

[$13.6-$13.8) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 

[$13.8-$14.0 ) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 

[$14.0-$14.2) 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 
---'--. 

In accordance with the reactive mechanism described in chapter ~), ex's estimate of the 

Jirnits of acceptability for fJ are: 
---- -------- ---------.----.- --- .. -----~ 

1 2 3 4 
----~----.~. ,,-, .. _--.. _._._-, .. _--._--.-------------

[$12.0-$12.2) 0.0639 0.0382 0.0125 0.0063 

[$12.2-$12.4 ) 0.1277 0.0764 0.025 0.0125 

[$12.4-$12.6) 0.1916 0.1145 0.0375 0.0188 

[$12.6-$12.8) 0 .2554 0.1527 0.05 0.025 

[$] 2.8-$13.0.) 0.3581 0.2297 0.1014 0.0507 

[ $1 ~3 . 0-$13 .2) 0.4608 0 . ~3068 0.1527 0.0764 

[$13 .2-$13.4 ) 0.5635 0.3838 0.2041 0.102 

[$13.4-$13.6 ) 0.6662 0.4608 0.2554 0.1277 

[$13.6-$13.8) 0.7689 0.5378 0.3068 0.15:34 

[$13.8-$14 .0) 0.8716 0.6149 0.3581 0.1791 

[$14.0-$14.2 ) 0.9743 0.6919 0.4095 0.2047 
----

In estilnating the progress of its plan towards reaching a state where its goal is achieved, 
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ex determines, based on jpt(acc(t3, (X, 5)): 

Ijp~(Sfinal = {paid < 13500 is T}) = 0.6671 

A short while later, {3 sends a counter-proposal to a: 

1: offcr(ex , /3 , (paid = $12,600, config = 3)). 

ex uses this information to update its model of t3, and determines t.he limit of accept-

ability to be: 

1 2 3 4 

[$12.0-$12.2) 0.0768 0.0446 0.0125 0.0063 

[$1202-$12.4) 0.1536 0.0893 0,025 0.0125 

[$12.4-$12.6) 0.2304 0.1339 0.0375 0.0188 

[$12.6-·$12.8) 0.3071 001786 0.05 0.025 

[$12.8-$13.0) 0.4357 0.275 0.l14~1 0.0571 

[$13.0-$13.2) 0.5643 0,3714 0.1786 0.0893 

[$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.6929 0.il679 0.2429 0.1214 

[$13.4-$13.6) 0.8214 0.5643 0.3071 0.1536 

[$13.6-$13.8) 0.95 0.6607 0.3714 0.1857 

[$13.8--$14.0) 0.9722 0.6774 0.3825 0.1913 

[$14.0-$14 _ 2 ) 0.9944 0.694 0.3937 0.1968 

As a result of this information revelation from ,8, Q recalculates its estilnate on how 

likely its plan will be achieved: 
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The inforrnation revealed during the process of negotiation may be used by the 

agent to estimate the progress of its plan towards achieving the goals that it requires. 

In integrative negotiation , estimating likelihood of negotiation success is particularly 

irnportant to strategies of cOlnpromise. Accounting for the dynamic and uncertain na-

ture of information is significant when developing strategies for integrative negotiation 

in B2B e-cornmerce environments. 

In the next section, we define goal-oriented strategies. 

5.2.3 Goal-Oriented ' Strategies 

Principally, an agent should be concerned with achieving its goals. However, the process 

by which it goes about achieving its goals is also important to a business relationship. 

We describe two goal-oriented strategies that aim to achieve the agent's goals, and 

reach a successful plan conclusion. 

The first strategy is a certainty maxirnising one. Let Pa ) PfJ E Jt1 t be (.\"s models 

of itself and of (J . a 8lnploys a goal··oriented strategy that aims to reveal informatjon 

f-1 that best improves the likelihood of achieving its goals. Let JlD~ ;, \ (S final = s) be the 
/-' ,\ !-L J ,/ 

revised estimate of the certainty that (Y. has of /3's acceptability of state s, resulting 

from p o a selects f1 where: 

where ~ is some certainty threshold (~ 2 0). This strategy aims to reveal f1 that 

improves the likelihood that a plan will be successful. 

An second strategy is based on an equitable information strategy. Recall from Chap-

ter 3 that estimated amount of information gain for a upon receiving p is ]It(a, (3, p) = 

2':X
i
EP c> IHI(Xi ) - 1HI(X~(f1. )) , and vice versa for a's estimate for (3. If p. is in response 

to pr, then the mutual information exchanged is ]It(f1,p/) = ]It (a: , (3, p) -llt(p, a,p). A 
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goal-oriented strategy that aims to be equitable, with regards to inforrnation revelation, 

is: 

During the process of negotiation, the agent ability to estimate the achievelnent of 

its goals might not be possible. In order to stilnulate the negotiation towards inlproving 

the likelihood that its goals will be achieved, one option that the agent rnay take is to 

compromise one of its goals. 

5.2.3 .1 Strategy for comprolnise 

There are two parts to goal compromise: estimating when it is appropriate to compro-

mise a goal, and to what extent a goal can be compromised without jeopardising the 

plan's success. 

The first part reqmres cUl cvalnatioll 011 the progress of the llegotiation with re-

gards to the achievement of the agent's goals. Let Ht be the measure of the negoti--

a tion progress with respect to information revelation. The intuition here is that, an 

agent which has ceased revealing information either has no more information to reveal 

(without violating its goals), or, has no desire to (strategic consideration). Vole define 

Ht =: r x B -t --- 1 + (1 - r) x TIt (ex, {3, jJ,), an average measure of the information revealed 

to 0: by {3 over time, and r is a discount variable. After tx tilne intervals, an agent may 

evaluate whether lIt is below some threshold21 K" representing that the inforrnation 

revelation has "dried up" - in other words, the negotiation is stagnating. The estimate 

Ht satisfies Desideratnm G. 

The second part requires an estimation of whether a goal compromise would prevent 

a plan from being successful. For plan 7f, L is a specification of the mininlum degree of 

21The estimation of K for an agent might be dependant on a negotiation context. For instance, infor-
mation revelation might be high between two negotiating sisters, and on the other hand , information 
revelation might be low between a used car salesman and a lawyer. 
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success required by the plan at the conclusion of the negotiation. An agent comrnences 

negotiation with the aim of fulfilling all of its goals; however , in the event that a 

negotiation is stagnating, an agent may stillmlate further progress by comproillising a 

goal, limited by the specification L. If L permits a compromised success, then when 

H t 7:+ dt < K" an agent may opt to execute a contingency, r E R. 

A revision contingency, r(wr , CT ) Pr), is proposed here, where 

Wr : arg min(u(g) x pt (gT) ) 
gEQ 

selects t he goal 0: is least comn1itted to (from section 5.2.2.3); and 

Cr : argm~n( }Pt(g'T) - - JP>t(gT)! l!d(g')\d(g)11 = 1) 
9 

specifies that the revised goal g' is the minimum decrease in difficulty over g, and has 

the minimum increase in iL domain size possihle: and 

is the condition the requires the revised goal g' to iInprove the llkelihood the goal is 

achieved (frolll section 5.2.2.2). 

The act of compromising a goal requires the update of the world model J\I{t. The 

two goal-oriented strategies are consistent with goa] compromise because the estirnates 

of lP; (s fm.al = s) and JP~ (S final = s) are consistent with the changes to the world model. 

A goal cornpromise exalnple is provided belowo 

5.2.3.2 Example 

ex decides that the progress of the negotiation with /3 has stagnated. As a result, a 

decides to execute one of its contingencies for goal compromise to increase the amount 
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of money restricted by its budget goal22 . 

Prior to revision, (} estimates the certainty in {3 accepting a state that satisfies its 

goals: 

I JP>~(Sfinal = {paid < 13500 is T}) = 0.821 I 
and for a's estimate of JIDt (acc( fJ, Q, 6)), the limit of acceptability is: 

1 2 3 4 

[$12.0-$12.2) 0.0768 0.0446 0.0125 0.0063 

[$12.2-$12.4) 0.15 :~6 0.0893 0.025 0.0125 

[$ 12.4-$12.6) 0.2304 0.13:39 0.0375 0.0188 

[$12.6-$12.8 ) 0.3071 0.1786 0.05 0.025 

[$12 .8-$13.0 ) 0.4357 0.275 0.114:3 0.0571 

[$13.0-$13.2) 0.5643 0.37]4 0.1786 0.0893 

[$] 3.2-$13.4) 0.6929 0.4679 0.2429 0.1214 

[$1 3.4-$13.6) 0.82]4 0.5643 0.307] 0.1536 

t $13.6·· $13.8) 0.95 0.6607 0.3714 0.1857 

[$13.8-$14.0 ) 009722 OJ;774 0.3825 0.1913 

[$14.0- $14.2 ) 0.9944 0<694 0.39;17 0.1968 
~ .. ----

After executing the contingency r , Q defines a new revised goal: 

I g~ = {paid < 13750}] 

The states are updated to reflect the revised goal: 

IS = {{paid < 1~75~~S .T}, {paid ~·D750is .-L}}] 

Finally, new revised estimate of the certainty in 3 accepting a state that satisfies its 

revised goals: 

22The consequence 0: compromising its budget goal might be dealt with external to the negotiation . 
In this situation, one can imagine that the owner of 0' may borrow money, or work overtime, to make 
up for the extra budget allowance< 
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JP>~(Sfinal = {paid < 13750 is T}) = 0.95 

5.3 Summary 

Our approach is distinguished from other approaches to automated negotiation in the 

research literature. Firstly, it is principally a pro babilistic approach. We have argued 

in Chapter 2 that utilitarian based approaches t o automating negotiation do not COIll-

plet ely encapsulate the complexity of real world negotiations, and that this cOIIlplexity 

is dependant on social location (Hargreaves & Varoufakis 2004). In particular, it is 

argued that it is not feasible to attach an intrinsic value to information that is related 

t o the value derived frOln enactments - and so, without knowing what an opponent 

will lnake of exchanged goal information, it is not possible to value this exchange in 

terms of outcomes (Sierra & Debenham 2008). 

Secondly, the agents here are designed to operate in uncertain and dynamic envi-

ronrnentso Goal information, like other forms of information , rnay be uncertain , or may 

change at some point in the future, One the strengths of t his model is that non-contract 

goals, such as a goal to maintain a level of intimacy, do not need to be explicit ly buil d 

within the framework -- they can be added "on the fly" j and t he agent architecture 

simply continues to regulate t he a.chievement of its goals, uncertain or otherwise. 

T hirdly, the agents here are designed to be capable of a goal-oriented , integra-

tive negotiation. \Vhilst not a complete account of integrative negotiation, the model 

incorporat es key characteristics that are evident in studies of real world integrative 

negoti ation. In t his regard , this model maintains t he spirit of t raditional B2B negoti-

ation. 
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Chapter 6 

Evaluating the Integrative 
Negotiation Model 

In this chapter, we evaluate the proposed extension to t he information-based agency 

framework. The principal aim is to evaluate the behaviour of the agent to demonstrate 

that aspects of integrative negotiation are perfonned better when taking into account 

the intrinsk value of goal informat.ion. The supplementary aim is to observe the extent 

to whkh this approach automates negotiation in the "spirit" of real world B2B e-

commerce negotiation. 

To perform this evaluation , we have implemented the integrative negotiation frame·-

work proposed in Chapter 5, and to maintain consistency with Chapter 4, evaluate the 

ilnplementation in terrns of negotiation behaviour properties. The negotiation behaviour 

is assessed during simulation runs against a human negotiating partner. We assess the 

negotiation behaviour, principally, in terms of whether a plan was successful. The vari-

ables for the evaluation include the variables defined in Chapter 4, and additionally, 

include goal compro'mise (i.e., goal revision or goal removal) , estimating stagnation 

in the negotiation process (i.e., when the negotiation does not appear to be moving 

to a resolution), and the Inaintenance of a business relationship (along the intimacy 

dimension). There are two types of strategy used here: a goal-oriented acceptability 

maximising one, and a goal-oriented equitable infonnation one (as defined in Chapter 
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5). 

In assessing the suitability of this approach t o automating real world B2B e-

COInmerce negotiation, we address the issues presented in Chapter 2 and contrast them 

with evaluations performed in this chapter. In section 6.1 ; we define the negotiation be-

haviour properties and variables . In section 6.2, we present the sirnulations runs using 

the implementation of the integrative negotiation model l . In Chapter 7, we summarise 

the arguments presented throughout the dissertation in support of the thesis. 

6.1 Defining properties and variables 

In this section \ve define the negotiation behaviour properties and the variables used 

for the simulations. 

6 .1.1 Negotiation behaviour properties 

The negotiation behaviour that an ag "nt exhi bit ' is aimed as reaching a negotiation 

conclusion where its goals are achieved, and its plan successful. In characterising the 

process by which an agent reaches a negotiation conclusion , we adopt three negotiation 

behaviour property lueasures from Chapter 4, In addition, we propose t\VO additional 

measures of behaviour: intimacy, and negotiation success. These are defined below. 

The first property is the offer variation property. The offer variation is the nunlber 

of diflerent contract offers made by an agent during a negotiation. It is represented by 

Pvar . This property was defined in Chapter 4. 

The second property is the resolution speed. Resolution speed is the number of 

discrete time intervals taken to reach a contract agreement or breakdown (i .e., the 

negotiation is resolved) , and is represented by P spd ' This property is an ilnportant 

measure of the negotiation progression when stagnation occurs , and when smne fonn 

IThe software used for the simulations can be found at http://v.rww-
stafLit .uts .edu .au/ plbogg/ phd/experiments . 
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of goal cOInpromise is enacted. 

The third property is the information revelation property. Information revelation 

is a measure of how rnuch infonnation was revealed by an agent during the negotiation. 

It is represented by the syrnbol PmJ- This property is detennined external to the nego-

tiation, and its variation depends on the strategy ernployed by the agent. Information 

revelation is related to the intilnacy property. It is an irnportant property to assess 

in relation to whether a. negotiation process st agnates, and when some fonn of goal 

compromise is enacted . 

The fourth property is the intim.acy property. The intimacy property is a summary 

of t he amount of infonnation that. an agent has about its trading partner. It is one 

dimension of a relationship2 , and its measurement is important to account for in au-

ton1ating B2B e-commerce negotiations. The intimacy property rnay be affected by the 

negotiation strategy and the goals that the agent has . It is represented by the symbol 

P~mc · 

The fifth property is a measure of negotiation s'Uccess. Negotiation success depends 

on the achievement of the agent's goals, whether the negotiation process stagnates, and 

if some form of goal cOlnpromise was enacted. It is a.n important criterium for an agent 

to measure (for obvious reasons). It is represented by the syrnbol PSlJ.c' 

We have defined five negotiation properties to assess how 'good' an agent 's be-

haviour was: 

• Pbv, number of offer variations 

• Pspd, resolution speed in discrete time intervals 

• P inj, mean uncertainty reduced by information revealed 

• P imc, sumrnary of the total information known about a trading pa.rtner 

• Psuc , whether the negotiation was a success, dependant on the goals achieved . 

2See Chapter 2, and (Greenhalgh & Chapman 1995) for a further analysis ofrelationship dimensions. 
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In order to evaluate the integrative negotiation model extension to information-based 

agency, we examine these properties under different variable and strategy assignments. 

These are defined in the section following. 

6.1.2 Evaluation variables 

In this section, we introduce t he variables to be used in t he simulations. Different 

variable assignlnents affect how an agent negotiates. In Chapter 4~ there were five 

distinct variables used: infor'mation volatility: information integrity, rate of integrity 

decay, acceptability threshold, and strategy. In this chapter, we use these variables (to a 

limited extent) to observe how agent behaviour differs . In addition, we define four more 

variables: introduction of goals (contract goals, and in particular, goal on maintaining 

a level of intimacy), estimates on negotiation stagnat-ion, goal compro'rnise, and the 

minirnum degree of success. T hese are defined below. 

The goals of an agent determine what it needs to achjeve by the conclusion of a 

negotiation. By introducing goals, an agent; may improve the speed of negotiation 

outconles, and hars a clear definition of when a negotiation is successful. The agent's 

goals rnay relate to the terms of a contract, or they may relate to other features of the 

negotiation: such as the maintenance of a business relationship. We observe an agent's 

behaviour when we introduce a goal to maintain the level of intimacy between the two 

agents . 

The estilnate of negotiation stagnatzon is a variable that directly relates to whether 

an agent engages proactive contingencies to stimulate further progress towards achiev-

ing its goals. One means of estimating stagnation was defined in Chapter 5, and we 

adopt this and observe how an agent's behaviour changes under differing variable as-

signments. 

\Vhen the negotiation stagnates, goal comprom~se may be enacted to stimulate 

further progress_ Variations to the specification on the extent to which a goal can be 
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compromised may affect the speed at which negotiations conclude, and the degree of 

success. 

The minim,um degree of success specifies to what extent goal compromise is possible. 

Changes to this variable nlay affect whether or not compromise is enacted at all, in 

response to stagnation. 

In addition to these four variables, there are two goal-oriented strategies employed 

by the agent in order to detennine its negotiation actions. VYe assess two goal-oriented 

strategies (defined in Chapter 5): an acceptability maximising strategy, and an equi-

table information strategy. \Ve employ these two strategies, and assess their irnpact on 

the negotiation behaviour properties. 

The variables defined here affect the negotiation behaviour of the agent. In the 

following section: we describe a series of simulations performed and evaluate the agent's 

behaviour in response to differing variable assignments. The simulations are used to 

assess the extent to which aspects of integrative negotiation are 'better' performed 

when accounting for the intrinsic value of information. 

6.2 Sirnulations 

A series of simulations were performed 1n order to assess the variations in agent be-

haviour in response to differing variable assignments . The sirnulations were performed 

using an implementation, and the results are used as grounds upon which we argue 

the merit of incorporating an intrinsic value of information for modeling negotiation 

decision-making in an integrative negotiation context. 

We describe an adaptation of the example provided in the Introduction. The sce-

nario is the negotiation of a business to business contract to exchange rnetals, and is 

summarised here in terms of ex and (3: 

Car manufacturing corporation X needs significant volumes of various types 

of metals. They require the negotiation of a new contract with a trading 
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partner, and identify Y as a potential candidate. X and Y ernploy agents 

0' and {3 respectively to negotiate. 

ex understands the business needs, and lnay define contract goals that appro-

priately represent the minirnuHl specification of what would be a successful 

contract agreement. However, the quantities of metals may vary with de-

Inand, and in this regard, a may also be interested in acquiring IIlOre than 

it needs. ,6 also understands its business needs, and may define contract 

goals that restrict what it can afford to offload, based on the possibility 

that mineral deposits Inay dry up , and the possibility that it rnay need 

to provided metals to other businesses. Since ex and (3 have both ongoing 

needs, it makes sense that both agents explore the possibility of repeat busi-

ness, and consequently, both agents are interested in the developlllent and 

maintenance of a business relationship. 

This scenario guides the following simulations. There are two issues that we consider 

(purely for the sake of brevity and ease of understanding - in reality one rnight consider 

possibly dozens of issues that a and (3 would require the resolution of in order to 

satisfy their needs) . The first issue is price) and the second issue is the con1bjnation 

of TYPE A and TYPE B metals that a needs: combination (1) is a large proportion 

of TYPE A metal , combination (2) is a large proportion of T'r'PE A TIletal, and slllall 

proportion of TYPE B metal, (~~) is a medium proportion of TYPE A metal and a 

medium proportion of TYPE B n1etal , and (4) is a large proportion of both TYPE 

A and lnedium proportion of TYPE B metal. Typically, TYPE B metal is a slightly 

rarer type to acquire, due to a more limited number of mineral deposits. {3 is interested 

in minimising expenditure on metals as it has other businesses interested in business 

contracts that offset the possibility that problems arise in husiness dealings with a (in 

other words, fJ is spreading its risk). a might be interested in acquiring more metals 

than it needs, in the event that demand for its cars rises. 
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In the first simulations, the agent will perform the role of {J, and the simulated 

human performs the role of a . In the second silnulations, a is an agent. The negotiation 

follows an alternating offers protocol, and it is assuIIled the agents and humans use the 

unifonn communication language described in section 3.2. The initial bid from a is3 

offer(a, (J, (paid = $12.0, config = 4)), which represents the a~s willingness to sign a 

contract with the terms $12,000 per week for a regular supply of a large proportion 

of both TYPE A and TYPE B metals. The initial bid from {j is offer(;3, a, (paid = 

$14.17, config = 1)), which represents {3's willingness to Sig11 a contract for $14,170 per 

week to supply a with a regular large proportion of TYPE A. 

Similar to Chapter 4, there is a lllaximum time for a simulation run of 12 discrete 

tillle intervals. An implementation of the framework was written in Java. Each sim-

ulation between an agent and hmllan lasts on average 7.232 seconds, and an agent 

to agent siInulation on average 12.3 seconds. with approximately 2mb Java virtual 

machine memory allocated4 

In the next section, we describe a SUffilllary of the results frOln the s.inmlations for 

observing the agent's negotiation behaviour. This is followed by a discussion on the 

results , and the implications for rea] world B2B e-commerce negotiation. 

6.2.1 Negotiation behaviour 

In this section we describe silllulations under differing variable assignments, and estab-

lish the behaviour of the agent in ternlS of the negotiation behaviour properties. The 

car lllanufacturer, a, is represented with a human-prepared contract offer sequence, 

and the agent is ,3 . A more cornplete run down of the simulations can be found in 

Appendix B. 

The first type of sirnulation was agent (J negotiating against a hunlan-prepared 

offer sequence representing a. In this first set; a (representing a human user) is not 

3 All 'paid' amounts are measured in OOO's. 
4The simulations that required the use of an equity of information strategy took on average approx-

imately 4-5 seconds longer to execute that a pure acceptability maximising strat egy. 
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capable of accepting an offer, and silnply sends offers to {3. The purpose of this is 

to observe how differing variable assignments affect {3 independently of other agent's, 

and to observe the difference between the acceptability nlaximising strategy, and the 

equitable information strategy. The second type of sirnulation was performed where 

both 0' and {3 are information-based agents . A more cornplete set of sinlulation results 

can be found in the Appendix B, however, we present a brief SUlnmary for discussion 

in this section. \Ve now discuss the first set of simulation results. 

In the first set of simulations (Table 6.1): 

• ~ represents the acceptability threshold for {3, where ~ = 0.3 or ~ == 0.25. 

• I> represents (3's eHtimate on reliability of information received from o. Variations 

used were L. = 0.9, l, :=.~ 0.7. 

• ')' represents /3's estilnate of that rate at which the integrity of information frOIll 

ex decays. A linear decay model was used, where the rate of decay varied between 

'Y = none and roy = high. 

• bv represents Pbv, a measure of the number of variations of contract offers made 

by j). 

• in! represents PmJ, a Ineasure of the mean entropy reduction provided to Q result-

ing from information revealed by {3. This was assessed by measuring the entropy 

reduction in a 's world model at each interval that (3 made an offer. 

• imc represents a measure of intimacy, the amount of information that 0 knows 

about {3. 

• "2 goals" indicates where goals were added to part of the agent 's plan. 

• 'AlVI' represents an acceptability maximising strategy, and 'EI ' represents an eq-

uitable informat ion strategy. 
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1= 0 ,9 "= 0 9 "=.0 .7 "".:0 .7 "=0,9 " = 0 .9 
,,( =no ne "(= hi g h ,,(=non e 'Y"" hi gh ,,( = n one "(=hig h 
( =0 .3 ( = 0 .3 (=0 ,3 ( =-0 .3 ( = 0 .2.'5 (=0.25 

AM P b,,=5 1'b,,=6 1'bv ::o: 2 P bv='2 P b,,= 4 1'b •. =8 
P imc -O.12 1'imc-0565 1'imc- OOOSO P'mc- O.039 1'imc -0,162 1" m{.- OA98 
1"npO.179 1" n/=--O .423 1',n/ ,-0,03 1';,,/ ,-0.062 p in/,-0. 197 1'inpOA3 1 

E l P b,,-10 1'bu,- 10 P bv- 9 1'bv-8 1'b •. - 1O P bv - 9 
P imc - O,19S 1" mc- 0 .366 1'imc-O .1l 5 Pimc-O .223 1'imc -O.278 1'i171c -O.521 
P in{=-O , 192 P i ll ( - 0316 1" 71(-0 .098 1" n{,-cO .16 P ill{=-0 .209 1'in{=-0.344 

2 goals 2 goals 2 go a ls 2 goa ls 
"=0 ,7 "=07 "=09 "=0 .9 "=07 "= 0 ,7 
,,("" none --v= h igh ,=none y=:hlgh ,,( = non e --v= hig h 
(=0 .25 ( =0 .2.5 ~ ocO .3 ( ::-: 0 .3 (=0 .25 (=0.25 

AM P b,, = 2 P b,,=2 1't.'J =6 1'~.,=6 1'bu= 2 1'bv=2 
()( 1'imc -00070 P imc-"O 0070 Pimc--O .067 1"",c-O .517 1'imc -O 00.'i0 P imc -0.039 

P in.L=O .033 1'ill{c=0033 P inFO .154 P ;'lFOA39 1'inp003 1'in pO.062 
El 1'1)1;- ,9 P bb - 8 Pb,,-9 'Pt v- 1O 1'b,,-10 1'bv- 9 
()( P imc=0,164 P imc=O 264 P imc,=0198 P imc- O.514 1'imc=0.346 p im{=0.224 

1'inj = 0 .106 P ,nJ=0162 1';n1=0.212 1';,,("':0 .376 1" r.j'=0156 P inJ=0.159 

Table 6.1: Surnmaries of sinlulations. Shows variat ions in -P bv, P im c and Pin! as a result 
of the acceptability rnaximisi·ng (AM) and equitable information (EI) strat egies, and 
different information variable assignments. 

Firstly, the L. variable impacted on t he agent's behaviour in a similar manner as in 

Chapter 4. When L. was high, the agent offered a greater variation of contracts, and 

when L. was low, the agent offered a IrR~('r Vf'l r i1:)J,](H1 . T here was a rninor impact of t he 

L. on the agent's int ilnacy - the slightly higher the jntegrity, the higher the intimacy. 

The reason for this is obvious - the information has a stronger effect on the agent's 

model when it is more certain. L. did not affect the negotiation success . 

T he! variable also had an expected impact on the agent's behaviour. \Vhen r was 

high , t he average information revealed was higher, and vice versa. Likewise for t he 

intimacy variable, t he higher t he decay, the greater the impact that inforrnation had 

on the agent' s model. '-, also did not have a.ny affect on the negotia tion success. 

The ~ variable also resulted in similar behaviour as described in chapter 4. 

T he illtroduction of goals iuto the agellt 's model had an interest ing affect 011 the 

agent's behaviour. The goals introduced were in fTs model, and they were "price> 

$12,400 per week", and "combination < 3" - representing st at es that that f3 needs 

to satisfy minimally in order to be successful in negotiation. Goals generally increased 

the amount of informat ion revealed by the equjtable informat ion strategy, except in 
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the case where extrerne decay was present (in which case, the impact of information 

was rnitigated). This might suggest that an agent which has a more defined set of 

states (i.e., knows lnore about its needs) negotiates quicker (i .e., more readily revealing 

infonnation) . The ilnpact of this is discussed in section 6.2.2. 

In order to explore further the irnpact that goals , and goal compromise, had on 

a negotiating agent, it was decided to conduct a series of agent-to-agent negotiation 

simulations (a more complete set of results can be found in Appendix B). The sumlnary 

of a set of results where the two agents used a goal-oriented equitable information 

strategy is shown in Table 6.2. Of particular note: 

• "Goal -= 0" is where no goals were included in {]'s model 

• "Goal = I " is where "combination < 3" was included in {3 's model 

• "Goal = 2" is where both "cOlnbination < 3" and "price > $12,400 per week" 

were included in ;3's model 

• "Goal = 3" is where, in addition to t he two contract goals , a goal to maintain a 

level of high level of information revelation was included. "Reveal :::= 0.3" is ,(3's 

goal, for each ut terance, to maint ain an average level of uncertainty reduct ion in 

ex's model. 

• "DropGoalCQi 8" represents the point in time at which f3 felt that the negotiation 

was stagnating, and in order to stimulate it , decided to relIlOve a goal. 

• "DropGoal@5:: represents a differing measure of estimating the stagnation of 

negotiation, where a goal was removed earli er at timestep .5. 

T he first interesting point is the effect that int roducing goals had on the offer 

variation sequence, and the speed at which the negotiation come to a (successful) 

conclusion5 . As the goal number increased, thereby restricting the number of available 

ST he full sequence of o ftels can b e Iloted in Appellciix B, Unfortun a tely, tlle acceptabili ty maximising 
s trategy did not produce any results of interesL 
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R e veal-O .3 DmpGoal@8 DropGoal@5 
Goals =2 Goal = I Goal =0 Goals=3 Goals =2 Goals =2 
i=O 9 i=0 .9 1=09 i =O 9 i=O 9 c=0.9 

~=O 25 "I::: none -y= n o n e "I= none "I=none "I=none -y= none 
AM 

P b,,=18 P b,,=16 P b,,=14 Pb1J=6 P b,,=18 P bv= 16 
P imc-0 .253 Pim~-0 . 51 P imc -0 .257 Pi'11c-,O.28 P imc - OA78 Pimc.-0 .5l 
P in{=O 105 p i n {=O.1l8 p in{=O .063 p in{=0.091 p in{=0.109 P in{=O .1l8 

(J P intc-O.:n P"nc-;O 285 P imc· 0 .237 p imc· 0 .35 1\mc-0 .33 Pimc. -O 285 
p in{=O.082 Pin{~O 071 p in{=-,O 064 Pin /=O.ll1 P in{=0087 p in /=0 .071 

Table 6.2: Agent negotiating against agent simulations. Shows variations in PbVl P imc 

and Pin! a..s a result of equitable 'injor-mation (EI) strategies, and different information 
variable assignments. 

states that agent could viably end up in, the agent was restricted in the amount of 

information it could reveal. Consequently, the negotiation progress was slowed. \Vhen 

bot h agent 's employed an equitable information strategy, the effect of including goals 

was more pronounced. It is interesting to note that t his result is in contrast to the 

simulations where only one agent was operating against a static human-prepared offer 

sequence (where it was faster). This is discussed in section 6.2.2. 

The second interesting point is the impact of including a goal on regulating the 

alTlOunt of information revealed to a trading partner (in order to maintain the level of 

intimacy - identified here by the simulation where "Rcveal=0.3"). By maintaining 

a high level of information revelation ) the agents concluded successfully much faster 

than in the other instances, even when other goals were present. This is an interesting 

outcome, and the impact is discussed in section 6 ,2.2 . 

F inally, t he variations in the measure of negotiation stagnation, when goal corn-

promise was available as a contingency option, produced a lTlinor point of interest. 

When two goals were included, and the goal was dropped early enough (i.e., the agent 

was more sensitive to negotiation stagnation), a successful outcorne was reached quicker 

than if the agent did not compromise. This suggests t hat an agent is behaving correctly 

- if we follow the literature on sociological studies, compromise facilitates negotiation 

convergence (Weigand et a1. 2003) . As an interesting side effect , ,B's dropping of a goal 

produced a greater level of intimacy in n's internal model. 
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6.2.2 Discussion 

Inforrnation-based agency \vas used as the basis upon which a lllodel of integrative ne-

gotiation could be build) and was evaluated for its effectiveness in: firstly, implementing 

the desiderata elicited from sociological research, and secondly, the way it negotiates 

with regards to real world B2B negotiation. 

There are a few interesting points about the simulations using the integrative model. 

The inl pact that goal information had on the negotiating agent should be seen in 

two lights. Firstly, goal infonnation had a restrictive impact on the behaviour of the 

agents. It had a particularly pronounced affect in the equitable informatiqn strategy 

- when goals \vere introduced, the agents negotiated towards "better" outcomes for 

itself. However, the process of negotiation took longer than when it had no goals. So 

in a sense, goals benefitted the agent in terms of improving the negotiation outcome, 

at a Inarginal time cost. Secondly, when a goal to maintain a level of intimacy (by 

maintaining a high level of information revelation ) was introduced, the agent reached a 

negotiation conclusion much faster (despite restrictions from other goals). The outcome 

which was reached was not necessarily the best contract the agent could have agreed 

to, howeveL 

There IS a correlation between these two results, and the impact that information 

has on relationships in real world B2B negotiation contexts. As arg ued in Chapter 2, 

the development and maintenance of relabonships can benefit a business in term.s of 

improving the level of trust , and minimising the resulting effort in reaching successful 

negotiating outcomes by facilitating information revelation. It has also been discussed 

that relationships grow on the basis of the communication of information between 

trading partners . What these results show is that, if we value the cost of communicating 

information between agents, then this can also be seen as valuation on the quality of 

the interaction, and to a lesser extent, the quality of a developing relationship. By 

attaching an intrinsic value to information (a value that is attached to the cost of 
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comrnunicating that information to another agent) , an agent is able to, by extension, 

place an objective value on its interactions, and consequently on aspects relationships 

(such as intimacy). 

The contraposition to this is the acceptability maximising strategy. When goal 

information , particular for maintaining a level of intimacy, was introduced to an agent 

using this strategy, the agent was unable to directly negotiate towards the achievement 

of this goal. In real world B2B negotiations, maxilnising an acceptability criteria lllay 

not necessarily be in an agent 's best interest - partkularly where business relationships 

are concerned. 

\Ve argue that , in order for integrative negotiat ion to be successfully automated in 

real world B2B e-commerce, that an agent architecture incorporate a measure of the 

intrinsic value of the information. 

The results of the simulations in this chapter cannot assessed in comparison with 

other negotiating agent approach unless t h re is an objective means of evaluating the 

value of communicating information during the negotiation exchange. T hat is not to 

say t hat it cannot be done, however , it is deemed out of scope for this purposes of 

validating the thesis. Any further cornparisons is left as future work. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

The aim of this dissertation was to advance the state of the art in research for designing 

an intelligent agent architecture for automating the bilateral negotiation of e-comrnerce 

contracts. To this end, based on the author's observation that everything that an agent 

says could give away valuable information, our thesis was: 

A n agent that is able to attach an intrinsic value to 'information will deliver 

superior performance in B2B-style negotiations than an agent that is not 

able to do 80. 

In Chapter 2 we presented several observations on the differences between the 

present state of the art in negotiating agent architectures, and the state of real world 

e-commerce negotiation. Key observations were made about the nature of informa-

tion in a dynalnic and uncertain e-commerce domain, and the impact that this has on 

decision-making during negotiation. This impact , we argued, has not been accounted 

for in automated negotiation research. Further to this , real world negotiations are gov-

erned by the establishment of relationships , and that this complicates the automation 

of negotiation. In support of our argument, we surveyed the research literature and 

examined the extent to which uncertainty and information had been addressed. \Ve 

presented a discussion on the relative merits of employing two types of approaches to 

automating negotiation in an e-commerce dOlnain: game theory-based and information-
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based agency. We opted for the latter upon which we based further examination. 

In Chapter 3 we presented a formal model of information-based agency. In the 

model, we addressed a number of unique qualities of e-comnlerce negotiation required 

to demonstrate the validity of the thesis. At the heart of the information-based agency 

framework, its models of the environment represent least-biased estirnates (with regards 

to nlissing information), and it was upon these rrlOdels that we derived the intrinsic 

value of infonnation --- estirrmted as the uncertainty removed in the model by knowing 

that information. 

In Chapter 4 we conducted an evaluation on the model of infonnation-based agency 

for an e-commerce domain. 1'here were two parts to the evaluationo The first was to 

evaluate the underlying model in terms of its suitabil ity to rnodeling uncertainty in 

dynamic environments. Our results suggested that its COlnmon sense model presented 

an adequate representation of a real world environment, and was sensitive to changes 

in that environment. The second part was to eval uate t he behaviour of an agent in 

the context of a negotiation. An implementation of the agent architecture was written 

in J avao and sinnllations were performed under differing variable assignments. Several 

revelations were made about the use of the information-theory based inference process. 

Firstly, its comrrlOn sense properties are advantageous in dynamic and uncertain en-

vironments. Secondly, it was possible to derive a strategy for negotiation behaviour 

that was not attached to a. utility over outcomes. The equitable inforrrlation strategy 

operated successfully in the simulations, and was advantageous in automating nego-

tiation when it was necessary to value the negotiation dialogue itself (derived from 

an intrinsic value on information). The corollary made was, in business relationships , 

valuing dialogues is fundamental - a point supported by sociological research (such 

as (Ma et aL 2002)). Consequently, an agent that was able to value information was 

argued as more capable of delivering a superior performance when valuing dialogues is 

a necessity. 
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In Chapter 5, we sought to p,xplore the role that goals play in real world e-commerce 

negotiations. In order to validate that attaching an intrinsic value to informat.ion 

delivers superior perfofInance in B2B negotiations, a model of integrative negotiation 

was developed upon which the thesis could be eXaInined. The rnodel was based on 

key principles of real world integrative negotiation: and it was argued that this model 

was capable of engaging in real world B2B negotiations, and maintained the spirit of 

traditional integrative negotiation. 

In Chapter 6, we implernented the integrative model in Java, and evaluated it.s 

performance under agent-to-human and agent-to-agent simulations. The simulations 

revealed two aspects of interest. Firstly, under particular variable assignments, an 

agent architecture based on this integrative model behaved in accordance to sociolog-

ical norms concerning goals and the restrictive behaviour that having goals brings. 

Secondly, the equitable information strategy, when adapted to goal-oriented negotia-

tion, was particularly beneficial when non-contract related goals were given. \Vhen a 

negotiating agent requires that it not only reach an agreement on a contract that sat-

isfies its needs, but also develop and rnaintain aspects of a relationship with its trading 

partner (such as maintaining a level of intimacy) , then it is only capable of achieving 

this if it can value information. It is argued that communication is central to rela-

tionships, and valuing information in terms of the cost of communicating it naturally 

leads to a way of valuing not only the comrnunication exchange process, but also the 

relationship that develops from the comlTIunication exchange. Consequently, an agent 

that is able to value inforrnation in this manner is better suited to an int.egrative nego-

tiation, and arguably to B2B negotiations in general, than an agent which is not able 

to do so. 

7.1 Contributions 

There were three papers published during the process of this PhD candidature: 
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• (Bogg 2006 c) 

• (Bogg 2006 a) 

• (Bogg 2006b) 
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Appendix A 

This section describes the results of the silnulations run for the evaluation of the 

information-based agency framework in Chapter 4. The chapter sought to evaluate 

the properties of the world m.odel and negotiation beha.viour under varying information 

and strategic conditions. 

A.I Model Properties 

Two tables sumlnarise the results of the simulations. 

Table A.I describes normalised entropy 1YI, the change in this entropy ~THI , for world 

model when information from the lnarket place is observed. The rate of information 

variation varies between slow, steady, and rapid. A summary of the JHI mean , ,6.IHImean 

and ,6.14Ivar variables are provided at the end of each table - these figures are quoted 

in Fig. ?? , in Chapter 4. 

Table A.2 describes normalised entropy IHl j thc changc ill this cntropy ~IHI, for 

world model when information from the opposing negotiating agent is observed. The 

observations are the opposing agent 's contract offer sequence, A sun1lTlary of the IHI mean , 

ilIHIm ean and ,6.IHIvQ-r variables are provided at the end of each table --- these fignrcs are 

quoted in Fig. 4.2, in Chapter 4. 
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-y - none Slow Steady RapId 
Entropy(L'Il) .6. Lf:Il Entropy (Lf:Il) .6.Lci! Entropy(!:!!) .6. HI 

1 0 .9574 0 0 ,9574 0 0 ,9126 0 
2 09362 -0 .0211 0 .9362 -0 .0211 09018 -0 0109 
3 0 ,9362 0 0 ,9362 0 0 ,9121 0 ,0103 
4 0 .9362 0 08825 -0 .0538 08825 -0.0296 
5 0 .9362 0 0 .8825 0 0 .8757 -00068 
6 09362 0 09365 00511 0 .9365 00609 
7 0.8825 -00538 0 ,908 -0 .0285 09295 -0 .007 
8 0.8757 -0.0068 0 ,908 0 0 .9362 00067 
9 08757 0 0 .9126 0 .0046 08825 -00538 
10 0 .8757 0 0.8757 -0.037 0 .8757 -0 .0068 
11 08757 0 08757 0 09018 0 .0261 
12 08757 0 0 ,8757 0 09018 0 

Average 0 .9151 -00068 0 .9141 -0 ,0068 0 .904 -0 ,0009 
VarIation 0000;3 0 .0007 0 ,008 

T = low Slow Stead y RapId 
~'tropy(ifjj) L>. L':I: Entropy (1.11) .6.i'll cntropy( L'lI ) L>.11J 

1 09574 0 09574 0 09126 0 
2 09548 -00026 09548 -00026 0 ,9326 002 
3 09662 00114 0 ,9465 -00083 09336 0001 
4 0 .9465 -00198 09009 -00456 09009 -00327 
5 09548 00083 09177 00168 0 ,9004 -00005 
6 09465 -00083 0 .9365 0 .0188 09263 0 .0259 
7 0 .9009 -00456 0932 0 .0045 09547 00284 
8 0 ,9004 -0.0005 0 ,9251 ··0 .0069 0 .9465 - 0 .0082 
9 0 .9047 0 .0042-f-O 9126-+~-0 . 0:i25- 0:9009 0 .0456 
10 09179 0 .0133 1J .9047 -0008 0 .9004 .'- '. -----:0 .0005 

f--
ll 09004 1-~· 0 .0 175 091 79 - 0.O L33 0 .93J8 0 ,0313 r-u-.----Cf9481- o 04i6- f-- 0 9.s-7--- ~6Q;3g--- ----09625 00307 

f--. '-1--' ._. 

~era:ge- r- - O. 9332 --I-~O 0008 0 ,9303 ---0---09253--- - 0.6~ 
Variation O.OOO:{- ·----·--·0 OOOr--' 0 .006 L---. _____ . __ ______ '--___ . ___________ 

r-:y~ high-- - -- 810-'''----- r--~·-Steady----~-- ---Rapid ~-=1 
Entropy(lrJ) ~ Entropy(lU) LSJj[---- Entropy(i1i) -~ 

1 0 .9 574 0 09574 0 09126 0 
2 0 .9548 -00026 0 ,9548 - 0 .0026 0 .9326 002 
3 0 .9662 00114 0.9528 -0 .002 09282 -00044 

""-4 0 ,9528 -0 .0134 09122 -00406 09122 0016 
5 0 .9662 0 .0134 09392 .- --0:'02'(1 -([9IT--- --=00012 
6 09528 -0 .0134 0 _9365 -0 .0027 09317 0 .0207 
7 0 .9122 ·0.0406 09449 00083 09685 0 .0368 
8 0911 -0.0012 09337 -00112 09528 -0 0157 
9 09179 00069 09126 -00211 09122 -00406 
10 0 ,921 0 ,003 0 .9179 0 ,0053 0 .911 -00012 
11 0 .911 -0 ,01 0 ,921 0 .003 0947 0 .0361 

""-12 0 .9774 0 .0664 0 ,9796 00586 0 .9873 0 ,0403 

Average 0 ,9417 0 ,0017 0 .9386 00018 0 .9339 00062 
Vanation 0 .0006 00006 00006 

Table A. I : Market information where decay h) is none, low , and high (normalised) 
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'Y = none S low Steady R apId 
Ent r o py([fj]) b. 1Hl Ent r o py (H) b. H E n tmpY\1!l!) ~ lliJ 

1 ] 0 1 0 1 0 
2 0. 9901 0 .03 7 0 ,9901 0 ,037 09901 0.03 7 
3 0 ,9846 0 .02 1 0 .9433 0 . 176 0 ,9313 0.2 2 1 
4 0 93 24 0 ,196 0 ,8898 0 ,201 0 ,869 0 .233 
5 0 .,911 3 0 07 7 086 13 0 . 104 0 ,7732 0 357 
6 089 14 0 .074 08482 0 .048 07151 0.211 
7 0 .8624 0 .108 07718 0286 05479 0 ,62 
8 0 .8576 0017 07444 0097 0.4824 0 ,21 6 
9 0 .781 2 0 .287 07151 0106 04779 0 ,003 
10 075 11 0 . 106 0 .5743 0 .528 0.4231 0 . 204 
11 0 .7425 0 ,031 0 ,5194 018 0357 0 .246 
12 0 .7162 0099 0.4774 0 ,153 0 ,3317 008 1 

Average 08684 0 .0878 0 ,7779 0 ,1597 0 ,6·582 02024 
Variation o 00687 0 .01973 o 02951 

'"Y - low S low Steady Rapi d 

2 O Q901 0 ,037 09901 0 .037 0 .9901 0 .. 03 7 
3 

0 ,9441 0191 09084 0 .236 0 .8757 0332 
0 ,9369 0 ,123 0 ,8842 0 .243 07843 0553 
09087 0212 0 ,8634 O,2T7 0 .7497 0467 
0 ,902 0184 07955 0.49 05905 0974 

8 08794 0 .248 0 .812 0 ,258 05958 0 523 

~r~
-:::.~hi9.T.' . S I0~ '- ---Steady------~· Rapid 
~Y-rm- ~----iEntlC;PY~:"-~ Ent m py(flI)I2STir-

1 . 0 "-!--1-~~-- '()'.---- -!-. --'--1'0-
0 .9901 0 ,0 3 7 --rcfIi901 0 .0 3 7 09901 ---1-'0.037 

3 09872 0046'-r-0 :946--'-- 02--"--~-"T246-
f--4.-------t--;:;0-;9"4:-::9""7;- 0 1 B 5 0 9209 0 24 7 0 881 0 383 

5 -0 .9534 0127 08975 0302 0 .7929 0652 
-6---' 0 .9212 0 ,251 08738 0369 07788 0 .582'-

}----,7=--- - - +--:::0--:,9=244 0206 0 8104 O~579 ------0:6257 -- 1131 
8 0 8946 0 ,317 0 ,8584 0 ,307 0 ,6906 0 625 

0517 07721 0.685 9 08328 0 7311 f---o363-
10 0 .8027 0 .545 [) 6717 0955 0 .561 1.277 
11 0 .8341 0 ,395 0 .635 0 .917 0 .6097 (L822 

0 .292 06837 0 .694 0 ,5932 094] 

Aver'age 0 .9]34 02432 0 .8383 o 441 0 .7657 06049 
VariatIOn 0 ,03235 o 10266 0 . 16 _. 

Table A.2 : Opposing negotiating agent 's information where decay (1) is none, low and 
high (norrnalised) 
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A.2 Negotiation Behaviour Properties 

The series of six tables (Tables A.3 to A.8) sumInarise the simulations run to evalu-

ate an information-based agent's negotiation behaviour under varying infonnation and 

strategic conditions. Each table describes the human (buyer) and agent (seller) con-

tract offer trace sequence. The human ofl'er sequence was fixed , however the human's 

world 'model was modeled in order to determine the mean change in entropy resulting 

from the agent 's strategy (mean change in entropy, Pmj, was derived from JH[tot, the 

total change in entropy). 

The first three tables (A.3 to A.5) are results fronl an agent using an acceptability 

maximising strategy, and the latter three tables (A.6 to A.8) are results from an agent 

using an equitable information strategy. 

The results of these tables are further summarised (and analysed) in Chapter 4. 
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~-09 ~- 0 . 9 ~-O 9 ~-0 , 98 ~-0 , 98 

-y=none -y=low -y = hi gh -y =none -y = low 
~=O 3 ~ =03 ( =0 3 ~=0 , 3 ( =0, 0 ,3 

(4 , 120) (1 , ] 40) (1 ,14 ,0) (1 ,14 ,0) (1 ,140) (1,14 .0) 
(4 , 1204 (2 ,134 (2 ,13.4) (2 , ]3.4) (2,13.4) (2,13.4) 
(3 , 12 ,2) (3 ,n2) (3,13,2) (3 ,13 .2) (3 ,13.2) (3 ,n2) 
(3 , 126 (2 ,130) (2 ,13.0) (2 ,13 ,0) (2 ,130) (2 ,130) 
(2, 12 .2 (1 ,12 ,8) (2 ,13 ,0) (2 ,13 .0) (1 ,12 ,8) (1 ,12 .8) 
(3 , 128 (2 ,130 (l ,128) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,130) (2 .130) 
(2, 124 (1 ,12 ,8 Jl ,12 .8) (2. 13 .0) (1 ,128) (1 ,12 ,8) 
(4 , 130 ( 2 ,130 (2 ,13.0) (1 ,128) (2 ,13 0) ( 2 ,134) 
(2 , 12 .6 (2 ,13 .0 (2,130) (2 ,134) (2 ,13 .0) (2 ,13.2) 
(1 , 12 4 ) ( 1,12 8) (1 ,12 ,8 ) ( 1,12 ,8) (2 ,13 0) ( 2 ,]30) 
(3, 13 .0) (1 ,12 ,8) (2 ,13 4 ) (2 ,132) {2 ,13 0) (3 , 13 .4) 
(3 , 13.2) [3 , 13 2J [3 , 13.2J [3 , 13 2J [3 , 13 .21 13, 13 2J 

P bv =5 Pin; =5 P bv =6 Pbv =5 Pbv =7 
Buye r (Huma n) P inj,-0 .179 P inI - O.225 P i '1j,-,OA23 Pin/~- O 28 p in/,-0 .537 

ElItot= 2 ,149 1'ii tot= 2694 I':Iit.ot = 5 .08 lli!to t=:3,365 llll tct =6446 
S e lle r JAgent) P inl'-O 203 P inj ,--0 ,311 P i ',F -- 0412 P inj = O 28 P ,nj'- 0 4 7"9 

L>lI tot-- 2 44 Hl tot - 3.728 L'1I tat - 4 ,945 lffi tot -c:=3 ,365 Inl to t·-- 5 ,746 

,----·-----r--;:-:.::.:o.98 ~ - -0 , 7 ~ ,": 0 . 7 ~ =O 7 
-y= high '"y"" no n e -y =; low -y= hl g h 
(=0 ,3 ~ =O 3 ~"." O , 3 (=. 0 ,3 

~~ --~~-~~-0~~-- 0,~)--
\4 , l~ ( 2 ,13 4_~ ( 2 .13 4) (2 , 1~ 4L _h2-.2,341 ~_ 
(3 , 122) (3 .13 .2, (2 ,13 .4) (2 ,134) , 2 ,13""4) 
(3 ) 12 6]_ ( 2 , 13 ,0 ) (2 ,13 4 ) (2 , 13 4) (2 , 13.4) 
(2 , 12 .2) (2 , 13 .4) (2 ,134 ) ( 2 , ] 3.4) (213 .4) 
(3 , 1:i .8) ( 1.1 28) (2 ,13 .4) ( 2 , 1341 . -- - (2 ,134) 

r-(2, ] 2.4:-, - - -;--'(2130) (2 ,13 .4 ) (2 ,13.4) (2 , ] 3 -~-
r-(4,"'T3.O') (3 ,13 .4 ) (2 ,134) (2 , i3.4j--'(U3A)- ·-
~~, 1261 _ ~, 13 21 (2 ,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,13.4) __ 
f-.(1 ' 12~ ( 1 ;128) (2 ,13 4 .' (2~ (2 ,13.4) 
If 1'3])') (2 ,B 4) (2 ,13 .4) , 2 ,13 .4) , 2 .13.4) 
(3 , 13 ,2 ) [3 , 1 3 ,2J [3 , 132] [3 , 13. 2] 13 , 13 .2] 

Buyer (H u m a n) P,.,r- Q ,7 36 
81to l.,--0 .. 359 ''ll/o t-O 476 

Sell er ( A gen t ) p in],--O 76 5 P i11/ = 0 ,108 
['lI tot c- 9 .178 

Table A.3: Summary of simulation runs for an acceptability maximising strategy, where 
~ is in the middle_ Pbv 1S the bid variation, Pm! is the mean entropy reduced, and 1HI tot 
is the total entropy reduced (used to derive Pmj). 
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&-009 &-0 ,9 L-0 9 &-098 &:-0.98 
"Y=none "Y =low -v = high oy =none "Y= low 
~=0, 2 ~=0 0 2 ~=O 2 ~ =0 . 2 ~=0. 2 

(4 , 120) (1 ,140) (1 ,14.0) (1,14 .0) (1 ,14.0) (1, 14 ,0) 
(4 , 12.4) (2 ,134 (2,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,13.4) 
(3. 122) (3,13 .2 (3,1302) (3 , 1:~ , 2) (3 , 130) (3 ,13 ,0) 
(3, 1:L6) 2 ,128 (2 ,1 2 .8) (3 .130) 2 ,12 .8) (2 ,12 ,8 
(2 , 122) (2 , 12 .8 (2 , 12 .8) (2 ,12 .8) (2 ,n8) (2 ,13.4) 
(3 , 128) 2 ,12 .8 (3 .13.0) (3 ,13.4) 2 ,12 ,8) (2, 12 ,8 
(2. 12.4 ) 2,12.8 (2. 1302 (2, 13.4) 2 , 12 .8) (2 ,13.4 
(4 , 13 0) 2 ,12 8 ) (2 ,13 .4 ) ( 2 , 13 02 ) 2,12 .8) (2 ,13 2 
(2, 12 .6) 2 ,12 .8 ( 2.1 3 4) ( 2 , 13 .4) 2 ,12 08) {2 ,13 4 
( I , 124) (2,12 08 ( 2 ,13.4) (2 , 13 00) ( 1 ,12 08 ) ( 1 ,130) 
(3 , 13 0 ) [3 , 13 ,OJ [3, 13 .0, [3 , 13 OJ [3 , 13.0J [3, 13 00 
(3 , 13 .2 ) 

'Pb u=4 Pbv=6 Pbv =8 'Pbv=S Pbv = 6 
Bu yer (Hum a nl 'PtnJ '-- 0 . 197 p inJ,- 0 ,276 'Pinp OA31 P inp 0 308 P ir.J,-0 .534 

IH!to t- 2 1 69 [~tot=3 032 [l-£ t ,:;, t=4 738 f.-li tot=3 039 [.JItct=5 879 
Sell e r JAgentl Pm~=O 2 48 'P i '1/=0 ,3 3 P in ,= 0 .421 'Pi"I'~O 32 'PinJ= 0 0S34 

IlJjto t- 2729 Ei!Lot-,3 6 35 l41 toL- 4 ,632 ~lI to l. -- 3 0 5 23 !HItot-, S 08 78 

.---·--·------~--L--=0~, 9~8----r-&---0;~0 7~---,--L-~~0~7~---.-&-=~0~, 7~---' 

"Y= h ig h ' t= non e "Y"" low r '= hi g h 
~ = O 2 ( = 0 .2 ~ =0 . 2 ~ ::=O 2 

~i~ __ _ p ,1401 __ ~V ,14 0) '-~14:or---(1;f4~6')"-
~~ 72,134) (2 ,13 .4) (2 ,, 13 .4) ._~4J __ 
~_1~- (3 ,13 ,. 2 ) (2 , 134) (2 ,13.4) - (2 ,134)-

(3 , 12 .6) (2 ,] 2 .8) (2 , ] 34) ( 2 , ] 3 41 (2 , 13.4) 
(2 , 1 2 07.) (2 , 13.4) (2 ,134) ('2 ,13.4) (2 , 134) 
~8) __ _ p , JaO) (2 ,13.4) (2 , ] 3.4) (2 ,134)---

(2 , 12.4) (2 ,134) (2 ,13 .4) ( 2 ,134) (2 , 134) 
r-- '(4 , 1:3 .0) (2 ,128) (2 ,13.4 ) (2 ,13.4 j (2 , ]34) 
~12 6) __ ~? , 134J. (2 ,13 4) (2 013 4 ) (2 , ] 3.4 ) .-
1-.(1 . 12 .4 ) __ (1 ,13 2 ) ( 2 013 4) (2 , 13 ~ (2 , 13.4) 

Wi3.OJ ' 13 , 13 00] [ 3 , ]3,OJ [3;13.Of [3, 13 001 
(3 , 13 .2 ) = 

'Pbv- 6 P bv - 2 P bv --,2 'P bv - 2 --
B u yer (Huma n ) 'Pin fO .. O, 788 P i'1 f'-- O 033 'Pi7i I,-0042 'Pinr,-0066 

rsell e ,' (Agen t) 
1'1l £O t-8 668 Iiillot ,-O.359 Eil tot- OA64 If\It Dt ,- 0 ,7 2 1 

Table A.4: Summary of simulation runs for an accepta.bility maximising strategy, where 
r, is lowo P bv is the bid variat ion , P in! is t he mean ent ropy red uced , and lHl tot is t he 
tot al entropy reduced (used to derive Pmj). 
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1--0,9 1.-0,9 "-0 09 1--0 ,98 , -0 ,98 
),=none -y =!ow -y= h igh -y= n one -y= low 
~=O 4 (=04 (=0.4 (=OA ~=04 

(4 , 120) (1 , 14 00) (1 , 140) (1.14 ,0) (1 ,14 00) (1 ,14 ,0) 
(4 , 124) (2 ,134) {2, 13 4) (2 ,134) (2 ,134) (2,13.4) 
(3, 122) (3 ,134) (3 ,134) (3 , 134) (3 ,13.4) (3 ,134) 
(3 , 12 6) (2 , 13 .0) (2 ,, 13 ,0) (2 ,13.0) (2 ,130) (2,130) 
(2 , 12 ,2) (2 ,13 00) (2 , 1300) (2, 13 .2) (2 ,13 .0) (2 , 1::LO) 
(3 , 128) (2,13 .0 (2 ,130) (2 , 13 ,0) (2 ,1300) (2,13 ,2) 
(2 , 124) (2 ,13 .0 (2 , 132) (2,13 .4) (2 ,13 00) (2,13 .0) 
(4 , 130) (2 ,13 .0 (2 ,13 ,2) (2 , 13 .2) (2 ,13 ,0) (2, 13.4) 
(2 , 126) (2,13 00 (2 , 13 ,2) (2, 13 .0) (2 ,13 .0) (2 ,13.4) 
(1 , 124) (2 ,130) (2 ,13 .0) (2 ,1;34) (1 ,13 00) (1 ,130) 
(3 , 130) (2 , 1:3 .0 (2 ,13 ,2) (2 ,13A) (1 ,13 .0) (2 ,132) 
(3 , 132) (2 ,13 .0) (2,13 ,2) (2 ,13 ,2) (1 , 13 00) (3,13 .4) 

'Pbv --3 'Pbv -4 Pbt.- 4 Pbv -- 4 Pbv,-5 
Buyer (Human) Pin(,--O 125 P ,n('-O 242 'Pinj'-O 395 P in ('-'O 262 P inpO [,37 

IHl tot '- 1 62 1 L,ji (o t= 2 ,90S Lfllt L' t=4 .741 li~ to t-- 3 138 !Hltot,- 6 ~4~_ 
Sell e r (Age nt) P ,npO 197 P ;.lj:....O 323 P inj'--O 446 P inpO ,29 'Pin! -,0 .0 09 

Eil (ot= 2 .S59 Hl tc t= 3872 frll tot =5 .355 b-ll tOL= 3478 U1]LoL ,,--= 6 .114 

r-------------T -~-=~0~. 9=8~--.--1 ~-~~0~7--------~~--AO~7~----r-L-'~':0~7~---' 

Buyer (Huma n) 
Hi to t- -8 .90S [1("t=0 .359 £"1 (ot=0487 lillLo!-0,775 

Se ll e r (A gentL P i,-u= O 77 P ;T'cL= O 065 P mL=O .091 
'--_____ . ___ -'---~_,11 =to_:...t-_-_9._2_3 5.__'__fi_'OI L=C~i :.=_: 0_7_7J_~ __,__f.'....;£(01-1.095 

Table A.5: Summary of simulation runs for an acceptability 'maXi17L-lsing strategy, where 
~ is high. Pbv is the bid variation , Pinj is the mean entropy reduced, andlHI tot is the 
total ent ropy reduced (used to derive Pmf) ' 
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L=0 .9 L=O 9 1.= 0 .9 L=0 .98 L=0 ,98 
-y=non e .,·= Iow -y= h lgh -y= n one -y= low 
~ =0 . 3 (=0.3 ~=O 3 ~=0. 3 ~=03 

(4 , 12.0) (1 ,14 .0) (1 ,140) (L 14 .0) (1 ,14 .0) (1 ,14.0) 
(4 , 124) (1 ,13 .6 (1 ,13.6) (1 ,13 .6) (1 ,13 .6) (1 ,13 .6) 
(3 , 12 .2) (2,13 .8) (2 ., 138) (2 ,13 ,8) (1,13 .2) (2,138) 
(3 , l2c61 (2 ,13.4) (2,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (1 ,13 .0) (2, 1342 
(2, 12 .2) (2 ,130) (2 ,130) (3 ,138) (3 ,140) (2 ,13 0) 
(3 , 12 .8) (3,14 .0 (3,13 .8) (3 ,140) (2 ,13.0) (1 ,12 .8) 
(2 , 12.4) (3,13 .2 (3,13 .2) (2,132) (3, 1321 -h, 13~ 
(4 , 13 .0) (3,13 .2 J3,138) (2 ,13 2~ (1 ,130)- . ]"""J3.6j-
(2 , 12 .6) p ,13 .0 (3 ,13 .2) (3 ,132) (2 ,13.0) (2 ,13 .2) 
(I , 12.4) (2 ,13 .0) (2 ,130) (3,13.2 ) (3 .. 13.2) (1 ,13 .6) 
(3 , 13 .0) (1 ,12.8) (2 ,132) (3 ,13 .8) (1 ,12 .8) (1 ,13 .8) 
(3 , 13.2) [3, 13 .2 13, 1321 [3, 13.J L3 , 13 .2J [3 , 13.2J 

Pbv-9 P bv =8 Pb'u- 8 Pbu- 8 Pbv - 8 
Buyer (Huma n} Pinr~-= O 161 p in /=0 .24 1 P in r=0.381 P inr= 028 Pillrc-~OA25 

"'-Sell e r (Agent) 
Hlt.ot-1 927 8ltot,-2 895 [lIt.,t- 4 .569 I'lItc-t - 3 .36 iHl tot-5.096 
1';nr= 0209 P mr=: O.:'l06 P iTl i"", OA45 P inr",0285 Pinr=,Q 428 
L'lI tot :=:2 .505 lj]tGt~3 .. 67 :l1tot --"5 :'I36 lfiltot-3A 16 IHltot~5 . 1 38 

L::.··O.98 t· · 07 
." ."" h lg h -y=no ne 1'= low 

---r:o--;-;-~ __ ~.---$...::~03~~ ("-.:0 .3 ,,...----__ ~ --"~ ._ 
(4 , 12 .0) ( 1 ,14 .0) O ,14 .0) (1 ,14 .0) 

L-O .7--
··,=hlgh 
( "'-, 0 .3 

'(l,i,i1l)-'-
~4 , 124) (1,1361 (314 .0) (3 .]4 .0) ~3 , 14 0) 
-~-'-~-\2, 1 38) 0,13.0) ( 1 ,1301 (2 , ]3.4) 

(3 , 126) (1 ,132) (2 ,13 .2) (3, 138) ~, 14 (0)-
( 2. 122) (3 .14 .0) i3 ,13 .2) (2 ,13 0 ) (1 ,13 .8) 
(3 . ] 281' (3 ,14 .0j (3 13 .2) (2 , 13:..,.,01;-~---1c-;,(3,,-', -:-14;;:-.=0)<-_ 
("2,l~~---~("lj3:2)- --(Wi .8) (3,134) (3 ,13 .6) --
(4,13.0)-'- '(2', 13 6) ' ( 1.12-:>8:-<-)--+-';"'(3,.'-, 1=-:3:-. 6""):-----11-~(·-::-3,'-:-.,13~ 

(2, 12 .6) (3, 13.4) (1 ,12 .8) (3 .13 .2} ( 3 ,13 .2) 
(1 , 12 .4) (2 ,13 .0) (1 1 28) (3 ,13 .2) (3,13 ,2, 
(3 , 130) (1 ,138) (1 ,1:L8) (2 , J 3 0 ) (1 ,138) 
(3 , 132) [3 , 13 .2J l3 , 13.2J [3 , 13,2J [3 , 13 .2J 

Buyer (Human) p 'n}-0.516 P iyJ-0.05 Pinf~0 . 085 
81iot~-=6193 [-;;to t=-=O 606 H tc !=1 .53 

Sell e l (Agent) P inf""'O 549 P i'1j'-O . ] 65 
ElI(ot=6587 Eil tot=l 08 Hi wt = 1 .294 [al tot"" l 981 

Table A.6: Summary of simulat ion runs for an equitable information strategy, where ~ 
is in the rniddle. Pbv is the bid variation, Pinj is t he nlcan entropy reduced, and JHI tot is 
the total entropy reduced (used to derive Pmj) . 
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"=0 .. 9 "=09 "=0 .. 9 "-0.98 "=098 
/, =none /,= Iow CV=hlgh -y=none /,=Iow 
~==0 . 2 (==0 .2 (=0.2 (=0 .. 2 ~==0 .. 2 

(4 , 12 .. 0) (1 ,14 ,0) (1 ,14 .. 0) ( 1, ]4 .0i (1 , 14 .0) (1 ,14 .0) 
(4 , 124) (Ll3.6) (1 ,13 .. 6) (1 , ] 3 .6) (1 ,13 .. 6 (1 ,13 .. 6) 
(3 , LL2) (2 ,13 .8) (2 ., 13 .. 8) (2 ,13 .. 8) ( 1, 13 .2) (2 ,13 .. 8) 
(3 , 126) (2 ,134) (2 ,134) (2,13.4) (1 ,13 .0) (2,13.4) 
(2, 12.2) (2, 13 .0) (2 ., nO) (3 ,B.8) (2,12 .8) (2,13 .0) 
(3 , 12 .. 8) (3 ,14 .0) (3 ,138) ,3, 140) (2 ,14 .0 (1,12 .8) 
(2,12A) (3,nO) (3 ,13 .2) (2,]2 .8) (2 ,12 .8 (2 ,12 .8) 
(4 , 13 0) (1,130) (3 ,13 .1'l) (1 ,12.8) (1 ,128 (1 ,13 6 ) 
(2 , 12 .. 6) (l ,n02 J3 ,132) (2 ,13 .. 2) 0 (2, 12,8 (l ,nO) 
(1 , ]2 4) (3 ,130) (3 ,13 .. 0) (3, ];'30) (2 ,, 12 .. 8) (1 ,13 .6) 
(3 , 13 .0) [3 , 13 .0J [3 , 13.0J [3 , 13 OJ [3 , 13 .. 0 13 , 13,OJ 
(3 , 13 .2) 

Pbv-·8 P bv -8 'Pbv ·- 1O Pbv-7 Pbv-8 
Buyer' (Human) P inr= O 19 P inr=O 276 1';n(-0355 P m (-c-0 .3 P in{=O 4 :15 

li:fl(oL-=2 .094 [1i/.ot-.:.3 .. 034 ~-lItct-3 .908 81/ ot --"3 .3 Iclitot'-4 .. 78 
- Sell €1' (Agent) p in{,-0,234 P in!,--f) 307 P ir,(-O 3 ]9 1\nf,--0 324 Pinj,-O 411 

tll tot-2 .572 ~ll toL .. - 3 .. 376 HtoL·-=3S] Hi/Gt- 3 .. 563 r-ll /.ot- 4 .523 

"-.098 "-... 0 7 --~~-O 7 "~O 7 
/,= hj gh y= none T=low -y= h jgh 
(=02 (~02 ( == 0 2 (=0.2 

r--~l2b~ lil,T4O)-'- "' \1 ,140)- (T.146l- (1 ,140) 
-(4124) \] ,] 3 6]_ -- (3.~- '13l41i')- \ 3)4 0 1 
'-(3.J2~2-'-) ---- -("2rIT) i 1 .13 . Q j - -n~3.0T---~3:4).--

\3 , ]2 ,6) (1 ,132) (2 .132) --r--t3",13.8) (3,14 .. 0) .-
(2 , ]2 .2) (3 ,14 .0 ) (3 ,13 .2) (2 , ]3 .0) (1 ,13 .8) 
(3 , ]2 .8) (3 140) --~-3 2)_~?, 1 3:q-=- !-f.3 , 14~L __ 
(2 12 4) (1 f32) \3 ,13 .. 0) \3.13.4} (3 ,136) 
(,1, 13.0) (2 ,13 .6) (2 ,12 .8 ) ( 3 , 136)-(3;T3~-
(2 , 126) (3, lJ.4) (U231 (3 .-13 2 ) (3 , ] 3.2) 
(1 , 12.4) (3 ,13 .0) (1 ,12S)"-,(3)3.0, (3 ,13 .0 ) 
(,1, 13 .0) --1-(3;""13:""0;- (3 , 1.3 ,0 ) (3 , 13 O)- !-(3,"D6~ 

1---'(_3.:...., _13_2',-) ------11--- ____ +-____ . _ . _____ .. _-+ ____ ~ 

B uyer (H uman) 
iHJ Lot=6.495 

Sell er (Age n t) 
lflito(=L08 

P bv=9 
P ",F=O .099 
b1 to t'-"71.092 

f1!tct=1294 

lli!tvt=l 507 

Hftot - ·1869 

Table A.7: Sumrnary of simulation runs for an equitable inJormaUon strategy, where ~ 
is low_ Pbv is the bid variation , P in! is the rnean entropy reduced, and IHI tot is the total 
entropy reduced (used to derive Pmj) . 
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,=0,9 <=09 ,=0 ,9 ,=098 ,=0 98 
-y= none -y=low l'=high -y= none -y= low 
(=0.1 (=0.4 ~=O 4 ~=OA (=OA 

(4 , 12 ,0) (1 ,140) (1 ,140) (1 ,14 ,0) (U4 .0 ) (1 ,140) 
(4 , 12.4) (1 , 13 .6) (1,13 .6) (1,13 .6) ( 1 ,13.6) ( 1 ,13 .6 
(3 , 12 ,2) (2 ,L38) (2 ,13,8) (2 ,138) ( 1 ,13.2 ) (2 ,13,8) 
(3 , 126) (2 ,13A) (2,13.4) (2,13.4) (1 ,13 .0) (2, 13.4) 
(2 , 12 .2) (2 ,130) (2,13 .0) (3,13 .8) (3 ,14 ,0) (2,13 ,0) 
(3 , 128) (3, 14.0) (3, 13 ,8) (3,14 .0) (2. 13 ., 0) (3, 14 .0 
(2 , 124) (2 , 130) (2.130) (2,13 ,2) (3 ,13.4) (1 , 13.0 
(4 , B 0) (3,14 .0) (213 .2) (2 ,132) (1 ,13 ,0) (1 ,13 ,8 
(2 , 126) (1 ,130) (3,134) (3,,13.4) (2 ,13 .0) (1 ,13 ,0 
(1, 12 4) (3 ,13.4) (213 .0) (2 ,13 .0) (3.,134) (3 ,13.4) 
(3 , 130) (2 , 13 ,0) (2 ,132) (3 ,1,3 4) (3,13.4) (1 ,13 ,6) 
(3 , 132) (2 ,130) (1 ,13.2 ) (1 ,134) (U30) (1 ,13 ,6) 

Pb'v - 7 Pbv~o' 8 Pb1;'-9 P bv ,--6 Pbv-- 8 
Buyer (Human) Pmr~-0 . 153 P ill p0227 P in{,,- 0 ,32 p in /=0 ,28 'Pin{=O 446 

lHltot - -l 835 Eli(ot-,2 ,718 iiJh"I.-384 lHI tot-3 .357 ~to l. --5 .351 
SelieI' (Agent) p in{=- O,21 Pi,.,r-·'O 305 P inj,-0.435 p in{,-O,285 p i 71 {=-0.457 

R1itot:.....2 514 r~ tot-3 ,66 H tot c-5 223 [-Iltot~ - 3.417 [-lItot -,5.489 

<-,0 98 ,=0 7 1.-0.7 <",, 0 . 7 
-,= h lgh -y=' none -,=Iow -y='hi g h 
~=04 ( = 04 ( = 04 (=04 

(4 , 120) (1}40) (1]401 (1 ,140) (1 ,14 .0) 
(4,124)------r(f;I3])~ (Tl4.15)-- 13;"'"14:-0''''; );----;---;-'( 3,,-'-. -;-1 4~0 ).---i 

(3 , 12 .2) (2 ,13~- ~13.0)--- (Ti3~0) (2)34) 
(3. 12 .6) ---~ (2 ,132) (3 ,138) (3,140) 
(2 , 122) (3 ,140) (~{ , 13.4) (2 .130) (113 .8) 
~:8)---'- (3~T4or (2 ,13 .0) -t--(;"';:2-;)~3~:-;. O;,.,:)--t-r(3,,-'-, -:;-14"""~~"0r---1 

(2, 12.4) (U32) (1 , ]3 .8) ~(:3'c:-,'-:-1.:3:1;)===:=(~. 3~. 1~3;-6",,):----; 
(4 1301 (2 ,13 .6), (2 ,1361 (3 ,13.6) (313 .8) 

-(2,12~--- -(3;TI:4y---- -(1;13:8)-- - ''':''(3-'-''' ,~1'3~4f-) --+--+(3~13~' .-:'"4)<--"' ---
(I, ]2.4) (2 ,13 .0) (3 ,13.4)(1 .13.8) (2 .13 .0) 
(3 , 13 .0) (1 ,138) ( 1 ,13 .61 (2 ,134) (1 ,13.8) 
(3 , 13 ,2) (2 ,138) (2 ,13.6) (~~ , 13 4) (3 ,13A) 

Buyer (Human) 
~,j]tot=:c.-1 626 

Sell e r (Agent) P m j =-·0572 P", t-- O 122 Pmj'--O 191 
j~to t ~c L459 

Table A.8: Smlllllary of silllulation runs for an equitable inforrnation strategy, where ~ 
is high. Pbv is the bid variation, Pmf is the mean entropy reduced , and lHI tot is t he tot al 
ent ropy reduced (used to derive Pmf) . 
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a.ccept 1 2 3 4 
[$12.0-$12. 2 ) 0.09925 0.098125 0.097 0.0485 
[$ 12.2-$12.4) 0.1985 0.19625 0.194 0.097 
[$12.4-$12.6) 0.29775 0.294375 0.291 0.1455 
[$12.6-$12.8) 0.397 0.3925 0.388 0.194 
[$12.8-$13.0 ) 0.49625 0.490625 0.485 0.2425 
[$1:3.0-$13.2 ) 0.5955 0.58875 0.582 0.291 
[$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.69475 0.686875 0.679 0.3395 
[$13.4-$13.6) 0.794 0.785 0.776 0.388 
l $13.6-$13.8 ) 0.89325 0.883125 0.873 0.4365 
[$1 :3.8-$14.0) 0.9925 0.98125 0.97 0.485 
[$14.0-$1 4. 2 ) 0.997 0.984625 0.97225 0.486125 

fair 1 2 3 4 
[$12.0-$12.2) 0.121099 0.118749 0.079166 0.039583 
[$12.2-$12.4) 0.242198 0.237498 0.158332 0.079166 
[$12.4-$12.6) 0.363297 0.356247 0.237498 0.118749 
l $12 < 6-$12 .8) 0.484396 0.474996 0.316664 I 0. 158332 
r $12.8-$13.0 ) 0.605495 0.593745 0.39583 0,197915 
[$13.0-$13.2) 0.726594 0.712494 0.474996 0,237498 
1$13.2-$13.4 ) 0.847693 0.831243 0,554162 0.277081 
[$13.4-$13.6 ) 0,968792 0.95 0.633328 0.316664 
[$13.6-$1 ~~. 8 ) 0.978192 0.957042 0.638028 0.319014 
l $1 :3.8-$14 .0) 0.987592 0.964092 0.642728 0.321364 
[$14.0-$14.2 ) 0.996992 0.971142 0.647428 0.323714 

Table A.9: Simulations for estimating negotiation behaviour require estimates of 
the how certain the agent is that a contract is acceptable, and that a contract 
is fa.ir in a luarket place. The constraints used on the derivation of these esti-
mates are IfD(accept(X: (3, $1:3, 990))) = 0.97 ("I'm nearly certain that myself and my 
wife would be prepared to buy this car for $13 ,900 with a new set of tyres" ) and 
IfD(fair(Bs, (2, $1:3, 500))) = 0.95 ( "I read in the paper that this week, there 's a same 
make/model with a new gearbox for around $1:3,500 - I'm 95% sure that it ought to 
be still there). 
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Appendix B 

This section describes the results of the simulation runs for the evaluation of an inte-

grative negotiation model, extended from information-based agency. This model was 

defined in Chapter 5, and a summary and discussion of the simulations can be found 

in Chapter 6. 
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,=0,9 ,=0,9 ,-07 ,-07 ,-0,9 ,=09 
-y=.none l=high -y= non e -y= hl g h -y= none -y= high 
(=0.3 (=03 (=0 .3 (=0,3 (=025 (=0 ,25 

(4 , 12 ,0) (1 ,14 ,0) (1 ,14 0) (1 ,14 .0) (1 ,14 0) (1 ,140) (1 ,14 .0 
4 , 12.4) 2,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (2, 13.4) (2, 13.4) (2 ,13.4 

(3, 12 .2) (3,132) (3 ,132) (2 , 134) (2 ,134) (3,132) (3 ,13.2 
(3 , 12.6) (2,13 .0) (2,13 .0) (2 , 134) (2,134) (2,128) (3 ,13.0 
(2, 12 ,2) (1 ,128) (2 ,130) (2 ,134) (2 , 134) (2 ,128) (2 , 128) 
3 , 12 .8) (2,13 .0) 2,13.4) (2, 13.4) (2 ,134 ) (2,12 .8) (3 ,134 

(2 , 12.4) (1 ,128) (2, 13 .0) (2 ,13.4) (2134) (2 ,n8) (2 ,13.4) 
4 , 13 .0) (2,13 .0) (1,128) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,134) (2 ,12 8) t 2,13 .2) 

(2 , 12c6) (2 ,1.3 .0) (2 ,134) (2 ,134) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,128) (2 ,13.4) 
(1 , 124) 1 ,12 .8) (1 )12 .8) (2 , 13.4) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,12 8 ) 2 )130 
(3, J3 .0) (l ,12 .8, (2 ,132) (2 ,13.4) (2 ,13.4) (3 , 13 .0) J , 13 .0) 
(3 , 13 .2) (3 , 132) (3 , 132) (3 , 132) (3 ., 13 .2) 

Bv-5 Bv=6 Bv-_2 Bv __ 2 Bv __ 4 Bv--8 
Q imc,-O .12 imc-.O 565 Imc--O .0050 .imcc.. O 039 Imc-· O 162 Imc-OA98 

Hr'ed-- 0 ,179 Hred=O 423 ~.--003 Hred-0 .062 Hred --0 .197 Hred-0.431 
Htot=2149 ~508- Htol=O 359 Htot",=0 .748 HtGt"~2 ]69 Hto t=4 738--

{3 Im c=0 .182-- r---;-mc-=:O . 511-- --~m(::=0 . 10 7 ITflc =O.19 imc c--, 0 .33§- imcc-::6~ 
Hl ed-0 .203 Hr ed,-0,412 Hred-0.063 Hred - O 108 Hred _ O 248 Hr ed=0421 
Htot:-244 Htot--4 945 Ht o l = 0 .753 Htot'- l 296 Ht.ot c.:: 2729 Hlot=4632 

Goals-2 

Hred--0 .033 Hl ed--'O .033 Hled=O .154 Hred-0,4 39 Hred-D.03 Hred-~O 062 
Htot--O 359 Htot-0359 Htot-' 1.844 Hto t'-5 .264· Hto t;.=O 359 Htot~O . 748 

~_ Imc·-, 0 153 jmc~,,0 . 153 im c~-,0 . 193 imc~-= O 465 r-uTIC:=-.:.O . 107 imc-O 19 
Hr ed,,,,0 ,068 Hr ed==-,0058 Hred=0193 Hre d =O.368 Hred =O.063 Hr ed=0 .108 
Htot-O .753 Htot --O 753 Htot:.-2 .31 Htot~4 42i-I--Hto t =O 753 Htot= 1.296 L-______ -L __________ -L __________ -L ______________________ __ . _ ___ ~ ____ -L __________ -J 

Table B.1: Simulations for goal-oriented acceptability maximisiIlg trategy. Bv = offer 
variation, imc = intimacy rating , Hred = average entropy reduction, Htot =. total 
entropy reduction 



"=0 ,9 L=09 L="Q ,7 L=0 ,7 L=O,g L=09 
-y=none -y= high -y= n one -y =hlgh -Y", .. n one -y= hi g h 
(=0,3 (=03 (= 0.3 ~=0 , 3 (=025 ~=025 

(4. 12 .0) (1 , 14 ,0) (1 , 14 .0) (1 ,140) (1, 14 ,0) (1 , 14 0) (1 ,14 ,0) 
(4 , 12.4) (1 ,13 .6) (1 ,13,6) (3 ,14 .0 ) (3,140) (1)36) (1 ,13 .6) 
(3 , 122) (2 ,13 .8) (2 ,13 ,8 (1 , 13 ,0 ) (2 ,134) (2 ,138) 2 , 13 ,8) 
(3 , 12 .6) (2,13 .4) (2 ,13 ,4) (2, 13 .2 ) (3,14 .0) (2 ,1 3.4) (2 ,13.4) 
(2, 122 (2 ,13,0) (3, 13 .8 (3, 13 ,2) (1 ,1 38) (2 ,130) (3 , 1381 
3 , 12 ,8 3,14 .0) (1 ,12 ,6 (3 ,13 .2) (3, 140) (3 ,14 .0) ( 1,12 6) 

(2, 12.4 (1,12 ,2) (3,1304 (3 , 13 .0) (3 ,13 .. 6) (1 ,12 ,2) (3 ,13.4) 
(4, 13 ,0 (1 ,124) (3 ,13,4 (2 ,12 ,8) (3 13 ,8) 1 124) (3, 134) 
(2 , 12.6) (3 ,13 ,0) (1 ,12 .4) (1 ,12 .6) (3 ,13 .2) (313 .0) (1, 12.4) 
(1 , 12AJ .14 ,1261 (2 ,126) (4 , 12 ,8) .2 ,124) (4)2.6) (2, 126) 

<3,13 ,0)-1-'(4,126) (1, 13 .4) (4 ,12 ,8) (3 ,132) (3, 13 .0) (3 , 130) 
(3, 13 ,2) (3, 13 2) (3 , 132) (3 , 132) (3 13 ,2) 

Bv-10 Bv-lO Bv--,9 B,,-8 Bv,-. 10 Bv-9 
nTlc-O 195 imc-0366 lme-0 11 5 lmc=0223 lD1c-0278 lme-c0521 
Hr ed ,-0192 Hr ed=0 316 lhed=0 ,098 H red",,0 .16 Hred - O.209 Hred-O 344 
H tot=2.30 3 H tot=3 ,786 Htot=L171 Htot-1915 Htot - 2303 Htot = 3 ,782 

{3 lmc::..-O,364 imc-0508 lmc.-·O,112 imc .-O ,223 lYl1C-O 394 imc .- 0602 
Hr ed '·-0 ,244 Hred·- 0 .352 H red-'009 Hred-,0 165 Hr'ed-0239 Hr ed=0 ,358 
Htot-2 .924 Htot-4 .22 1 H lot-.108 Htot - 1981 Htot _ 2629 Htot-'3,933 

imc,-",O , 164 imc=0 ,264 lmc=0198 lme=O 514- lmc=: O 346 llTIe=0 ,2?4 
I---a----+-:H ..... l-.c .... d-=...."°...." 1,...,0""6,.-.4--;-H,-Y-ed-;-=----=-0 ",",,]-=>06 i H r ed -0 .212 H Ted - ° . 3'16 H red -0 ' J 56 H red -=0 ' 1 59 
~~---~'H~t-:o-:t.-."~1-;. 1~7~1-1~H~t-o~t--- ~1.~7~85~~-;H~t~o~t--~2~5~4~1-1~H~t-o~t---4~,~5~09~·~0~t-c--oi~, 8~6~7"~~H~t-o~t-~1~. 9~1~2-1 

imc--:O ,16 imc-O ,271 imc=O 307,me=O 54 --i---Ji:i:lc=0112 ' ; m c=0 ,223 
1---{3~-----+-:H·r-e~d=-=O~0~9~8-~-=H~re-d~~-O~.·~1=7-~}·h-e-;d-=....,,0~, 2~2=5-+-=H-le-_-d~.=--cO~.~3~6i-~H~re~d·~=~0~.0=9~-~'}I'r-e'd-..... =0-;, 1~6~5~ 

Htot=108 Htot=1869 Htot=2 .704 Htot~4 . 329--'j..Hot=1.08 Htot= L9S1 

Table B.2: Simulations for goal-oriented equitable information strategy. Bv offer 
variation, imc = intimacy rating, Hred = average entropy reduction , Htot ,= total 
entropy reduction 
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Goals =2 Goal = 1 Goa l = 0 
~=0 0 9 ~=0 . 9 ~=1) . 9 

I'=none ""Y==none I'=none 
~=0.25 ~=0.25 ~=O . 25 

Buyer Seller Buyer Seller Buyer Selle r 
(4, 120) (1 ,140) (4 , 12.0) (1 ,140) (4 , 120) (1 , 14 0) 

2 (3,120) (1 ,13.6) (3,120) (1 ,136) (3 ,12 .0) (1 , 13 6) 
3 (4 ,126) (2 ,14 .0) (4 ,12.6) (2 ,14 0) (4 ,12 61 (2 ,14 0) 
4 (3 ,n6) (2 ,13 06) (3 ,nG) (2 ,136) (3 , 12 .6 ) (2 ,1306) 
5 (3 ,12 .8) (1 ,18 .2) (3,12.8) (1 ,13 2) (3 ,12 8) (1 ,13 2) 
6 (4,132>- (1 ,130) (4 ,13 .. 2) (1 ,13.0) (4,13 2) (1 ,13 .0) 
7 (2 ,n6) (3 ,13 .8) (2 ,12 06) (3 ,13.8) (2,126 ) (3 ,13 .8) 
8 (4 ,13.4) (2 ,13 .0) (4 ,134) (2 ,13.0) 13 ,12 .4] ( 3 ,12.4 ) 
9 (4 ,13.6) (3 ,13 00) (3 ,136) (4 , l:clA) 
10 (2 ,13 .4) (3 ,130) (3 ,13 .6) 
11 (2 ,134) 
12 

Bv==18 B,, == 16 B,, :- .14 
Imc __ O 253 Im c--0 .51 Imc",·0 .257 
Hn"d-O 105 Hr€d-O 118 Hr ed -,O 063 
Htot=2203 Hto t-2238 Hto t. - I .OO3 ---

{3 Im c=0 3 3 Im c=0.285 imc,-- 0 .2J7 
Hred = O 082 Hr ed=0 .071 Hr€d .cO.064 
Htot .. ~ L732 Hto t=I .356 Hto t - l .024 
Revea l - 03 DropGoal@8 ])ropG oi\I@5 
Goa 18~3 Go<'.is : ~c 2 Goa.ls ==' 
~=O 0 9 !-=O 9 1=0.9 

Bv~6 Bv-1 8 Bv~16 r----;- --;i-m-c·---:o:::--;:;c2-;:-S--f------+-""7i-m·-c-=-o;;-47:7:;-;8c---+-----~-f-im---C;;6T1--- 1----__ 

HI €d=0 .091 Hr ed = 0 .109 Hr€d:=001 18 
Htot=0731 Htot== 2 175 ---HtGt:~i:238---

~{3~_~~lm.-c~~-0~.3~5~-+_---_+~im~c--~0~3~3~-1-------+_~in~1c-·_~0.285 .--r-.-------
Hred -0 .111 Hred-O 087 H red ·-0.071 
Htot-0891 Htot c== 1. 732 H tot- 1. 3S6 ~ __ ~ __________ ~ ________ ~ _________ ~ _____________ _ __ _ _ -L _____ ~ 

Table B.3: Agent versus Agent: simulations for a goal-oriented equitable information 
strategy. Bv =.:: offer variation , imc = intimacy rating, Hred = average entropy reduc-
tion, Htot = total entropy reduction 
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Ace Max 
Goals = 0 Goal = Fixes Goal = 2 
~=O , 9 ~=0 , 9 ~ =.-=0 , 9 

,),=none ,)"=none ,),=no ne 
~~- O 25 (=025 ~=025 

Buyer Seller Buyer' Sell er Buyer Seller 
1 (4, 120) (1.14 .0) (4 , 120) (1 ,14 .0) (4 , 12 ,0) (l ,H .O) 
2 (4 ,12 .8) (2,134) (4,12 .8) (2 ,1304) (4 ,128) (2 ,13.4) 
3 (3,126) (3,132) (3 ,12.6) (3 ,13 .2) i.3 ,126) 
4 (4 ,n8) (2 ., 12.8) (4,128) (2,128) (4 ,130) (2 ,13 .0) 
5 (3 ,12 .6) (3,13 .0) (3,12 .6) \3 ,13 .0) (3 ,12 .6) (2 ,13 .0) 
6 (4,12 .8) (2,12 .8) (4 , 12 .8) (2 ,128) (4 ,13 .0) (3 ,13.4) 
7 (4 ,12,8) (3 ,13 .0) (4 ,12 .8) (3 ,13.0) (3 ,12 ,6) (.1 ,13 .2) 
8 \4,12 .8) (2 ,128) (4 ,12.8) (2 ,12 .8) (4 ,13 .0) 
9 (4 ,12 .8) (2,128) (4 ,12.8) (2 ,12 .8) (3,126) (3 ,13 .2) 
10 (4,]2 .8) (2 ,128) (4 , ]2 .8) (2 ,]28) (4 ,13 ,0) (3 ,13 ,2) 
11 (4 ,12 .8) (2 ,128) (4 ,12 ,8) (2 ,]2 .8) (3 ,]2 .6 ) (3 ,13 .2) 
1'2 (2 ,12 .8) (2 ,12 .8) (.1,132) 

Bv=7 Bv- 7 B" ,-8 
Q imc- 0 .0070 imc--O 0070 imc,-0 .OO50 

Hred-·0 .095 Hred-0 .09S Hred = 0 .072 -- Htot= 2 .184 Htot_2 . ]84 Htot .:.... 1657 
(3 im c:",:0 .013 imc-,0 .013 Imcc-O 0 24 

Hre d=O 088 Hr·ed = 0 .088 H red - O 086 
Htot -- 2 .016 Htot _ 2 016 H t ot= 1. 975 

Reveal .:.... 0 .3 
Goal = 3 G o al = 2 
~=O 9 <= 0 ,9 

Table B.4: Agent versus Agent: simulations for a goal-oriented acceptability maxirnis-
ing strategy. Bv = offer variation, imc ,-::~ intimacy ratin g, Hred = average entropy 
reduction , Htot ,,=, total entropy reduction 
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